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May 20 Meeting re: Crown Castle Wireless Applications
Comments on Applications H05m2; H07m2; H08m2; H19m3; H20m3; H21m3;
H28m3; H30m1; H31m2; H32; H02m3; H12m3; H27m3

Dear Ms. Natusch and Mr. Diaz:
We are writing on behalf of the Hillsborough Citizens Alliance (“HCA”) to raise
several objections before the Town’s May 20 meeting regarding the 13 pending Crown Castle
wireless communication facility (WCF) applications. Please place a copy of this letter in the
administrative record for each application listed above. HCA has set forth in its Amended and
Supplemental Complaint (Case No. 20-CIV-04592) several arguments to challenge the
Town’s unlawful conduct arising out of its consideration of Crown Castle’s WCF
applications. A copy of the Amended Complaint is attached and incorporated herein as
Exhibit 1.
We summarize HCA’s arguments and objections as follows:
1.
The Town’s Brown Act violations render this process void. The Town violated
the Brown Act by, among other things, agreeing to approve Crown Castle’s applications in its
Settlement Agreement with Crown Castle. The Town’s conduct over the past year demonstrates
that it committed to approve Crown Castle’s applications one way or another. Applications
approved under this unlawful process are void. Trancas Prop. Owners Ass’n v. City of Malibu,
138 Cal.App.4th 172, 186–87 (2006); Gov. Code § 54960.1(a). This pre-cooked deal was
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confirmed in each of Crown Castle’s original applications submitted on March 23, 2021: They
all confirmed in section 11.02 and Exhibit 11.02 that the City Council approved these deviations
in the Settlement Agreement as “exceptions” to the 2019 Design Standards. This proves the
Brown Act violations. The Town didn’t dispute these assertions until after HCA pointed them
out in its April 1, 2021 letter. The Town’s suggestion that Crown Castle had a “fundamental
misunderstanding” of the Settlement Agreement cannot be taken seriously, nor can Crown
Castle’s flip-flop – it now says the Town retained its discretion – in its collusive response to the
notices of incompleteness.
The Amended Complaint details additional Brown Act violations, including setting up a
review process for these applications that conflicts with the Hillsborough Municipal Code (the
“Code”).
2.
Each of the Proposed WCFs Violates the 2019 Design Standards. The WCFs are
being proposed under the design standards the Town adopted in January 2019 by Resolution No.
19-03, but they violate those design standards in several respects, including: (1) each of the
proposed towers exceed the 32-foot height limit in Section C(3) (eleven towers would be 35 feet
and two would be 55 feet); (2) the specifications for the 11 proposed monopoles exceed the 2foot volume limit for equipment in Section C(3) (they have 4-foot by 3-foot equipment
enclosure); and (3) four proposed towers are in designated undergrounding districts and violate
the undergrounding rule in Section E(1). See Ex. 2, Settlement Agreement Exhibit A, Summary
of 16 Denied Sites vs. 13 Proposed Sites. A more extensive discussion of the deviations will
follow in a supplemental objection, but HCA notes that the proposed WCFs do not conform with
the Town’s standards, and should be denied.
The Code contains a hierarchy that requires the siting of towers on public property as the
first priority and only as a last-ditch alternative on or near private property. Code § 15.32.070.C.
And yet the Crown Castle applications would locate 10 of the 13 towers not on public property
but in the right-of-way in front of homes. And while the other three towers are technically on
public property, they are very close to homes in residential areas, and two are on town-owned
residential parcels presenting the exact same drawbacks as siting them on private property. None
of the proposed towers is along Interstate 280, affixed to the electrical towers, camouflaged in
the open space or in the canyons, nor are they proposed for the public works campus, city hall
plaza, or on police or fire station property, to name other public property location options.
3.
No Effective Prohibition Showing. Crown Castle argues in each application that
these violations of the 2019 Design Standards must be overlooked because, if the applications
are denied on this basis, it would be an “effective prohibition” of wireless services under federal
law. This is wrong for multiple reasons, including:
•
Under the Hillsborough Municipal Code and federal law, each application
for each WCF must establish that a denial of the application would constitute an
“effective prohibition.” But Crown Castle has submitted no such evidence in its
applications; instead, it merely asserts that a denial would constitute an effective
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prohibition. Furthermore, Crown Castle has not shown that alternative site designs that
comply with the Town’s design standards could not achieve the level of service it claims
is necessary (also a mystery) to avoid an effective prohibition. City of Portland v. United
States, 969 F.3d 1020, 1033–35 (9th Cir. 2020); Sprint Telephony PCS, L.P. v. Cty. of
San Diego, 543 F.3d 571, 577–788 (9th Cir. 2008) (a plaintiff must show an “actual or
effective prohibition, rather than the mere possibility of prohibition”). This evidence-free
approach confirms the pre-approved nature of the deal: although Crown Castle produced
at least some evidence about the availability and suitability of alternative sites and
designs in its 2018 applications. See, e.g., Ex. 3, March 12, 2018 Memo from
Hillsborough City Attorney’s Office, Additional Issues Raised by the Applicant’s Appeal
Letter Dated March 7, 2018; Ex. 4, March 7, 2018 Letter from Michel W. Shonafelt to
Hillsborough City Council, Crown Castle NG West LLC: Appeal of City Manager’s
Denial of 16 Small Cell Communications Facilities (exhibits omitted). But it didn’t even
bother to produce any such evidence this time because it knew the applications would be
approved.
•
None of the applications identifies the “new services” or provides any
evidence that such services are not presently available in the area to be served by the
WCF for which the application applies. Crown Castle states elsewhere that these towers
are for Verizon 4G/LTE service, but Verizon 4G/LTE service is not new and, according
to Verizon, already exists in Hillsborough.
•
Crown Castle cannot base an “effective prohibition” claim on denial of
4G/LTE service because it is not a “personal wireless service” under federal law.
4.
The Town’s review process is violating the Code and denying citizens the
opportunity to meaningfully participate in the process. The Town has violated the Hillsborough
Municipal Code in multiple respects in the course of trying to ram through these approvals.
The City Manager violated HMC § 15.32.080.E when, on March 24, 2021, she passed the
applications to the City Council for decision without making the findings required by that
section. (A copy of that letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.) Section 15.32.080.E provides that
“the city manager may recommend to the city council that, notwithstanding the evidence
supporting denial, an application be approved if he or she makes a finding that the applicant
has demonstrated that the refusal to grant such an exception and approve the application would
prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal wireless service” under
federal law. None of those things happened: (1) the City Manager did not “recommend . . .
that, notwithstanding the evidence supporting denial, an application be approved,” and (2) the
City Manager did not “make[] a finding that the applicant has demonstrated that refusal to
grant such an exception and approve the application would” constitute an effective prohibition
– there was no finding, nor could there have been, since Crown Castle made no such
“demonstrate[ion].”
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It also violated 15.32.080.D when it established a new application review process that
made the City Council the sole decisionmaker on the applications and eliminates the citizens’
right to appeal. The City Attorney has previously assured Hillsborough’s citizens that this twostep review process is a fundamental to the WCF application process under the Code. See Ex. 5,
Transcript, Dec. 7, 2017 Hillsborough Community Meeting re: Crown Castle Small Cell
Wireless Applications (excerpts); Ex. 6, Christopher Diaz, City Attorney, Dec. 7, 2017
Presentation – Community Meeting, Crown Castle Wireless Applications; Ex. 7, Dec. 7, 2017
Telecom Law Firm PC Presentation – Application Review Process; see also Ex. 8, Dec. 20, 2017
City Manager Decision on Crown Castle’s 16 Applications for Proposed Wireless Facilities.
Applications approved in a process that violates the Code are void. Summit Media LLC
v. City of Los Angeles, 211 Cal.App.4th 921, 936–37 & 939–41 (2012). The Town is ignoring
the Code because its Settlement Agreement with Crown Castle purported to set up a different
procedural requirement for these applications, but that violates the Brown Act.
Moreover, the application review process that the staff is recommending the Council
adopt (as set forth in the staff report for the May 20th special council meeting) would violate this
two-step process. Not only does eliminating both the City Manager review/written decision and
the appeal rights of the citizens violate the Code, it also contradicts the Town’s prior
interpretation of what the Code requires.
When the Town held a hearing to discuss and adopt amendments to the Hillsborough
wireless code on January 14, 2019, the Town staff presented a document at the hearing to set
forth the procedures and timeline for WCF permit review to comply with the Code and the
federal 60-day shot-clock. See the draft “WCF Permit Processing Timeline” attached as Exhibit
9. The timeline called for the City Manager to issue a written decision and notice no later than
day 31. It also built in 29 days for interested parties to appeal the City Manager’s decision. Last,
it called for the WCAC to issue its recommendation to the City Manager no later than day 20.
But none of this is happening.
The review process here should honor these important procedural requirements as the
Town contemplated all along. There are 43 days remaining on the 60-day shot-clock. The
following proposed schedule illustrates that there is ample time to conduct public hearings on the
merits of the towers while allowing the public and the WCAC to participate:
1. Public hearings
a.
May 24th – steel poles
b.
May 27th – steel poles/wood poles
c.
May 31 – Poles on Town-owned property
2. WCAC issue recommendation to City Manager – June 3
3. City Manager issue written decision and notice – June 10
4. Deadline to file appeal to City Council – June 17
5. Town issue public notice of Council hearing – June 18
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6. Council conduct public hearing on the full application(s) – June 25
7. Council issue written decision – June 30
5.
2019 Design Standards are invalid in any event. Finally, HCA observes that the
2019 Design Standards under which these applications are being reviewed are unlawful because
they were adopted by resolution in Hillsborough City Council Resolution No. 19-03 (adopting
Policy 19-01). Design standards governing WCFs are zoning standards under Government Code
§ 65850: They regulate the placement, size, and operation of WCFs; regulate the height, size,
and location of structures; and regulate the intensity of property use. Zoning standards must be
adopted by ordinance rather than resolution. Because the Town lacks authority to adopt or
amend zoning regulations by resolution, the 2019 Design Standards are void, and any approvals
granted under them are also void. City of Sausalito v. Cty. of Marin, 12 Cal.App.3d 550 (1970).
HCA will raise additional objections during the site-specific hearing process that the
Town sets out at the May 20 meeting. In the meantime, HCA reiterates its demand that the
Town must follow the Hillsborough Municipal Code when considering the Crown Castle
applications.
Sincerely,

Bradley A. Benbrook
Encl.
cc:
wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net
Patrick D. Skahan, Esq.
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1
2

Petitioner and Plaintiff Hillsborough Citizens Alliance complains of Respondent and
Defendant Town of Hillsborough and alleges as follows:

3
4

INTRODUCTION
1.

The Town of Hillsborough has engaged in a series of unlawful actions as part of its

5

years-long project of ramming through applications for cell towers that do not comply with the

6

Town’s zoning laws. The saga began in 2018, when the Town denied 16 wireless communications

7

facility (or “WCF”) applications submitted by Crown Castle because the proposed facilities

8

violated the design standards set out in the Town’s municipal ordinance. In 2018, Crown Castle

9

sued the Town under federal law, claiming that the Town’s standards worked an “effective

10

prohibition” on cellular infrastructure under the Federal Telecommunications Act. In 2019, the

11

Town adopted new, looser standards by resolution, but Crown Castle would not settle its lawsuit

12

until the Town agreed – in violation of the Brown Act – to approve Crown Castle’s applications

13

under still-looser standards. The Town did settle on that unlawful basis in June 2020, which was

14

the original impetus for this lawsuit by the Hillsborough Citizens Alliance (“HCA”). A true and

15

correct copy of the Settlement Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

16

2.

Now that Crown Castle has submitted its applications pursuant to the Settlement

17

Agreement, HCA files this amended and supplemental petition and complaint to address additional

18

unlawful conduct by the Town. This complaint raises two interrelated issues:

19

3.

Confirmation and Consummation of Plan Hatched in Brown Act Violation. The

20

Hillsborough City Council violated the Brown Act when it negotiated and approved the Settlement

21

Agreement. The Town exceeded the authorized scope of a closed session by secretly deliberating

22

on and ultimately approving legislative decisions involving the Town’s zoning laws governing

23

WCFs. The Town is not permitted to use the “pending litigation” exception to the Brown Act’s

24

open-meeting requirements “as a subterfuge to reach nonlitigation oriented policy decisions.” Cal.

25

Dep’t of Justice, Off. of Atty. Gen., The Brown Act, Open Meetings for Local Legislative Bodies

26

40 (2003). But that is precisely what Hillsborough’s City Council did here: It decided that Crown

27

Castle’s applications would be approved one way or another. The Town initially tried to do this by

28

ramming through changes to its design standards in July 2020 so that Crown Castle’s applications
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1

wouldn’t be dead on arrival for not conforming to the existing standards. After HCA blew the

2

whistle over separate Brown Act violations associated with that gambit, the Town has changed

3

course and is preparing to approve the applications through other unlawful means. But

4

remarkably, Crown Castle’s applications confirm the Brown Act violation: Each application states

5

that the Town “pre-approved” several “exceptions” to the design standards as part of the

6

Settlement Agreement concerning, for example, the height, volume, layout, structure, and building

7

materials for Crown Castle’s proposed WCF sites.

8

4.

Failure to Follow its Own Municipal Ordinance Procedures for Reviewing Cell

9

Tower Applications. After the Town’s failed to pass further watered-down design standards in

10

July 2020, the Town chose different – and equally unlawful – procedural gimmicks to get the

11

Crown Castle applications approved. This is a recent development: The Town originally intended

12

to “consider” the applications under design standards that the Town had improperly agreed to

13

adopt in the Settlement Agreement. After HCA sued under the Brown Act, the Town is now

14

purporting to consider the applications under design standards adopted in 2019. But each of the

15

applications violates those design standards. The Town is now poised to ignore the application

16

review process set out in its own municipal code, which contains several procedural safeguards

17

that promote transparency and provide an opportunity for public participation. Instead, the Town

18

has substituted a separate process set out in the Settlement Agreement – one that makes the City

19

Council the sole and final decisionmaker on the applications. This new procedural regime

20

purports to eliminate the citizens’ right to appeal an initial determination based on city manager

21

findings, as required by the municipal code. But the Town lacks authority to issue permits without

22

following the WCF ordinance, so this procedural gambit is unlawful and ultra vires. Summit

23

Media LLC v. City of Los Angeles, 211 Cal.App.4th 921, 936–37 & 939–41 (2012); Horwitz v.

24

City of Los Angeles, 124 Cal.App.4th 1344, 1356 (2004). If the Town fails to follow the

25

application review process mandated by the municipal code, any permits issued to Crown Castle

26

are void. Summit Media, 211 Cal.App.4th at 939–41.

27
28

5.

HCA brings this lawsuit to halt the Town’s unlawful actions. HCA seeks relief

from this Court (1) to prevent the Town from considering and approving Crown Castle’s
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1

applications without following the process mandated by the municipal code; (2) to declare void

2

any permits approved by the Town without following the process mandated by the municipal code;

3

and (3) to determine that the Town violated the Brown Act and that its approval of the Crown

4

Castle Settlement Agreement is therefore null and void.

5

THE PARTIES

6

6.

Plaintiff Hillsborough Citizens Alliance is a nonprofit public benefit corporation

7

organized under California law. HCA’s purpose is to promote good local government in

8

Hillsborough, California. HCA’s members are Hillsborough residents who are concerned about

9

the Town’s actions and its regulation of WCFs, and who are personally affected by the proposed

10

placement of WCFs in the Town.

11
12

7.
Mateo.

13
14

Defendant Town of Hillsborough is a general law city located in the County of San

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8.

This Court has jurisdiction over this action and authority to issue declaratory relief

15

pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 1060. This Court has jurisdiction over HCA’s Brown

16

Act claim and authority to issue mandamus and injunctive relief pursuant to Government Code §

17

54960.1.

18

9.

19
20

Venue is appropriate in this Court pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 394(a).
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

10.

Since 2006, the Town of Hillsborough has regulated WCFs – cell towers – within

21

its jurisdiction. See Hillsborough Mun. Code, ch. 15.32. The Town’s WCF law included detailed

22

design standards governing the placement, size, operation, and aesthetic standards of cellular

23

facilities in Hillsborough. Former Hillsborough Mun. Code § 15.32.070.A (as adopted July 11,

24

2016 by Hillsborough Ord. No. 738) (the “2016 Design Standards”). Specifically, the 2016

25

Design Standards regulated the collocation of WCFs; regulated the placement, size, and aesthetics

26

of WCFs in public rights-of-way; prescribed standards for pole-mounted and ground-mounted

27

WCF components, including their size, shape, and aesthetics; set general height and size limits for

28

WCFs; prescribed aesthetic standards for WCFs that touch on their size, shape, and visual and
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1

physical impact; and set lighting and advertising limitations for WCFs. Id. § 15.32.070.D–.M.

2

“The purpose of [the design standards] is to identify preferences and requirements for the location

3

and design of WCFs, to provide guidance to prospective applicants as they seek appropriate WCF

4

locations within the town, and to provide guidance to the city manager in determining whether to

5

grant, grant with conditions, or to deny a WCF application.” Id., § 15.32.070.A. A true and

6

correct copy of the 2016 Design Standards is attached as Exhibit B.

7

11.

This lawsuit originally stemmed from the Town’s closed-door efforts to restructure

8

its WCF regulations in connection with the settlement of a long-running lawsuit brought by Crown

9

Castle, the leading cell-tower company in the United States. Crown Castle sued Hillsborough over

10

the Town’s March 2018 denial of 16 WCF site applications. Crown Castle NG West LLC v. Town

11

of Hillsborough, N.D. Cal. Case No. 3:18-cv-02473-JSC. The City Council correctly denied the

12

proposed 16 wireless facilities on the grounds that, among other things, they would have patently

13

violated the Town’s WCF zoning ordinance: the applications violated all six of the substantive

14

criteria regulating WCFs, including 207 violations of the 2016 Design Standards alone, as

15

identified by Hillsborough Staff.

16

12.

Crown Castle sued Hillsborough on the theory that the Town’s denial violated state

17

and federal law. Crown Castle’s primary theory was that Hillsborough’s WCF design standards

18

were improperly restrictive and worked an “effective prohibition” of services under the federal

19

Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “Telecom Act”) (47 U.S.C. §§ 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II),

20

332(c)(7)(B)(iii), and 253(a)). See City of Portland v. United States, 969 F.3d 1020, 1033–35 (9th

21

Cir. 2020) (discussing regulatory framework under Section 253(a)). Crown Castle asked the

22

federal court to order the Town to approve the 16 applications.

23

A.

24

The City Council Weakens Its Wireless Design Standards And Downgrades Them
From An Ordinance To A Resolution.

25

13.

Starting in August 2018, the Town engaged in a series of closed-door negotiations

26

(which it termed “mediation”) to settle the dispute with Crown Castle. Given the gist of Crown

27

Castle’s “effective prohibition” theory in the litigation, the settlement focused on finding a way to

28
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1

get Crown Castle’s cell towers approved, despite the fact that the towers Crown Castle wanted to

2

build violated the Town’s design standards.

3
4

14.

In January 2019, the Town laid the groundwork for weakening its WCF regulations

to grease the skids for a settlement. The Council accomplished this in two steps.

5

15.

First, it adopted an urgency ordinance that amended the municipal code to delete all

6

of the substantive sections of the 2016 Design Standards and replaced them with a single provision

7

delegating the City Council authority to adopt them directly. Specifically, the ordinance amended

8

the municipal code to delete all of the substantive sections of the 2016 Design Standards and

9

replaced them with a single provision delegating the City Council authority to “adopt design and

10

development standards for WCFs.” Ord. No. 751, § 13 (striking Mun. Code § 15.32.070(D)–(P)).

11

A true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 751 is attached as Exhibit C1 and a true and correct copy

12

of excerpts from the City Council Agenda Report showing the revisions is attached as Exhibit D.

13

Second, the City Council passed a resolution adopting an 18-page “policy” that replaced the design

14

standards that were previously in the municipal code. Hillsborough City Council Resolution No.

15

19-03 (adopting Policy 19-01). True and correct copies of Resolution No. 19-03 and Policy 19-01

16

are attached as Exhibit E and will be referred to here as the “2019 Design Standards.”

17

16.

The Town adopted the 2019 Design Standards to conform to changes in federal

18

regulations governing WCFs. In pursuing these changes, the Town identified several “guiding

19

principles”: “[m]inimizing potential adverse impacts on the community, “[l]imiting wireless site

20

visibility and impacts to Town aesthetics,” “[p]romoting sufficient cell coverage for emergency

21

needs,” “[e]nsuring that Town standards reflect local values while conforming to state and federal

22

law,” and “[c]ontinuing to engage the community through this process.” Town of Hillsborough,

23

Memo: Jan. 7, 2019 City Council Study Session 2 (Jan. 4, 2019), a true and correct copy of which

24

is attached as Exhibit F. The Town hired outside technical consultants and lawyers to draft

25

standards that would not be susceptible to a challenge that they constituted an “effective

26

prohibition” on wireless service, as Crown Castle was then asserting in its federal litigation. The

27
28

1

The City Council re-adopted the substance of Ordinance 751 in a non-urgency ordinance
the following month. Hillsborough Ord. No. 754 (adopted Feb. 11, 2019).
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1

2019 Design Standards were also developed in consultation with the Town’s Wireless

2

Communications Advisory Committee (“WCAC”), with public input and participation in the form

3

of two community meetings and two public hearings.

4

17.

But Crown Castle was apparently not satisfied with the legislative compromise

5

leading to the 2019 Design Standards: Immediately after the new standards were adopted, the City

6

Council began working to loosen them even further. Over the next several months, Town

7

representatives continued backroom negotiations with Crown Castle and crafted revisions to the

8

2019 Design Standards to conform to the company’s plans. Between the time the mediation

9

commenced in August 2018 and June 2020 when the Town announced that it had negotiated the

10

Settlement Agreement, the Town held 20 closed sessions to discuss the Crown Castle litigation.

11

18.

Documents provided to HCA pursuant to a California Public Records Act request

12

confirm that, between January and October 2019, the Town was working within the mediation to

13

loosen the revised design standards – in other words, that it was conducting factfinding and

14

deliberating over substantive WCF policymaking behind closed doors. Within days of enacting

15

the compromise design standards in January, the Town sought to undermine them by asking the

16

wireless carriers – and only the carriers – to critique the design standards. In early July, for

17

instance, Town staff held a meeting and developed a “matrix” of proposed revisions to the design

18

standards that “aligns with [the] mediation.” The agenda for that meeting also reveals a two-part

19

process: (1) a legal process with a “deadline for carrier responses” on amendments to the design

20

standards with reference to the “mediation” as part of the process, followed by (2) a “public

21

process” to “update the guidelines.” And in early September, Councilmember Larry May, who

22

chairs the Council sub-committee on wireless issues and was the point person in the mediation,

23

received an e-mail from a confidante who alerted him to the fact that a WCAC member had

24

become aware that “Hillsborough is currently settling a lawsuit with Crown Castle” and “will

25

rollover and placate the wireless companies.” May quickly forwarded the email to City Manager

26

Ann Ritzma, who found the e-mail “very troubling,” and convened a meeting with May, then-

27

mayor Shawn Christianson, and WCAC Chair Paul Regan to discuss the issue.

28
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1

19.

The Town hid this process from the public and even from the full WCAC. Instead,

2

the Town presented revised design standards and tried to pass them off as modest “enhancements,”

3

without revealing that they had been collaborating with the carriers for over nine months to codify

4

legislative concessions.

5

20.

The Town tried to slip through these modified design standards for the City

6

Council’s approval at a November 12, 2019 City Council meeting. This maneuver sparked a

7

public backlash, so the City Council tabled the matter and adopted a different course.

8

B.

9
10

The Town Tried To Further Weaken The Design Standards To Facilitate The
Settlement’s Objective, But It Was Stalled By A Series Of Procedural Errors That
Also Violated The Brown Act.
21.

Instead of trying to enact design standards that would satisfy Crown Castle through

11

a public process and then executing a settlement, the Town reversed the two: It executed a

12

“conditional” settlement that would be predicated on new design standards. The City Council

13

coordinated all of this in a series of closed sessions as part of the Crown Castle mediation. On

14

June 8, 2020, the City Council met in closed session and unanimously agreed to approve the

15

Settlement Agreement.

16

22.

The Settlement Agreement purports to resolve the Crown Castle litigation on the

17

grounds that Crown Castle would submit applications “for a revised version” of the previously-

18

rejected plan with only 13 proposed facilities, the specifications of which were attached to the

19

Settlement Agreement as an exhibit. Further, the Town would “present to Crown Castle a list of

20

all requirements necessary to prepare complete applications under the [2019 Design Standards] as

21

the same may be amended,” Settlement Agreement ¶ 2 (emphasis added), and the applications

22

would receive the City Council’s “consideration” for approval. Id. ¶ 3.1. But every single one of

23

the 13 proposed facilities violated the 2019 Design Standards as they existed when the Settlement

24

Agreement was signed.2 Thus, unless the design standards were amended, the Town’s agreement

25
26
27
28

2

The specifications of the proposed towers exceed and violate the 2019 Design Standards.
Among other numerous violations, the specifications exceed the 32-foot height limit in Section
C(3) (eleven towers would be 35 feet and two would be 55 feet); the specifications exceed the 2foot volume limit for equipment in Section C(3) (the eleven monopoles have a 4-foot by 3-foot
equipment enclosure); and the specifications violate the undergrounding rule in Section E(1) (four
proposed towers are located in designated undergrounding districts ).
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1

to “consider” the applications was pointless because there would have been nothing to “consider.”

2

In short, the Settlement Agreement made no sense without the Town’s implicit commitment to

3

revise the design standards.

4

23.

The closed-session deliberations about – and adoption of – the Settlement

5

Agreement violated the Brown Act. Changing the Town’s design standards to accommodate

6

approval of WCF applications is a legislative act that had to be conducted in open session, Gov.

7

Code § 54953, and the Town could not evade this requirement under the guise of the litigation

8

exception. Trancas Prop. Owners Ass’n v. City of Malibu, 138 Cal.App.4th 172, 186 (2006); Page

9

v. MiraCosta Cmty. Coll. Dist., 180 Cal.App.4th 471, 503–04 (2009).

10

24.

Late in the afternoon on Thursday, July 9, 2020, the City Council revealed the

11

result of its secret deliberations and negotiations: 21 pages of revised design standards governing

12

the placement, size, operation, and aesthetic standards of WCFs – all to align with Crown Castle’s

13

proposed WCF sites that were incorporated into the Settlement Agreement. And it set a hearing to

14

adopt the new standards by resolution only four days later, on Monday, July 13, 2020.

15

25.

On July 13, 2020, the Council passed a new resolution adopting the revised

16

standards. But the Town violated the Brown Act’s provisions regarding public comment and

17

participation at that meeting: The City Council failed to provide an opportunity for members of the

18

public to comment on the resolution as required by Government Code section 54954.3. The

19

Council permitted only its hand-selected speakers to provide comments on the proposed

20

resolution, restricted any opportunity for general public comment on the action, and limited the

21

ability of opponents to raise concerns about the weakened design standards. And despite assuring

22

the public that all timely written comments would be “read to the City Council” and “read into the

23

record,” no opposition comments were read.

24

26.

HCA notified the Town that its conduct at the July 13 meeting violated the Brown

25

Act’s provisions regarding public comment and participation; as a result of these violations, the

26

Town took the matter up again at a hastily-called special meeting on July 27.

27
28

27.

But the plan to ram through the revisions to the standards on July 27 didn’t work

either. The City Council has elected to “reconsider” its July 13 resolution modifying the design
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1

standards, but not based on HCA’s objections or the objections of a chorus of other concerned

2

Hillsborough residents. Rather, the City Council only stepped back from its second attempt to

3

approve the revised standards when a Hillsborough citizen (who was shut out from public

4

comment at the July 13 meeting) revealed that Councilmember Jess Benton had a conflict of

5

interest and should not be permitted to vote on the resolution: Benton had made a substantial

6

investment in Crown Castle stock during the course of the Town’s settlement negotiations.3 The

7

Fair Political Practices Commission is currently investigating Councilmember Benton’s conduct.

8

C.

9
10

The Town’s Abuse Of The Pending Litigation Exception Violates The Brown Act And
Renders The Crown Castle Settlement Agreement Null And Void.
28.

On October 16, 2020, HCA filed this lawsuit requesting that the Court determine

11

that the Town violated the Brown Act and that its approval of the Crown Castle Settlement

12

Agreement is therefore null and void under Government Code § 54960.1(a). The Settlement

13

Agreement is invalid because it was the product of deliberations and policymaking that could not

14

be undertaken in a closed session. Gov. Code § 54960.1(a) (an action taken in violation of the

15

Brown Act’s open meeting requirement is “null and void”).

16

29.

The Town engaged in at least 20 closed-session meetings where it discussed its

17

efforts to settle the Crown Castle litigation. The City Council shielded its deliberation and policy-

18

making about the design standards under the Brown Act’s “pending litigation” exception, which

19

allows closed sessions “to confer with, or receive advice from, [the Town’s] legal counsel

20

regarding pending litigation.” Gov. Code § 54956.9(a). But as set out throughout this petition, the

21

City Council did far more than just confer with its counsel about legal advice in its closed-session

22

meetings. By engaging in deliberations and policymaking behind closed doors, the Town violated

23

the Brown Act’s open meeting requirements in multiple respects.

24
25
26
27
28

3

Specifically, Benton invested up to $100,000 in Crown Castle in June 2019, while he was
participating in the Town’s closed-door negotiations to resolve Crown Castle’s lawsuit. After
making that investment, Benton was obligated to recuse himself, yet he proceeded to participate in
several closed sessions concerning Crown Castle, voted to approve the settlement, and participated
in multiple City Council meetings supporting the Town’s efforts to grant concessions to wireless
carriers by weakening WCF design standards.
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1

30.

The Town violated the Act by shielding its deliberations and engaging in

2

factfinding and information-gathering outside of public view. “[T]he Brown Act is applicable to

3

collective investigation and consideration short of official action.” Stockton Newspapers, Inc. v.

4

Members of Redev. Agency, 171 Cal.App.3d 95, 102 (1985). “[D]eliberation as well as action

5

[must] occur openly and publicly. Recognition of deliberation and action as dual components of

6

the collective decision-making process brings awareness that the meeting concept cannot be split

7

off and confined to one component only, but rather comprehends both and either.” Sacramento

8

Newspaper Guild v. Bd. of Supervisors, 263 Cal.App.2d 41, 47 (1968). Accordingly, the Brown

9

Act’s “open meeting requirements encompass not only actions taken, but also fact-finding

10

meetings and deliberations leading up to those actions,” and “[d]eliberation in this context

11

connotes not only collective decisionmaking, but also ‘the collective acquisition and exchange of

12

facts preliminary to the ultimate decision.’” Page, 180 Cal.App.4th at 502 (rejecting reliance on

13

“pending litigation” exception) (citation omitted).

14

31.

The circumstances surrounding the Settlement Agreement’s negotiation and

15

approval confirm that the Town sought to evade the Brown requirements by using the “pending

16

litigation” exception as a cover to engage in “serial meetings”: “[A] series of private meetings . . .

17

by which a majority of the members of a legislative body commit themselves to a decision

18

concerning public business or engage in collective deliberation on public business.” Page, 180

19

Cal.App.4th at 503–04. This was unlawful. “[T]he Brown Act cannot be avoided by subterfuge,”

20

and using such serial meetings to further “a concerted plan to engage in collective deliberation”

21

violates the open-meeting requirements. Roberts v. City of Palmdale, 5 Cal.4th 363, 376 (1993);

22

see also Morrison v. Housing Authority of the City of Los Angeles Bd. of Comm’rs, 107

23

Cal.App.4th 860, 876 (2003) (a legislative body cannot “make [a] finding of fact in secret which

24

ought to be made in public and then conduct a mere ‘ceremonial’ hearing to satisfy the open

25

meeting requirement”).

26

32.

The Town cannot abuse the “pending litigation” exception to shield the City

27

Council’s deliberations and obscure its policymaking from public view: “[C]onducting information

28

gathering in the course of mediating and negotiating” in a closed session “fall[s] outside the Brown
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1

Act’s pending litigation exception.” Page, 180 Cal.App.4th at 505. As the Attorney General has

2

explained in its manual on the Brown Act, “the purpose of the [pending litigation] exception is to

3

permit the body to receive legal advice and make litigation decisions only; it is not to be used as a

4

subterfuge to reach nonlitigation oriented policy decisions.” Cal. Dep’t of Justice, Off. of Atty.

5

Gen., The Brown Act, Open Meetings for Local Legislative Bodies 40 (2003).

6

33.

Thus, the Town independently violated the Brown Act by relying on

7

Councilmember Larry May and city staff as intermediaries to negotiate with Crown Castle and

8

reach a consensus on how to revise the design standards to conform with the settlement. Page,

9

180 Cal.App.4th at 503–04 (legislative body cannot evade the Brown Act by having individual

10

members act through a “go-between” or by using “personal intermediaries” to gather facts and

11

reach a collective agreement).

12

34.

The Town’s gambit here is also expressly foreclosed by Trancas Prop. Owners

13

Ass’n v. City of Malibu, where the court held that the pending-litigation “exemption cannot be

14

construed to empower a city council to take or agree to take, as part of a non-publicly-ratified

15

litigation settlement, action that by substantive law may not be taken without a public hearing and

16

an opportunity for the public to be heard.” 138 Cal.App.4th at 186.

17

35.

In Trancas, the city of Malibu approved a settlement agreement that committed it to

18

provide a zoning variance, which was a “decision[] intrinsically required by law to be made after

19

public hearings.” 138 Cal.App.4th at 185. Here, the Town plainly attempted to create the

20

appearance of compliance with Trancas by claiming in the Settlement Agreement that it would

21

merely “consider” the applications. Indeed, the Trancas court acknowledged the “salutary model”

22

in which settlements “involving a permit or approval requiring a public hearing must provide that

23

the public hearing will be held.” Id. at 187. In Trancas, the zoning variance required only one

24

hearing. Here, implementing the settlement necessarily involved two legislative acts – (1)

25

amendment of the existing design standards and (2) consideration of the applications – both of

26

which required hearings, but only one of which was addressed in the Settlement Agreement.

27
28
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36.

The evidence that the City Council considered and decided in the series of closed-

2

session meetings to engage in legislative acts that had to be accomplished in public hearings is

3

straightforward. Among other things:

4

a.

Whereas the Settlement Agreement purports to resolve the litigation on the

5

grounds that Crown Castle would submit 13 applications “for a revised version of the Original

6

Project” under the Town’s design standard regulations “as they may be amended,” every single

7

one of the 13 proposed facilities violated the existing 2019 Design Standards. As such, the entire

8

premise of the Settlement Agreement is that the design standards would be amended so that the

9

applications would not be rejected out of hand as non-compliant. The Settlement Agreement

10

makes no sense without the Town’s commitment to revise the design standards. To put that in

11

writing, of course, would have made the violation of Trancas too obvious.

12

b.

When the City Council announced the settlement, its press release

13

acknowledged that it required a change to the Town’s wireless design standards: “In mediation,

14

the two parties worked to improve the siting (fewer locations) and the conceptual designs (less

15

visual impact). The settlement WCF’s are generally smaller, more stealth, and less obtrusive than

16

the denied sites.” Exhibit G, Town of Hillsborough – City Council Statement, Proposed

17

Settlement Agreement (June 8, 2020). While the WCFs the City agreed to “consider” in the

18

Settlement Agreement may indeed have been “generally smaller, more stealth, and less obtrusive

19

than” the WCFs Crown Castle had proposed back in 2018, they were also “generally larger, less

20

stealth, and more obtrusive” than allowed under the design standards in place in June 2020, so

21

those standards obviously had to be changed in order for the Settlement Agreement to make any

22

sense. And, as set out above, see, e.g., ¶ 18, the Town has recently (and begrudgingly) produced

23

documents demonstrating that the Town used the mediation to drive changes to the design

24

standards.

25

c.

The timing and surrounding circumstances confirm the obvious. If the City

26

Council had not committed itself to revising the design standards in the mediation, why did it

27

suddenly notice a resolution to adopt the standards soon after announcing the settlement and with

28
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1

only four days’ notice to the public? The Town decided it would be more efficient to just

2

negotiate with Crown Castle over revised standards and cut the public out of the process.

3

d.

The Settlement Agreement established an application review process that

4

conflicts with the municipal code by cutting out the City Manager, eliminating the administrative

5

record, removing the right to appeal, and making the City Council the sole decisionmaker on

6

Crown Castle’s applications. (See Section E below.) Establishing procedures different from those

7

set out in the municipal code is an inherently legislative act. Friends of Sierra Madre v. City of

8

Sierra Madre, 25 Cal.4th 165, 173 n.2 (2001) (“Amendment . . . of an ordinance is a legislative

9

act.”); Johnston v. City of Claremont, 49 Cal.2d 826, 835 (1958) (“The amendment of a legislative

10

act is itself a legislative act.”).

11

e.

When Crown Castle submitted the applications for the sites covered by the

12

Settlement Agreement (see Section D below), each application certified that the Town had “pre-

13

approved” exceptions to the 2019 Design Standards, including their height, volume, layout,

14

structure, and building materials. In other words, Crown Castle believed the Town committed to

15

variances in closed session.

16

f.

This explains the City Manager’s willingness to accept – on the spot

17

– Crown Castle’s claim that the applications must be approved notwithstanding their

18

nonconformance with the 2019 Design Standards because, otherwise, the standards would work an

19

“effective prohibition” under the Telecom Act. This cannot be taken seriously when the Town

20

said it was enacting the 2019 Design Standards to prevent applicants like Crown Castle from

21

claiming the Town’s standards worked an effective prohibition. But the Town’s willingness to

22

play along with this charade proves that approval is a foregone conclusion.

23
24

37.

In sum, the City Council violated the Brown Act in multiple respects in its zeal to

make the Crown Castle litigation go away.4

25
26
27
28

4

The City Council has demonstrated a pattern of disregard for transparency and
accountability to the public required by the Brown Act. In addition to the violations described
above, the Town has violated the Brown Act in its handling of the Crown Castle litigation by: (i)
failing to properly agendize items for City Council discussion; (ii) failing to properly notice
meetings; and (iii) failing to property report back in public on actions taken during closed session.
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D.

2

The Town Is Now Implementing The Settlement Agreement By Pressing Ahead With
Crown Castle’s WCF Applications.

3

38.

On March 9, 2021, the Town released a “Wireless Update” stating that Crown

4

Castle would soon be submitting “applications for the 13 sites . . . pursuant to the approved

5

settlement agreement related to Crown Castle’s lawsuit contesting the Town’s 2018 denial of 16

6

wireless applications.” This “update” further stated that the applications would be reviewed under

7

the 2019 Design Standards, rather than the standards the City Council attempted to pass at the ill-

8

fated July 2020 meetings. A true and correct copy of the March 9 “Wireless Update” is attached

9

hereto as Exhibit H.

10
11

39.

But abandoning the tainted effort to weaken the 2019 Design Standards hardly

exonerates the Town. The Brown Act violations had already been consummated.

12

40.

Crown Castle submitted those 13 applications on March 23, 2021.

13

41.

The applications confirm that the Town unlawfully committed in the Settlement

14

Agreement to get these 13 applications approved one way or another. Crown Castle’s applications

15

claim that the Town “pre-approved” several exceptions from the design standards in the Settlement

16

Agreement. Each application states that it “employ[s] a Pre-Approved Design designated by the

17

Town Council,” and the supporting exhibits claim exceptions from various provisions of the 2019

18

Design Standards “[p]ursuant to the Settlement Agreement and its approved design exhibits.”

19

Attached as Exhibit I is true and correct copy of a representative application and supporting exhibit

20

11.02 regarding the claimed design exceptions. These exceptions include new wood poles, side-

21

mounted antennas, ground-mounted electric meter pedestals, enlarged base designs, and support

22

structures taller than 35 feet, each of which violates the Town’s design standards even as revised.

23

42.

On April 1, 2021, HCA sent the Town a letter noting that Crown Castle’s claim to

24

“pre-approval” would prove HCA’s Brown Act claims. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and

25

correct copy of HCA’s April 1 letter.

26

43.

The following day, the Town scrambled to issue notices of incompleteness to

27

Crown Castle on each application explaining, among other things, that the applications’ claims to

28

preapproval were “based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the Settlement Agreement.”
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1

Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of a representative Notice of

2

Incompleteness.

3

44.

Crown Castle submitted a response to the notice of incompleteness on April 29,

4

2021. Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of a representative Crown Castle’

5

“Notice of Incompleteness Response.” In this filing, Crown Castle demonstrated that it was back

6

to reading from the same script as the Town, as it did an about-face on its prior certification that

7

the Town had “pre-approved” exceptions to the design standards. Now, Crown Castle assures that

8

it “did not, and does not, contend or suggest that the designs and sites are a fait accompli or that

9

they otherwise received a final approval.” Id. at 3.

10

45.

Crown Castle boasts on its website that it is “the nation’s largest provider of shared

11

communications infrastructure,” which are so-called “co-located” cell towers containing antennas

12

for multiple cellular carriers. Crown Castle, Investors, https://investor.crowncastle.com. It is a

13

multi-billion-dollar, sophisticated company whose representatives met constantly with the Town’s

14

representatives for more than a year to negotiate the Settlement Agreement. Crown Castle’s initial

15

certification that its design variances were “pre-approved” in the Settlement Agreement were

16

based on this experience – not a “fundamental misunderstanding.”

17

E.

18

The Town Is Violating The Hillsborough Municipal Code In Its Plan B Effort To Ram
Through The Applications.

19

46.

Although the Town has abandoned its tainted effort to weaken the 2019 Design

20

Standards, it remains committed to approving the Crown Castle sites identified in the Settlement

21

Agreement by any means necessary. But the 13 proposed towers still don’t comply with the 2019

22

Design Standards. So the Town has chosen to rely on procedural violations to facilitate approvals

23

on the audacious theory that the 2019 Design Standards constitute an “effective prohibition” of

24

service under the Telecom Act.

25

47.

The Town is paving the way for this sham by ignoring the application review

26

process set out in the Hillsborough Municipal Code (the “Code”). Under the Code, when a cell

27

tower company like Crown Castle submits an application, “[t]he city manager shall review all

28

WCF permit applications for completeness and compliance with the provisions of this chapter
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1
2

and other applicable laws and regulations.” Code § 15.32.060.A.
48.

The Code further requires the City Manager to “make written findings” based on

3

“substantial evidence” to establish an administrative record on each application; provide notice to

4

affected landowners; and set forth a “process and deadline for filing an appeal to the city council.”

5

Code § 15.32.080.D. Following the City Manager’s written decision, the WCF law provides an

6

opportunity for “any person or entity” to appeal the decision to the City Council. Id., §

7

15.32.090.A. If an appeal is filed, the City Manager is directed to submit a staff report on its

8

decision and the City Council is required to hold a fully-noticed public hearing, at which it can

9

accept additional evidence. Id., § 15.32.090.B, .C, .D.

10

49.

Despite these requirements, on the same day that Crown Castle submitted its

11

applications (March 23, 2021), the City Manager sent a letter purporting to simply forward all 13

12

applications to the City Council, claiming to be exercising her “authority pursuant to HMC Section

13

15.32.080.E to recommend applications be referred directly to the City Council for final

14

determination.”

15

50.

According to the City Manager, this action was justified because Crown Castle

16

claimed in each application that denial would constitute an “effective prohibition” of wireless

17

service in the Town. A true and correct copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit M. Indeed, each

18

of Crown Castle’s applications asserts that “denial of the proposed WCF would result in an

19

effective prohibition of personal wireless services. . . .” Attached as Exhibit N is true and correct

20

copy of a representative application; see ¶ 4.10. And each of the applications purports to support

21

this assertion with the following, and only the following:

22

25

Per the relevant standard provided in the FCC’s Declaratory Ruling (FCC 18-133,
September 26, 2018) and as upheld by the 9th Circuit, an “effective prohibition
includes materially inhibiting additional services or improving existing services.”
(FCC 18-133, p. 37) This application proposes both the addition of new services
where none now exist. Consequently, the Town’s denial of the Application would
constitute an effective prohibition.

26

Attached as Exhibit O is a true and correct copy of Exhibit 4.12, which is repeated in each

27

application. It is worth reiterating at this juncture that the 2019 Design Standards were adopted for

28

the express purpose of defeating a claim that the Town’s standards constituted an “effective

23
24
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1

prohibition.” Exhibit F, January 2019 City Council Memo, at pp. 1–2 (claiming that design-

2

standard changes were necessary to conform to Sept. 26, 2018 FCC rules, and that the Town

3

would be guided by “[e]nsuring that Town standards reflect local values while conforming to state

4

and federal law”); Exhibit E, Resolution 19-03, Recitals (discussing September 2018 FCC

5

regulation, which changed the nationwide standard for “effective prohibition” by replacing the

6

Ninth Circuit’s previous test).

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

51.

This gambit violates the Code section on which the City Manager is relying.

Section 15.32.080.E provides as follows:
Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter to the contrary, the city
manager may recommend to the city council that, notwithstanding the evidence
supporting denial, an application be approved if he or she makes a finding that the
applicant has demonstrated that the refusal to grant such an exception and approve
the application would prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of
personal wireless services within the meaning of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), or
finds that the town authority to deny the application is otherwise preempted or
prohibited by state or federal law. If a recommendation is made under this
provision, the recommendation will be promptly submitted to the city council for
final determination.
52.

The City Manager’s attempt to pass the buck comes nowhere close to satisfying

16

section 15.32.080. The City Manager made no written findings based on substantial evidence –

17

there were no written findings and no evidence.

18

53.

The City Manager’s abdication of its duty also obscures the City Council’s review

19

of the applications and limits the ability of the public to participate in the application review

20

proceedings as compared to what is required under the Code. The City Manager’s written record

21

helps assure that the City Council and the public have a thorough evidentiary record on each

22

application before a decision is final. But with no written “findings” from the City Manager or

23

staff, the City Council and the public are forced to rely on a more limited record than provided for

24

under the Code.

25

54.

The Town is taking the position that the Settlement Agreement supersedes the Code

26

and substitutes a different process solely for consideration of “Revised WCF Applications”

27

submitted by Crown Castle. Section 3.1 of the Settlement Agreement (“Process and Timing” for

28

“Town Action on Revised WCF Applications”) makes no mention of the City Manager or the
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2

requirements of sections 15.32.080 and 15.32.090.
55.

On April 1, 2021, HCA sent the Town a letter explaining, among other things, that

3

the Town’s application review process conflicted with the Code. See Exhibit J. The Town did not

4

respond to HCA’s claim that the City Manager violated its duties or its demand that the Town

5

follow the Code when processing Crown Castle’s applications. Instead, the Town is pressing

6

ahead. On May 3, 2021, the Town issued a new “Wireless Announcement” stating that, “pursuant

7

to HMC Section 15.32.080.E, the City Manager has referred the applications to the City Council

8

for decision.” (emphasis in original). Attached hereto as Exhibit P is a true and correct copy of the

9

announcement.

10

56.

The Town does not have discretion to establish an application review process that

11

conflicts with the Code. “Where a statute or ordinance clearly defines the specific duties or course

12

of conduct that a governing body must take, that course of conduct becomes mandatory and

13

eliminates any element of discretion.” Great W. Sav. & Loan Assn. v. City of Los Angeles, 31

14

Cal.App.3d 403, 413 (1973). The Town cannot enter into a Settlement Agreement that “purports

15

to exempt [Crown Castle] from a host of currently existing ordinances and regulations”’; such

16

“[a]n agreement is ultra vires [because] it contractually exempts settling parties from ordinances

17

and regulations that apply to everyone else and would, except for the agreement, apply to the

18

settling parties.” Summit Media, 211 Cal.App.4th at 936, 937. The Town “has no discretion to

19

issue a permit in the absence of compliance” with “all applicable ordinances.” Horwitz, 124

20

Cal.App.4th at 1356. The Settlement Agreement providing Crown Castle with “exceptions” from

21

several features of the design standards is a further violation of this principle.

22

57.

If the Town fails to follow the application review process mandated by the Code,

23

any permits issued to Crown Castle are void. Summit Media, 211 Cal.App.4th at 939–41. Given

24

the Town’s commitment to pursuing this violation of the Code, however, this Court should

25

intervene before any such voidable approval is granted, to order the Town to comply with the

26

Code. Great W. Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 31 Cal.App.3d at 413 (recognizing that mandamus is

27

appropriate “[w]here a statute or ordinance clearly defines the specific duties or course of conduct

28

that a governing body must take”); Terminal Plaza Corp. v. City & Cty. of San Francisco, 186
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1

Cal.App.3d 814, 831–32 (1986) (quoting Great Western, and holding that mandamus is

2

appropriate to enforce municipal zoning law that did not provide discretion for city official to

3

deviate from its clear commands); Harbach v. El Pueblo De Los Angeles State Hist. Monument

4

Comm’n, 14 Cal.App.3d 828, 834 (1971) (mandamus is appropriate to compel a city official to

5

perform duties specified by ordinance); cf. Morris v. Harper, 94 Cal.App.4th 52, 58 (2001)

6

(“Mandamus has long been recognized as the appropriate means by which to challenge a

7

government official’s refusal to implement a duly enacted legislative measure.”).

8

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

9

(Violation of the Ralph M. Brown Act – Gov. Code § 54960.1)

10
11
12

58.

Petitioner and Plaintiff Hillsborough Citizens Alliances incorporates here by

reference paragraphs 1 through 57, supra, as if fully set forth herein.
59.

Under Government Code section 54960.1(a), “any interested person may

13

commence an action by mandamus or injunction for the purpose of obtaining a judicial

14

determination that an action taken by a legislative body of a local agency in violation of” the

15

Brown Act’s open-meeting requirements “is null and void.” See Trancas, 138 Cal.App.4th at 183

16

(noting that association had filed action under § 54960.1); Page, 180 Cal.App.4th at 500 (same).

17

60.

Before commencing suit, an interested person must provide notice to the legislative

18

body of the challenged action and provide the opportunity for it to cure or correct the violation.

19

Gov. Code § 54960.1(b). The legislative body has 30 days to respond to the demand in writing, or

20

cure or correct the challenged action. Gov. Code § 54960.1(c)(2).

21

61.

HCA has performed all conditions necessary to file suit under Government Code

22

section 54960.1. On September 3, 2020, HCA sent a letter to the Town demanding that it cure or

23

correct its violation by rescinding the settlement agreement and permitting the public to fully

24

monitor and provide input on the Town’s future deliberations concerning Crown Castle. A true

25

and correct copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit Q.

26
27
28

62.

The Town did not take action to cure or correct the Brown Act violation within 30

days as required by Government Code section 54960.1(c)(2)–(3).
63.

Respondent has a clear, present, and ministerial duty to conduct the business of the
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Town of Hillsborough in conformity with the Brown Act.
64.

HCA has a beneficial interest in Respondent’s compliance with the Brown Act and

the relief sought in this petition and complaint.
65.

HCA has no plain, speedy, and adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law other

than the relief sought in this petition and complaint.
66.

As set forth above, the Settlement Agreement is invalid because it was the product

7

of deliberations and policymaking – a decision to revise the design standards and establish an

8

application-review process that conflicts with the municipal code – that could not be undertaken in

9

a closed session. Gov. Code § 54960.1(a) (an action taken in violation of the Brown Act’s open

10

meeting requirement is “null and void”). The Settlement Agreement was predicated on the City

11

Council granting future legislative concessions – which legislative concessions were plainly

12

discussed and developed by the councilmembers in the closed-session discussions of the

13

Settlement Agreement. The improper legislative components of the settlement included: (1) the

14

Town’s commitment to amend the existing design standards; (2) the Town’s creation of a new

15

procedure for considering the applications without amending the municipal code; and (3)

16

ultimately, the Town’s commitment to approve the applications.

17

67.

The Town’s negotiation and approval of the Settlement Agreement with Crown

18

Castle violated the Brown Act’s open meeting requirements. The Town violated the Brown Act

19

by: (1) shielding its deliberations about wireless policy and engaging in information-gathering and

20

factfinding outside of public view; (2) using personal intermediaries as “go-betweens” to negotiate

21

with Crown Castle and reach a consensus on how to revise the design standards to conform with

22

the settlement; and (3) negotiating and approving the Settlement Agreement in closed session

23

under the guise of the “pending litigation” exception to the open meeting requirements. The City

24

Council exceeded the authorized scope of a closed session by shutting the public out of its

25

deliberations and crafting a change to the WCF design standards, which must be done in open

26

meeting. Gov. Code § 54953.

27
28

68.

In order to cure or correct its violation of the Brown Act, the Town of Hillsborough

must rescind the Settlement Agreement and permit the public to fully monitor and provide input on
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1

the Town’s future deliberations concerning Crown Castle. Gov. Code § 54960.1(b); see Page, 180

2

Cal.App.4th at 505.

3

69.

HCA is entitled to a determination that the Town of Hillsborough’s negotiation and

4

approval of the Settlement Agreement with Crown Castle violated the Brown Act’s open meeting

5

requirements, and a declaration that the Settlement Agreement is null and void. HCA is likewise

6

entitled to a writ of mandate and injunctive relief declaring that the Settlement Agreement is null

7

and void.

8

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

9

(Declaratory Relief – Code of Civil Procedure § 1060)

10
11

70.

Plaintiff incorporates here by reference paragraphs 1 through 57, supra, as if fully

set forth herein.

12

71.

An actual and judicially cognizable controversy exists between Plaintiff and

13

Defendant regarding whether the Settlement Agreement and Defendant’s consideration of Crown

14

Castle’s applications violates California law. Specifically, the Hillsborough Municipal Code sets

15

forth specific procedures governing the consideration of WCF applications. Hillsborough Mun.

16

Code § 15.32.080, .090.

17

72.

In the Settlement Agreement, the Town agreed to substitute a different process for

18

reviewing WCF applications submitted by Crown Castle, and the Town has in fact deviated from

19

the municipal code’s requirements when considering Crown Castle’s applications. Furthermore,

20

the Settlement Agreement “pre-approved” Crown Castle’s applications, which included

21

“exceptions” from several features of the design standards.

22

73.

The Town lacks authority to enter into an agreement to exempt Crown Castle from

23

the application review process mandated by the municipal code. Such an agreement is ultra vires,

24

and the Town lacks authority to issue permits without following the WCF ordinance. If the Town

25

fails to follow the application review process mandated by the municipal code, any permits issued

26

to Crown Castle are void. Summit Media, 211 Cal.App.4th at 939–41.

27

//

28
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1

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

2

(Writ of Mandate – Code of Civil Procedure § 1085)

3
4

74.

Plaintiff and Petitioner incorporates here by reference paragraphs 1 through 57,

supra, as if fully set forth herein.

5

75.

As set forth above, the Town has a mandatory duty to process Crown Castle’s

6

application under the specific procedures set forth in the Hillsborough Municipal Code. See

7

Hillsborough Mun. Code § 15.32.080, .090.

8

76.

In the Settlement Agreement, the Town agreed to substitute a different process for

9

reviewing WCF applications submitted by Crown Castle, and the Town has in fact deviated from

10

the municipal code’s requirements when considering Crown Castle’s applications. Furthermore,

11

the Settlement Agreement “pre-approved” Crown Castle’s applications, which included

12

“exceptions” from several features of the design standards.

13

77.

HCA has a clear, present and beneficial right to the Town’s performance of its

14

public duties under the municipal code, which contains critical procedural safeguards that promote

15

transparency and provide an opportunity for public participation. The Town’s breach of its duties

16

will directly harm HCA and its members, as well as the citizens of Hillsborough.

17
18

78.

HCA has no alternate plain, speedy, and adequate remedy in the ordinary course of

law.

19

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

20

Wherefore, Petitioner and Plaintiff Hillsborough Citizens Alliance prays that the Court:

21

1.

22
23

Issue a writ of mandate and injunctive relief declaring that the Town of

Hillsborough’s Settlement Agreement with Crown Castle is null and void.
2.

Issue a determination that the Town of Hillsborough’s negotiation and approval of

24

the Settlement Agreement with Crown Castle violated the Brown Act’s open meeting

25

requirements, and a declaration that the Settlement Agreement is null and void.

26
27

3.

Enter a declaratory judgment that any WCF applications approved pursuant to the

void Settlement Agreement are likewise invalid, null, and void.

28
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1

4.

Enter a declaratory judgment that the WCF application review process set forth in

2

the Settlement Agreement is invalid and ultra vires because it conflicts with the Town of

3

Hillsborough Municipal Code, and that any permits issued pursuant to the Settlement Agreement

4

are void.

5

5.

6
7

Enter a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining the Town of Hillsborough

from issuing any WCF permits pursuant to the Settlement Agreement.
6.

Enter a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining the Town of Hillsborough

8

from issuing any WCF permits through the application review process set forth in the Settlement

9

Agreement.

10

7.

Enter a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining the Town of Hillsborough

11

from considering applications submitted by Crown Castle without following the process mandated

12

by the municipal code.

13
14
15
16
17

8.

Issue a writ of mandate and injunction prohibiting the Town of Hillsborough from

violating the Brown Act in the future.
9.

Order the Town of Hillsborough to maintain audio recordings of its closed sessions

pursuant to Government Code section 54960(b).
10.

Award Petitioner/Plaintiff its costs of suit, including reasonable attorneys’ fees

18

available under Government Code section 54960.5 and any other applicable law, and all further

19

relief to which Petitioner/Plaintiff may be justly entitled.

20

Dated: May 7, 2021

BENBROOK LAW GROUP, PC

21
22
23
24

By s/ Bradley A. Benbrook
BRADLEY A. BENBROOK
Attorneys for Petitioner and Plaintiff
Hillsborough Citizens Alliance

25
26
27
28
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH AND CROWN CASTLE FIBER LLC
This Settlement Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into as of the last signature date
(“Effective Date”) by and between the Town of Hillsborough, a California municipal
corporation, and the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough, its governing body (collectively,
“Town”), and Crown Castle Fiber LLC, (“Crown Castle”) a New York limited liability company
on its own behalf and as the successor-in-interest of Crown Castle NG West LLC (collectively,
“Parties”).
RECITALS
A. Crown Castle constructs, owns, maintains and operates telecommunications
networks serving Crown Castle’s wireless carrier customers through fiber-fed small cell facilities
in the public rights-of-way (“ROW”) of the State of California.
B.
Crown Castle is a competitive local exchange carrier that holds a valid fullfacilities-based certificate of public convenience and necessity (“CPCN”) issued by the
California Public Utilities Commission, and is the successor-in-interest to Crown Castle NG
West, LLC which itself held a CPCN at the relevant times.
C. On January 4, 2017, Crown Castle NG West, LLC submitted 16 applications for
WCF permits pursuant to Chapter 15.32 (Wireless Communications Facilities) of the
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) for 16 antenna nodes for a fiber-fed small cell network in
the Town’s ROW, pursuant to its CPCN. Separately, the company also requested, pursuant to
Chapter 12.24 (Street Right-of-Way Improvements) of the HMC, two encroachment permits for
underground and aerial fiber within the ROW to connect the 16 antenna nodes to form a ring
comprising the small cell network (“Original Project”). Among other things, the Original Project
was to consist of 16 antenna nodes located either on existing utility poles or new steel or wood
poles in the ROW, along with other related equipment, including ground or pole-mounted radio
boxes and power meters.
D. On or about March 26, 2018, the City Council took final action when it voted to
adopt a resolution denying the 16 WCF permit applications for the Original Project (“Denial
Resolution”).
E. At all relevant times, including at the hearings on the 16 WCF permit applications
for the Original Project and thereafter, Crown Castle NG West LLC contended -- and Crown
Castle continues to contend -- that the Denial Resolution was unlawful under both state and
federal law, including, but not limited to, sections 332(c)(7) and 253 of the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996 and California Public Utilities Code section 7901. The Town,
contends -- and continues to contend -- that the Denial Resolution was lawful, without limitation,
under the HMC, state and federal law.
F. On or about April 25, 2018, Crown Castle NG West LLC filed a complaint against
the Town in the United States District Court, Northern District of California (case no. 3:18-cv02473 JSC), challenging the Denial Resolution (“Action”).
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G. Since August 2018, the Parties have entered into stipulations to stay the Action and
have engaged in a court-supervised mediation in an effort to resolve their differences and settle
the Action.
H. In January and February 2019, the Town adopted Ordinance Nos. 751 and 754,
updating Chapter 15.32 of the HMC, and also in January 2019, the Town adopted Resolution No.
19-03 adopting Council Policy No. 19-01 establishing location and design standards for wireless
communications facilities and other infrastructure deployments (“New Regulations”).
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the Recitals set forth above, the terms and conditions of this
Agreement and other valuable consideration, the adequacy of which is hereby acknowledged, the
Parties agree as follows:
1.
Revised Project: Crown Castle shall submit to the Town applications in
accordance with Section 2 below for a revised version of the Original Project (“Revised
Project”). The Revised Project shall be in substantial conformance with the facilities described
in Exhibit A hereto.
2.
The Revised Project Applications: No later than July 31, 2020, the Town shall
prepare and present to Crown Castle a list of all requirements necessary to prepare complete
applications under the New Regulations as the same may be amended (which list shall include a
form of agreement for use of Town-owned property for the placement of the WCF where
applicable) (“Submittal Requirements”). No later than March 30, 2021, Crown Castle shall
submit applications for the WCF Permits for the Revised Project, together with the required
application fee or deposit, to the Town, based on the Town’s Submittal Requirements (“Revised
WCF Applications”) and any objections to the form of agreement. If Crown Castle fails to
submit the Revised WCF Applications by the date in the preceding sentence, Crown Castle shall
take all appropriate action to dismiss the Action, with prejudice, by April 6, 2021. If Crown
Castle is unable to present the Revised WCF Applications by the date herein, it may request an
extension of the March 30, 2021 and April 6, 2021 dates, upon a showing of good cause
(“Extension Request”). The City may not unreasonably deny the Extension Request. Consistent
with Section 9, the Parties may incorporate any revised deadlines through a simple letter
agreement executed by the Parties’ legal counsel of record.
3.

Town Action on Revised WCF Applications:

3.1.
Process and Timing: Notwithstanding any provision of federal or state law, the
Parties agree to the following procedures for consideration of the Revised WCF Applications.
Town may issue one notice of incompleteness (“NOI”) to Crown Castle, if necessary, within ten
days of submission of Revised WCF Applications for the Revised Project. The NOI shall
identify any materials identified in the list provided pursuant to Section 2 that were not provided.
Upon timely issuance to Crown Castle of the NOI, the time for action on the Revised WCF
Applications will be tolled until Crown Castle submits a response to the NOI, clearly identified
as such. Town shall have sixty (60) days from submission of the Revised WCF Applications, or,
if an NOI is timely issued, sixty (60) days from submission of the response to the NOI, to take
Page 2 of 9
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Final Action on the Revised WCF Applications (“Negotiated Shot Clock”), without regard to
whether, in the Town’s view, the Revised WCF application is incomplete. “Final Action” means
a final decision by the City Council on the Revised WCF Applications. Without limiting any
other grounds the Town may have for denying a Revised WCF Application, nothing herein
prevents the Town from denying one or more of such applications on the ground such
application was incomplete.
3.2.
Processing Fees: The Town may charge only “reasonable” fees for the
processing of the Revised WCF Applications, as defined by applicable state and federal law.
3.3.
Procedure for Other Permits. Notwithstanding any other provision of
state or federal law, Crown Castle shall request any other permit that may be required from the
Town for construction of the Revised Project (or if applicable the Altered Project as defined in
Section 4.3) in accordance with this paragraph. If Town approves the Revised WCF Applications
and Crown Castle files the dismissal as set forth in Section 4, below, Crown Castle may then file
for any and all other permits required by the Town’s code (HMC) to construct the Revised
Project (or if applicable the Altered Project), as well as any permits required by HMC Chapter
12.24 for fiber installations in the rights-of-way to connect the approved nodes (collectively the
“Other Permits”). Upon receipt of complete applications for the Other Permits, including any
required processing fees, Town shall process these permits within 30 days of receipt of the
application(s). Crown Castle and the Town agree that time is of the essence in expediting the
processing of the Other Permits for the Revised Project (or if applicable the Altered Project);
both Parties shall exercise good faith efforts in collaborating on expediting the processing of the
Other Permits for the Revised Project (or if applicable the Altered Project).
3.4. Action on Other Permits. Except as expressly provided herein, the
Revised Project WCF Applications and Other Permits otherwise shall be subject to applicable
state and federal laws and regulations in effect at the time of the processing of those applications.
3.5.
Processing Fees: The Town may charge only reasonable fees for the
processing of the Other Permits as defined by applicable state and federal law.
3.6. Stay of the Action: The Parties shall take any and all necessary steps to
ensure that the Action is stayed pending a final action by the City Council pursuant to this
Section 3. If the Action is not stayed, each Party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement
and to proceed with the Action, provided, a Party that wishes to terminate must notify the other
that it is terminating the settlement within thirty (30) days of the denial of the stay.
4.

Dismissal of the Action:

4.1.
Final Approval of All of the Revised WCF Applications: If the City
Council issues a final approval of all the Revised WCF Applications pursuant to Section 3,
above, Crown Castle shall take all appropriate action to dismiss the Action, with prejudice,
within fourteen (14) days of that final approval (“Dismissal”). For the purposes of this Section
4.1, “final approval” means formal adoption of a resolution by the City Council approving the
Revised WCF Applications for the Revised Project, as submitted to the Town in the Revised
WCF Applications. Crown Castle shall provide appropriate notice of the dismissal to the Town.
Page 3 of 9
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4.2.
Denial of All of the Revised WCF Applications: If the City Council
denies all of the Revised WCF Applications, Crown may either appeal that denial of the Revised
WCF Applications to a court of competent jurisdiction, in which case, it must take appropriate
action to dismiss the Action, with prejudice as to the Original Project; or it may choose to pursue
the Action as to the denial of the Original Project. Crown shall notify Town of its election in this
regard within ten (10) days of the final action on the Revised WCF Applications, and take any
action to dismiss the Action or amend the pending Action’s complaint or file a new complaint
within fourteen (14) days of the election.
4.3.
Approval of Part or Conditioning Approval of All or Part of the
Revised WCF Applications. If the City Council adopts a resolution approving some but not all
of the Revised WCF Applications as submitted, or approving some or all of the Revised WCF
Applications in a form that in any respect modifies the WCFs as proposed in the Revised WCF
Applications (“Altered Project”), Crown Castle may elect to do one of the following: (a) reject
the Altered Project and proceed with the Action as to the Original Project; (b) accept the
approval of the Altered Project; or (c) to challenge the Altered Project in whole or in part. Crown
Castle shall notify the City of its election within ten (10) days of the date of the final action
approving some but not all of the Altered Project. If Crown Castle chooses option (a), any and
all final actions approving the WCF Applications are null and void, and the Parties shall proceed
as if the applications had never been filed. If Crown Castle chooses option (b), it must, within
fourteen (14) days of the election, take any and, all appropriate action to effect the Dismissal as
provided in paragraph 4.1. If Crown Castle choose option (c), it must do so within fourteen (14)
days of the election, either by amending the pending Action’s complaint so that only the
resolution adopting the Altered Project is challenged; or by filing a new complaint, and
dismissing the pending Action’s complaint with prejudice as to the Original Project.
4.4. Town Response. Town shall file its responsive pleading within twenty (20)
days of either (1) Crown Castle’s election to pursue the Action; or (2) twenty (20) days after the
date Crown Castle files an amended or new complaint. For purposes of any challenge to action
on the Revised WCF Applications, the applications shall be treated as if they had been submitted
to the Town outside the context of this Agreement and the Action, except that, if the Town acts
upon the Revised WCF Applications within the periods provided herein, Crown Castle waives
any and all rights or remedies it may have to assert that the Town failed to act on the Revised
WCF Applications within a reasonable period of time as required by 47 USC 332(c)(7)(B)(ii) or
that the Revised WCF Applications should be deemed approved under state or federal law.
5.
Town Discretion: Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to constrain or
otherwise limit the discretion of the City Council to approve, deny, or approve with conditions,
the Revised WCF Applications, nor shall the exercise of the City Council to deny or modify the
Revised Project or to approve an Altered Project be deemed to give rise to a breach of this
Agreement.
6.
Scope of Dismissal: The Dismissal applies only to the Action and the facts
alleged therein. The Parties anticipate that Crown Castle may seek future approvals of other,
different wireless telecommunications infrastructure in the Town (“Future Applications”).
Crown Castle understands that any such Future Applications shall be subject to the Town’s thenexisting, lawful ordinances, permits, codes and/or regulations, as well as then-existing state and
Page 4 of 9
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federal law. For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties intend for the Dismissal to preclude any
right to submit Future Applications, and to seek judicial, administrative and/or regulatory
remedies related to or arising from any Future Applications, for WCFs specifically at those node
locations featured in the Original Project but not featured among the locations approved as part
of approval of the Revised Project or the Altered Project (“Barred Future Applications”). Other
than the Barred Future Applications, the Parties do not intend for the Dismissal to preclude any
right to submit Future Applications, or to seek judicial, administrative and/or regulatory remedies
related to or arising from any such Future Applications. Accordingly, subject to the foregoing,
the Parties shall not seek to raise a defense or bar to any such Future Applications other than
Barred Future Applications based on this Agreement, including, but not limited to, a defense or
bar based on res judicata, breach of contract, and/or collateral estoppel and do not intend the
mutual releases to apply to Future Applications other than Barred Future Applications.
7.
Mutual Release: Upon effecting a Dismissal, as outlined in Section 4, above, the
Parties agree as follows:
7.1.
Each Party hereto, and its respective employees, representatives, agents,
related entities, officers, directors, shareholders, members, partners, predecessors, insurers,
attorneys, administrators, councilmembers, officials, successors and assigns, does hereby fully
and forever completely release, acquit and discharge the other Party and its respective
employees, representatives, agents, related entities, officers, directors, shareholders, members,
partners, predecessors, insurers, attorneys, administrators, councilmembers, officials, successors
and assigns, from any and all damages, claims, actions, disputes, demands, losses, liens, written
contracts, costs, expressed and/or implied warranty obligations, attorneys’ fees, costs, actions,
causes of action, and liabilities of whatever kind and nature arising from or related to, the Action.
To remove any doubt, claims and defenses in Crown Castle NG West, LLC v. Hillsborough,
Superior Court of California, No. 18CIV05650, filed October 18, 2018, (“State Action”) are not
released, and notwithstanding any other provision herein, the Parties retain their entirety of their
claims and/or defenses in the State Action.
7.2.
The Parties acknowledge a risk that, after the execution of the Agreement, the
Parties may manifest new loss or injury, the scope, location, and character of which are unknown
and/or not discovered at the time the Agreement is signed. There is a risk that the damage
presently known may now be or may become more serious than is now known, understood,
expected or anticipated. Accordingly, the Parties shall, and do hereby assume the abovementioned risks and all other risks associated with the Action. The Parties are aware, and have
been advised by their attorneys, of the provisions of Civil Code section 1542 (“Section 1542”),
which provides:
A general release does not extend to the claims that the creditor or
releasing Party does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at
the time of executing the release and that if known by him or her,
would have materially affected his or her settlement with the debtor or
released Party.
The Parties voluntarily and with full knowledge, waive and relinquish any and all rights that they
may have under Section 1542 as to the Action, as well as under the provisions of all comparable,
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equivalent or similar statutes and principles of common law or other decisional law of any and
all states of the United States.
7.3.
Notwithstanding the waivers contained in this Section 7 and its
subsections, no Party intends for the waiver contained herein to apply to any damages, claims,
actions, disputes, demands, losses, liens, written contracts, costs, expressed and/or implied
warranty obligations, attorneys’ fees, costs, actions, causes of action, and liabilities of whatever
kind and nature that may arise from or be related to any Future Applications allowed under the
terms of Section 6.
8.
Costs: The Parties agree to bear their own fees and costs in consideration of the
settlement entered by this Agreement, subject to Section 3.2.
9.
Entire Agreement: The Agreement constitutes the full and entire agreement
among the Parties with respect to the Action, superseding all prior agreements, negotiations and
discussions among the Parties related to the Action and the facts alleged therein, and the Parties
acknowledge that there is no other agreement, oral or written, regarding the subject matter of the
Agreement. The Agreement may not be modified, except by a written instrument executed by
each of the Parties, including any letter agreement to extend the deadlines, as provided in Section
2, above. Such modifications may be presented through the Parties’ respective counsel-ofrecord.
10.
Final Agreement: The Parties acknowledge that: (a) the Agreement and its
reduction to final form is the result of good faith negotiations among the Parties through their
respective counsel; (b) the Parties’ counsel have reviewed and examined the Agreement before
execution; and (c) the Parties agree that this Agreement is the project of joint draftsmanship and
that should any of the terms be determined by a court, or in any type of quasi-judicial or other
proceeding, to be vague, ambiguous and/or unintelligible, that the same sentences, phrases,
clauses or other wording or language of any kind shall not be construed against the drafting Party
in accordance with California Civil Code Section 1654, and that each Party to this Agreement
waives the effect of such statute.
11.
No Admission: This Agreement is the result of a compromise and shall never, at
any time for any purpose, be considered as an admission of liability or responsibility on the part
of any Party herein released, nor shall the release of any claims or waiver of costs in
consideration of the execution of the Agreement constitute or be construed as an admission of
any liability whatsoever by any Party herein released, who denies such liability and disclaims
such responsibility. No dismissal filed in conjunction with the Agreement shall constitute a
favorable or prevailing result for any Party.
12.
Notices: Any notice which shall or may be given pursuant to this Agreement
shall be in writing and personally served or by private overnight delivery systems, postage
prepaid, with an emailed copy to the following address or such other address of which a Party
may give written notice:
Town:
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Ann Ritzma
City Manager
Town of Hillsborough
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
ARitzma@hillsborough.net
With a copy to:
Christopher Diaz
City Attorney, Town of Hillsborough
Best Best & Krieger
2001 North Main St.,
Suite 390
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Tel: (925) 977-3300
Fax: (925) 977-1870
christopher.diaz@bbklaw.com

Crown Castle:
Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Teddy Adams
1220 Augusta Dr. # 500
Houston, TX 77057
Teddy.adams@crowncastle.com
With copy to:
Michael W. Shonafelt
Newmeyer & Dillion LLP
893 Dove Street, Fifth Floor
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Michael.shonafelt@ndlf.com
Any notice required or provided for under this Agreement shall be deemed served at the time of
personal service. Overnight delivery notices will be deemed served as of the day of delivery.
The emailed copy is not considered in determining when notice is deemed served.
13.
Binding Effect: This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of
the Parties and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors, assigns and transferees.
14.
Severability. If any one or more of the provisions of this Agreement shall be
held by a court of competent jurisdiction in a final judicial action to be void, voidable, or
unenforceable, such provision or provisions shall be deemed separable from the remaining
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provisions of this Agreement and shall in no way affect the validity of the remaining portions of
this Agreement.
15.
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted and enforced according to,
and the Parties’ rights and obligations governed by, the domestic law of the State of California,
without regard to its laws regarding choice of applicable law. Any proceeding or action to
enforce this Agreement shall occur in the federal court with jurisdiction over San Mateo County
and/or the state courts located in San Mateo County, California.
16.
Captions and Paragraph Headings: Captions and paragraph headings used
herein are for convenience only. They are not a part of this Agreement and shall not be used in
construing this Agreement.
17.
Exhibits: All Exhibits referenced in this Agreement are hereby incorporated as
though set forth in full herein.
18.
Execution in Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in one or more
identical counterparts and all such counterparts together shall constitute a single instrument for
the purpose of the effectiveness of this Agreement.
19.

Representations and Warranties:

19.1 Crown Castle represents and warrants that it is the successor-in-interest of
Crown Castle NG West LLC, and in that capacity it has the authority to release all claims
it may have, and that Crown Castle NG West LLC has or may have had against Town, as
reflected in the reference to “predecessors” in the release in Section 7 above.
19.2 Each Party represents that it has authority to enter into this Agreement and
the right and authority to compromise, settle, release and discharge all of the claims
released herein.
19.3 In executing this Agreement, each person executing this Agreement further
represents and warrants that they have the authority to bind their respective entities.

[signature pages follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have signed this Agreement as of the dates
shown below.
Town of Hillsborough, CA, a municipal
corporation

Crown Castle Fiber LLC, a New York limited
liability company

By:

By:
Name:
Title:

Dated: _________________________

 

 

  



Dated: _________________________

ATTEST:

City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Attorney

Attorneys for Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Michael W. Shonafelt
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10. Documentation of all current and proposed radio frequency emissions from the WCF shall be
provided on the form found in Appendix A of the FCC publication, "A Local Government
Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: Rules, Procedures, and Practical
Guidance" dated June 2, 2000 (the "Guidance"), or on a form that contains all of the same
information as in Appendix A of the Guidance, or on a form or in a manner promulgated by
the FCC;
11. Information regarding the ownership of the property and Support structure or wireless tower
on which the WCF will be located, showing applicant has authorization from the owner(s) of
the property and/or support structure or wireless tower to pursue the WCF application;
12. Any CEQA-related determinations made with respect to the proposed modification or
installation; and
13. For installations in the rights-of-way, written evidence of a franchise, license or similar
authorization from the town or the state that entitles the applicant to occupy the rights-ofway.
D.

Where a WCF is part of a network of WCFs that will be installed contemporaneously or
sequentially, such as a distributed antenna system or DAS, the applications for each of the facilities
in the proposed network shall be submitted simultaneously.

(Ord. No. 713, § 1, 4-7-2014)

15.32.060 - Review of permit application; noticing.
A.

The city manager or his or her designee shall review all WCF permit applications for completeness
and compliance with the provisions of this chapter and other applicable laws and regulations.
Generally, the city manager will designate the public works director to be lead reviewer for
applications for placement of WCFs in the rights-of-way, and will designate the building and
planning director to be lead reviewer for applications for placement of WCF on private property
and public property.

B.

Once the WCF permit application has been deemed complete, a Type A Notice (as described in
Chapter 1.20 ()) of the WCF shall be provided by the town to all owners of real property any part of
which is located within 500 feet of the real property, or if the WCF is to be located in the town's
rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF location

C.

Notwithstanding the above, for a minor modification, or for modifications of facilities in the rightsof-way, a Type B Notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 ()) shall be provided to all owners of real
property any part of which is located adjacent to the real property upon which the WCF is located,
or if the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way to owners of real property any part of
which is located adjacent to the WCF location.

(Ord. No. 713, § 1, 4-7-2014)

15.32.070 - Design standards.
A.

The purpose of this Section is to identify preferences and requirements for the location and design
of WCFs, to provide guidance to prospective applicants as they seek appropriate WCF locations
within the TOWN, AND TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO THE CITY MANAGER in determining whether to
grant, grant with conditions, or to deny a WCF application.

B.

The location for a WCF should take into consideration the following preference order (with (1)
being the highest preference):
1.

Public property;

about:blank
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2.

Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being favored over poles
supporting electric distribution lines); or other support structures or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved (where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);

3.

Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private property; and

4.

New concealed WCF in the rights-of-way or on private property.

C.

WCFs should be collocated with existing WCFs, if within one thousand five hundred feet of an
existing visible WCF, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed would not
create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may ameliorate.

D.

A WCF located in the rights-of-way:

E.

F.

G.

1.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing utility pole
serving another utility, or

2.

Shall be located in a concealed WCF consistent with other existing natural or manmade
features in the rights-of-way near the location where the WCF is to be located; or

3.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on a new utility pole where
other telephone distribution lines are aerial, if there are no reasonable alternatives, and the
applicant is authorized to construct new utility poles.

The pole-mounted components of a WCF on a Utility Pole shall whether in or outside of the Rightsof-Way:
1.

Comply with CPUC General Order 95 and General Order 128 as they may be amended or
replaced;

2.

Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed by
communications companies on utility poles near the WCF.

The ground-mounted components of a WCF shall, whether in or outside of the rights-of-way:
1.

To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this Code, be reviewed and
subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed by other communications companies;
and

2.

Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the public, or creating
a hazard;

3.

To the extent permitted aboveground, shall otherwise be appropriately screened, landscaped
and camouflaged to blend in with the surroundings, and non-reflective paints shall be used.

Unless it is determined that there is no less intrusive alternative available to close a significant gap
in the service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an
application, the city manager or his or her designee may not approve an application for a WCF
whose highest point would be more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level except as
follows:
1.

The support structure or wireless tower to which the WCF would be attached is an existing
support structure or wireless tower, was taller than thirty-five feet above the immediate
surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the WCF will not be higher than ten feet
above the highest point of the support structure or wireless tower and attachments thereto in
existence on January 1, 2014;

2.

The WCF will be a concealed WCF, whose height and design is consistent with the surrounding
features it mimics.

H.

about:blank
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Unless it is determined by the town that there is no less intrusive alternative available to close a
significant gap in the service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally
required to approve an application, the city manager may not approve an application for a WCF
where the application proposes a design that would require extensions from any support
structure inconsistent in size with the extensions otherwise permitted under the Code.
I.

A WCF shall be designed and located to minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood,
and to maintain the character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the
Code. To that end, WCFs should:
1.

Employ the least intrusive design for the proposed location in terms of size, mass, visual and
physical impact, and effects on properties from which the WCF is visible; and

2.

Accommodate collocation consistent with the other design requirements of this chapter.

3.

Be consistent with the general plan.

J.

Without limiting the foregoing, all portions of a WCF affixed to a support structure shall be
designed to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure's
architectural style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. WCFs shall be
painted and textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support
structure on which they are mounted. Where the support structure is a building, the WCF,
including without limitation base station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers, and antenna
amplifiers, shall be placed within the building or mounted behind a parapet screened from public
view unless that is not feasible. If the director determines that such in-building placement is not
feasible, the equipment shall be roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public
view as approved by the director.

K.

WCFs shall not be lighted except with the authorization of the city manager or his or her designee.
The city manager or his or her designee may permit lighting at the lowest intensity necessary:
1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting; or

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a WCF; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager or his or her designee to protect public
health or welfare, or as part of the camouflage for a particular design.

L.

No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF except for government required signs
shown in the WCF permit application. Additionally site identification, address, warning and similar
information plates may be permitted where approved by the city manager or his or her designee.

M.

The WCF shall comply with all requirements of the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA")
as may be amended or replaced.

N.

The WCF shall not incommode the public (including without limitation, persons with disabilities) in
its use of any structure, or any portion of the rights-of-way.

O. All wireless towers shall be concealed. The installation of an uncamouflaged wireless tower is
prohibited.
(Ord. No. 713, § 1, 4-7-2014)

15.32.080 - Approval or disapproval of an application.
A.

The city manager or his or her designee may approve or conditionally approve an application only
after:
1.

The application is deemed complete; and

about:blank
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EXHIBIT C

ORDINANCE NO. 751
URGENCY ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF
HILLSBOROUGH, ENACTED PURSUANT TO CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE
SECTION 36937, AMENDING CHAPTERS 12.12 AND 15.32 RELATING
TO WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES (WCFs)
AND UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE

THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH HEREBY FINDS AND
ORDAINS:
Section 1.

Legislative Findings

1. Pur suant to the Ca lifornia Constitution, Art icle XI, section 7; California Government Code
sect ion 37100 and other applicable law, the Town Council may make and enforce within its
limit s all local , police, san itary and other ordinances, resolutions and other regulations not in
conflict with genera l laws.
2. The Town regulates wireless communication facilities (" WCFs "), both on private property and
within the public right s-of-way, by regulations contained in Hillsborough Municipal Code
Chapter 15.32, whic h the city council of the Town of Hillsborough (the "Tow n Council")
adopted by Ordinance No . 720 (Mar. 9, 2015) and amended by Ordinance No. 738 (Jul. 11,
20 16).
3. The Town's public rights-of-way are a uniquely valuable public resource , closely linked with
the Town's rural character and natural beauty. The regulation of WCFs in the public rights-ofway is necessary to protect and preserve the aesthetics in the community.
4. One telephone company has submitted multiple applications for WCFs in the public rights-ofway under the exist ing regulations which resulted in litigation which is currently pending , and
other s have expressed interest in submi tting more applications for the installa tion of WCFs in the
Town's public rights-of-way.
5. Since the City Counci l last amended Chapter 15.32, sign ific ant changes in federal laws that
affect local authority over WCFs and other related infrastructure deployments have occurred,
including, but not limit ed to, the following:
•

On August 2, 20 18, the Federal Communications Commiss ion ("FCC ") adopted a Third
Report & Order and Declaratory Ruling in the rulemaking proceeding titled Acce lerating
Wireline and Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure
Investment , 33 FCC Red. 7705 (rel. Aug. 3, 2018) (the "August Order "), that , among
other thing s, contained a declaratory ruling prohibi ting express and de facto moratoria for
all personal wire less services , telecommunicat ions service s and their related faci lities
under 47 U.S .C. § 253(a) and directed the Wireless Te lecommunications Bureau and
Wireline Competition Bureau to hear and reso lve all complaints on an expedited basis.
Th e declaratory rulin g in the August Order was made effective upon release of the
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August Order which occurred on August 3, 2018; and
•

On September 26, 2018, the FCC adopted a Declaratory Ruling and Third Report and
Order in the same rulemaking proceeding , --- FCC Red.--- , FCC 18-133 (rel. Sep. 27,
2018) (the "September Order"), which, among many other things , creates new shorter
"shot clocks" for small wireless facilities (as defined in the September Order) , alters
existing "shot clock " regulations to require local public agencies to do more in less time,
establishes a national standard for an effective prohibition related to small wireles s
facilities that replaces the existing "significant gap" test adopted by the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and provides that a failure to act within the
applicable timefram e presumptively constitutes an effective prohibition. The September
Order was made effective 90 days after publication in the Federal Register, that is, on
January 14, 2019;

6. The Town join ed a coalition of communities that has appealed the September Order and
sought a stay of the September Order from the FCC pending resolution of the litigatio n; howeve r
on December 10, 2018, the FCC refused to grant a stay of the September Order , though the FCC
clarified that a portion of the September Order concerning aesthetics standards will not take
effect until 180 days after Federal Register publication , that is on April 15, 2019.
7. The appeal coalition subsequently filed a request to the 10th Circuit to stay the September
Order but that request was denied.
8. On November 28, 2018 and December 13, 2018 , the Town held community meetings , at
which stakeholder s discussed wireless and other infrastructure deployment issues, potential local
regulatory responses to the recent changes in federal law in the FCC orders and express their
design and location preferences, practical and safety concerns, policy views and the essential
local values that make Hillsborough a uniquely beautiful, rural residential community.
9. On January 7, 2019, the City Council held a study session to discuss the FCC orders,
amendments to the Code, and draft design standards.
10. On January 14, 2019, the City Council held a duly notic ed public hearing to consider an
ordinance and urgency ordinanc e to amend Chapter 15.32 at which the City Council received ,
reviewed and considered the staff report, written and oral testimony from the public and other
information in the record , and adopted the urgency ordinance.

Section 2.
Incorporation of Recitals. The above legislative findings are true and correct and
are hereby incorporated into this Ordinance.
Section 3.
Urgent Need. The City Council hereby finds, determines , and declar es that this
Urgency Ordinance adopted pursuant to California Government Code Section 36937(b) is
necessary because:
a. Significant changes in federal laws that affect local authority over WCFs and other
related infra structure deployments have occurred and more will immin ently go into
effect. Such changes include the August Order, banning moratoria, which went into effect
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on August 3, 2018, and the September Order establishing new shorter "shot clocks"
whereby the City must approve or deny small wireless facility installations within as few
as 60 days, altering existing "shot clock" regulations to require local public agencies to
process all related permits and other authorizations within the same shot clock period,
establishing a national standard for an effective prohibition related to small wireless
facilities that replaces the existing "significant gap" test adopted by the United States
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit and provides that a failure to act within the
applicable timeframe presumptively constitutes an effective prohibition. The September
Order also places new limits on local authority to regulate aesthetics. The September
Order was made effective 90 days after publication in the Federal Register, that is, on
January 14, 2019, though the FCC later clarified that the portion of the September Order
concerning aesthetics standards will not take effect until April 15, 2019.
b. If certain provisions of the Hillsborough Municipal Code are not amended prior to
January 14, 2019 , there is a risk that the Town may not be able to enforce portions of its
Code or comply with the new federal regulations.
c. The Town's public rights-of-way are a uniquely valuable public resource , closely linked
with the City ' s natural beauty and rural character. The regulation of wireless installations
in the public rights-of-way is necessary to protect and preserve aesthetics in the
community; and
d. If not adequately regulated , installation of small wireless facilities within the public
rights-of-way can pose a threat to the public health, safety, and welfare , including
disturbance to the public rights-of-way through the installation and maintenance of
wireless facilities; traffic and pedestrian safety hazards due to the unsafe location of
wireless facilities; impacts to trees where proximity conflicts may require unnecessary
trimming of branches or require removal of roots due to related undergrounding of
equipment or connection lines; land use conflicts and incompatibilities including
excessive height or poles and towers ; creation of visual and aesth etic blights and potential
safety concerns arising from excessive size , heights , noise , or lack of camouflaging of
wireless facilities , including the associated pedestals , meters , equipment and power
generators , all of which may negatively impact the unique quality and rural charac ter of
the Town.
e. There is a current and immediate threat to the public peace , health and safety of the Town
of Hillsborough and its community , thereby necessitating the immediate enactment of
this ordinance as an urgency ordinance in order to ensure that will not occur in
Hillsborough.
Based on the foregoing recitals and finding s, all of which are deemed true and correct , this
Urgency Ordinance is urgently needed for the immediat e preservation of the public peace,
health, and safety.
Amendment to Chapter 12.12 OUTDOOR FIXTURES (FENCES, WALLS, GATES, ETC.)
Section 4.
following:

Amendm ent. Section 12.12.050(!) is struck in its entiret y and replaced with the
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I. Utility boxes are subject to location and screening requirements as specified and
approved by the city council by resolution in order to safeguard the health , safety and welfare
of the residents of the town , aesthetics and local values.

Amendments to Chapter 15.32 WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES
Amendment.
Section 15.32.020 definition of "Collocation"
Section 5.
entirety and replaced to read as follows:

1s struck in its

"Collocation" means, (a) for the purposes of any Section 6409(a) modification, the same
as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. § 1.4000l(b)(2) , as may be amended, which defin es that
term as "[t]he mounting or installation of transmission equipment on an eligible support
structure for the purpo se of transmitting and/or receiving radio frequency signals for
communications purposes." As an illustration and not a limitation, the FCC's definition
means to add transmission equipment to an existing facility and does not necessarily refer to
two or more different facility operators in the same location; and (b) for all other purposes,
the same as defined in 47 CFR l.6002(g)(l) and (2), as may be amended, which defines that
term as (1) Mounting or installing an antenna facility on a pre-existing structure, and/or (2)
Modifying a structure for the purpose of mounting or inst alling an antenna facility on that
structure.
Amendment.
read as follows:

Section 6.

Definition of "Small WCFs" is added to Section 15.32.020 and will

"S mall WCFs" means the same as defined by the FCC in 47 C.F.R. 1.6002(1) as may be
amended, which are personal wireless services facilities that meet the following conditions
that, solely for convenience, have been set forth below:
( 1) The facilities(i) are mounted on structures 50 feet or less in height , including antennas , as defined in
47 C.F.R. Section 1.1320(d), or
(ii) are mounted on structures no more than 10 percent taller than other adjacent
structures, or
(iii) do not extend ex istin g structures on which they are located to a heigh t of more than
50 feet or by more than 10 percent , whichever is greater;
(2) Each antenna associated w ith the deployment, excluding assoc iated antenna equipment
(as defined in the definition of antenna in 47 C.F.R. Section 1.1320 (d)), is no more than
three cubic feet in volume;
(3) All other wireless equipment associated with the structure, inclu ding the wireless
equipment associated with the antenna and any pre-existing associated equipment on the
structur e, is no more than 28 cubic feet in volume;
(4) The facility does not require ante nna structure registration under 47 C .F.R . Part 17;
(5) The facility is not located on Tribal land s, as defined under 36 C.F.R. Section 800. l 6(x) ;
and
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(6) The facility does not result in human exposure to radiofrequency radiation in excess of
the applicable safety standards specified in 47 C.F.R. Section 1.1307(b) .

Section 7.
15.32.020.

Amendment.

Strike the definition of "U nipole " in its entirety from Section

Section 8.
Amendment. The following is added to the end of the Section 15.32.020
definition of "Uti lity Pole":
A wireless tower is not a utility pole.

Section 9.

Amendment. Section 15.32.0S0(C) is amended so that it reads as follows:

C. At a minimum, an application for a WCF permit must include the following
information:
1.

The name and contact information of the entity or entities that will own , and be
responsible for the installation and maintenance of the WCF and any support
structure installed as part of the installation of the WCF;

2.

A written and technically accurate and reliable narrative explaining the nature of
the permit sought (new installation, modification of existing installation , minor
WCF, small WCF, Section 6409(a) modification or other modification) ; the
authorizations required for the installation , collocation or modification , and steps
that applicant has taken to comply with the Code;

3.

Documentation of all current and proposed radio frequency emissions from the
WCF shall be provided on the form found in Appendix A of the FCC publication,
"A Local Government Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission
Safety: Rules, Procedures, and Practical Guidance" dated Jun e 2, 2000 (the
"Guidance"), or on a form that contains all of the same information as in Appendix
A of the Guidance, or on a form or in a manner promul gated by the FCC;

4.

Information regarding the ownership of the property and support structure or
wireless tower on which the WCF will be located , showing applicant has
authorization from the owner(s) of the prope11y and/or suppor t struct ure or wireless
tower to pursue the WCF application;

5.

Information showin g applicant has authorization from the owner(s) of the support
structure or wireless tower to place its proposed WCF on the support structure or
wireless tower, including all structura l, windloading and other safety analyses
performed to determine whether (and, if applicable, with what modification s or
repl acement s) the support structur e or wireless tower can safely support the
proposed WCF in compliance with CPUC General Order 95 and General Order
128, and/or other applicable buildin g and safety standards, as they may be amended
or replaced;

6.

Any CEQA -related determinations
modification or installation ;

7.

For installation s in the rights-of-way, written ev idence of a franc hise, license or
similar authorization from the town or the state that entitle s the app licant to occupy
the rights-of-way;
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with respect to the prop osed collocation ,

8.

Materials needed for the town to provide notice of the application to all owners of
real propert y in the vicinity of the proposed WCF location as provided in Section
15.32.060.B. These materials shall be in the form and include the content that the
city manager may from time-to-time require in any publicly stated format, but at a
minimum must include a plain language description and photo simulation s or
illustration s of the proposed WCF ;

9.

A photo image of the storyboard proposed to meet the requirements of Section
15.32.060.E ; and

10. Any other information or material s that the city manager may from time-to-tim e
require in any publicly stated format.

Section 10.
B.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section 15.32.060(B) to read as follow s:

No more than 3 business days after the WCF permit application has been submitted to
the city manager with complete noticin g materials as required by this Code, a type A
notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) of the WCF shall be provided by the
town to all owners ofreal propert y any part of which is located within five hundred feet
of the real property , or if the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way within
five hundred feet of the propo sed WCF location. If the city manager determines that
certain different typ es of proposed WCF installations and modification s should be
subject to broader notice requirements , the city manager may increase the notice radius
by specifying the broader notic e requirement in the WCF permit application form
prepared pursuant to Section15 .32.050.

Section 11.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section 15.32.060(D) to read as follows :

D. No more than thi1iy days but not less than twenty-five days before the date the applicant
believes the applicable timeframe for review expires, the applicant must provid e noti ce
to all persons entitled to notice in accordanc e with Code section 15.32.060 , as modi fied
in thi s subsection D. The provisions in this subsection do not apply to Section 6409(a)
modifications or small WCF application s.
1.

The notice must contain the following statement: "California Government Code
section 65964.1 may deem the application approved in 30 days unless the Town
approves or disapproves the application , or the Town and applicant reach a mutua l
tolling agreement."

2.

In addition to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with this Code section
15.32.060, the applicant must deliver written notic e to the city manager, which
contains the same statement required in subsection D.1. , above, and a mailing list
for public notices sent out under this subsection (B). The applicant may tend er such
notic e in per son or by certified United States mail.

Section 12.
E.

Amendment. Add Section 15.32.060(E), which reads as follows:

No more than two business days after filing an application for a WCF permit , the
applicant must po st a storyboard at the proposed WCF location that doe s not interfere
with local traffic or use of the public right of way and cons ists of a color image of the
propo sed WCF , printed on a weatherpro of material and mounted on a wood frame.
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Section 13.
Amendment. Strike Sections 15.32.070(D) thru (P) and replace with a new
Section 15.32.070(D) to read as follows:
D. The city council shall adopt design and development standards for WCFs, consistent
with the requirements of this section.

Section 14.
2.

At least fifte en days has elapsed from the postmark date required und er Section
15.32.060.B. or C. of this chapter (if applicable); and

Section 15.
2.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section l 5.32.080(D) to read as follows:

If the city manager determines that an application shou ld be approved, denied, or
should be conditionally approved , he or she shall make written findings referencing
substa ntial evidence in the town's written administrative record in support of the action.
The applicant and each owner of real property who was entitled to notice of the
application as provid ed in Section 15.32.060.B shall receive a copy of the town's
written decision and findings with respect to the decision. Such copy shall also plainly
state the process and deadline for filing an appeal to the city council. Unless timely
appeale d, the decision will be final except as provided in Sections 15.32.040.C. and
15.32.080. E. herein.

Section 18.
H.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section 15.32.080(C )(3) to read as follows:

Except as to Section 6409(a) modifications , whether the WCF and support structure
modification s and additions proposed , comply with the design standards herein , and
other applicable provisions of the Code and in applicable city council resolutions ;

Section 17.
D.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section l 5.32.080(C)(2) to read as follows:

Except as to minor WCFs , Section 6409(a) modifications or where the town is
prohibited from considering it by law, whether the applicant has shown that denial of
the proposed WCF would result in an effective prohibition of personal wireless services
or telecommunications serv ices, or that denial is otherwise preempted by state or federal
law;

Section 16.
3.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section 15.32.080(A )(2) to read as follows:

Amendment. Add Section 15.32.080(H) to read as follows:

Notwit hstand ing the foregoing , the following provisions shall apply to small WCFs:
1.

The city manager shall approve an application if, on the basis of the application and
other materials or evidence provided in review thereof, it finds the following:
(i) The facility is not detrimental to the public health , safety, and welfare;
(ii) The faci lity comp lies with this chapter and all applicable design and development
standards; and
(iii) The faci lity meets app licable requir ement s and standard s of state and federal
law.
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Section 19.
A.

Amendment. Strike and replace Section l 5.32 .090(A) to read as follow s:

Within fifteen calendar days following the date of the city manager's written decisio n
on the WCF application or within seven days for WCF applications for small WCFs or
EFRs, any person or entity may appeal the decision to the city council.

Section 20.

Amendment. Strike the following from Section l 5.32.090(B):

", and shall make the written record available to the city council"

Section 21.

Amendment. Strike the following from Section l 5.32.090(D):

"and compile the written record"

Section 22.

Amendment. Strike in its entirety Section 15.32.100 (Compliance Rep01t).

Section 23.
Amendment. Change the number of " Section 15.32.110 - Standard conditions " to
"Section 15.32.100 - Standard conditions."
Section 24.

Amendment. Strike the text of Section 15.32.100 (previously numbered Section

15.32.110) and replace to read as follows:
15.32.100 - Standard conditions.
All WCF permits, whether approved in accordance with this Code or deemed-approved
or deemed granted by the operation of law, shall be subject to the standard conditio ns of
approval provided in the city council resolution which may add , remove or modify any
conditions of approval as necessary or appropriate to protect and promote the public health ,
safety and welfare.

Section 25.

Amendment. Strike in its entirety Section 15.32.120 (Operational Regulations).

Section 26.
Amendment. Change the number of "Section 15.32.130 - Modification of a WCF
permit" to "Section 15.32.110 - Modification of a WCF permit."
Section 27.
Amendment. Change the number of "Section 15.32.140 - Revocation of a WCF
permit " to "Se ction 15.32 .120 - Revocation of a WCF permit."
Section 28.

Amendment. Strike in its entirety Section 15.32.150 (Abandonment, removal or

relocation of facilities).

Section 29.

Amendment. Strike in its entirety Section 15.32.160 (Transfer of an interest).

Section 30.
Amendment. Change the number of "Sect ion 15.32. 170 - Exemption of
Municipal Facilities" to "Sec tion 15.32.130 - Exemption of Municipal Facilities."
Section 31.
Amendment. Change the number of "Sec tion 15.32.180 - Violations and
infractions " to "Section 15.32.140 - Violations and infraction s."
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Section 32.
Amendment. Change the number of "Section 15 .32.190 - Controlling
provisions" to " Section 15.32.150 - Controlling provisions. "
All other provisions contained in Chapters 12.12 and 15.32 of the Hillsborough Municipal Code
shall remain in full force and effect.

Section 33.
The City Council agrees with Town staffs recommendation that This Ordinance
is not a project within the meaning of Section 15378 of the State of California Environmental
Quality Act ("CEQA ") Guidelines, because it has no potential for resulting in physical change in
the environment, directly or indirectly.
The Ordinance does not authorize any specific
development or installation on any specific piece of property within the City 's boundaries.
Moreover, when and if an application for installation is submitted, the City will at that time
conduct preliminary review of the application in accordance with CEQA. Alternatively, even if
the Ordinance is a "project" within the meaning of State CEQA Guidelines section 15378, the
Ordinance is exempt from CEQA on multiple grounds. First, the Ordinance is exempt CEQA
because the City Council 's adoption of the Ordinance is covered by the general rule that CEQA
applies only to projects which have the potential for cau sing a significant effect on the
environment. (State CEQA Guidelines, § 15061 (b)(3)). That is, approval of the Ordinance will
not result in the actual installation of any facilities in the City. In order to install a facility in
accordance with this Ordinance, the wireless provider would have to submit an application for
installation of the wireless facility. At that time , the City will have specific and definite
information regarding the facility to review in accordance with CEQA. And , in fact, the City
will conduct preliminary review under CEQA at that time. Moreo ver, in the event that the
Ordinance is interpreted so as to permit installation of wireless facilities on a particular site, the
installation would be exempt from CEQA review in accordance with either State CEQA
Guidelines section 15302 (replacement or reconstruction), State CEQA Guidelines section 15303
(new construction or conversion of small structures), and/or State CEQA Guidelines section
15304 (minor alterations to land).
Section 34.
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause , phrase, or portion of this ordinanc e is
for any reason held to be unconstitutional or otherwise invalid by the decision of any court of
competent jurisdiction , such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of
this ordinance. The City Council of the Town of Hillsborough hereby declare s that it would
have adopt ed the remainder of this ordinance, including each section, subsection, sentenc e,
clause , phrase or po1iion i1Tespective of the invalidity of any other atiicle, section, subsection,
sentence , clau se, phrase , or portion .
Section 35.
This ordinance shall be printed and posted upon the three official bulletin board s
of the Town of Hillsborough.
Section 36. Custodian of Records. The documents and materials that constitute the record of
proceedings on which thi s Ordinance is based are located at the City Clerk 's office locat ed at
Hillsborough Town Hall , 1600 Floribunda Ave. , Hillsborough, CA 94010. The custodian of
these records is the City Clerk.
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Section 37.
Authority and Effect ive Date. This urgency ordinan ce is enacted pur suant to the
authority conferred upon the City Council of the Town of Hillsboro ugh by Government Code
Section 36937, and therefo re sha ll be in full force and effect immediate ly upon its adoption by a
four-fifths (4/5) vote of the City Council.

'
.../S::f-~~~

~_:-

~~~~~~~

ORDINANCE NO. 751 of the Town of Hill sborough adopted on January 14, 2019 , by the
following roll call vote of the City Council:
AYES :

Councilmembers

Christianson, Royse, Benton, Chuang, May

NOES :

Councilmembers

None

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

None

ABST AIN:

Councilmembers

None
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further written extensions only for good cause, which includes circumstances outside the applicant's
reasonable control.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.060 - Review of permit application; noticing.
A.

The city manager shall review all WCF permit applications for completeness and compliance with the
provisions of this chapter and other applicable laws and regulations. Generally, the city manager will
designate the public works director to be lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or
modification of WCFs in the rights-of-way, and will designate the building and planning director to be
lead reviewer for applications for placement and/or modification of WCFs on private property and
public property.

B.

Once the WCF permit application has been submitted to the city managerdeemed complete, a type
A notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) of the WCF shall be provided by the town to all
owners of real property any part of which is located within five hundred feet of the real property, or if
the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way within five hundred feet of the proposed WCF
location. If the city manager determines that certain different types of proposed WCF installations
and modifications should be subject to broader notice requirements, the city manager may increase
the notice radius by specifying the broader notice requirement in the WCF permit application form
prepared pursuant to Section15.32.050.

C.

Notwithstanding the above, for a minor WCF, a Section 6409(a) modification, or for modifications of
facilities in the rights-of-way, a type B notice (as described in Chapter 1.20 of this Code) shall be
provided to all owners of real property any part of which is located adjacent to the real property upon
which the WCF is located, or if the WCF is to be located in the town's rights-of-way to owners of real
property any part of which is located adjacent to the WCF location.

D.

No more than thirty days before the applicable timeframe for review expires (ninety days for
collocations and one hundred fifty days for all other applications), the applicant must provide notice
to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with Code section 15.32.060, as modified in this
subsection D. The provisions in this subsection do not apply to Section 6409(a) modifications or
small WCF applications.
1.

The notice must contain the following statement: "California Government Code section 65964.1
may deem the application approved in 30 days unless the Town approves or disapproves the
application, or the Town and applicant reach a mutual tolling agreement."

2.

In addition to all persons entitled to notice in accordance with this Code section 15.32.060, the
applicant must deliver written notice to the city manager, which contains the same statement
required in subsection D.1., above, and a mailing list for public notices sent out under this
subsection (B). The applicant may tender such notice in person or by certified United States
mail.

E.
No more than two business days after filing an application for a WCF permit, the applicant must
post a storyboard at the proposed WCF location that does not interfere with local traffic or use of the
public right of way and consists of a color image of the proposed WCF, printed on a weatherproof
material and mounted on a wood frame .

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
15.32.070 - Design standards.
A.

The purpose of this section is to identify preferences and requirements for the location and design of
WCFs, to provide guidance to prospective applicants as they seek appropriate WCF locations within
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the town, and to provide guidance to the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant with
conditions, or to deny a WCF application.
B.

This section applies to all new WCFs and to all collocations and modifications to existing WCFs,
except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that qualify as a Section 6409(a)
modification.

C.

The location for a WCF should take into consideration the following preference order (with (1) being
the highest preference):
1.

Public property;

2.

Existing utility poles (with poles without electric distribution lines being favored over poles
supporting electric distribution lines); or other support structures or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved (where the application is consistent with the pre-approval);

3.

Existing support structures or wireless towers on nonresidential private property; and

4.

New concealed WCF in the rights-of-way or on private property.

D.

The city council shall adopt design and development standards for WCFs, consistent with the
requirements of this section.WCFs should be collocated with existing WCFs, if within one thousand
five hundred feet of an existing visible WCF, unless the town determines that the particular design
proposed would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may
ameliorate.

E.

A WCF located in the rights-of-way:

F.

G.

H.

1.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing utility pole serving
another utility;

2.

Shall be located in a concealed WCF consistent with other existing natural or manmade
features in the rights-of-way near the location where the WCF is to be located; or

3.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on a new utility pole where other
telephone distribution lines are aerial, if there are no reasonable alternatives, and the applicant
is authorized to construct new utility poles.

The pole-mounted components of a WCF on a utility pole shall whether in or outside of the rights-ofway:
1.

Comply with CPUC General Order 95 and General Order 128 as they may be amended or
replaced;

2.

Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed by communications
companies on utility poles near the WCF.

The ground-mounted components of a WCF shall, whether in or outside of the rights-of-way:
1.

To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this Code, be reviewed and
subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed by other communications companies;
and

2.

Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the public, or creating a
hazard;

3.

To the extent permitted aboveground, shall otherwise be appropriately screened, landscaped
and camouflaged to blend in with the surroundings, and non-reflective paints shall be used.

Unless it is determined that there is no less intrusive alternative available to close a significant gap in
the service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an
application, the city manager may not approve an application for a WCF whose highest point would
be more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground level except as follows:
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1.

The support structure or wireless tower to which the WCF would be attached is an existing
support structure or wireless tower, was taller than thirty-five feet above the immediate
surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the WCF will not be higher than ten feet
above the highest point of the support structure or wireless tower and attachments thereto in
existence on January 1, 2014;

2.

The WCF will be a concealed WCF, whose height and design is consistent with the surrounding
features it mimics.

I.

Unless it is determined by the town that there is no less intrusive alternative available to close a
significant gap in the service provided by a WCF; or it is determined that the town is legally required
to approve an application, the city manager may not approve an application for a WCF where the
application proposes a design that would require extensions from any support structure inconsistent
in size with the extensions otherwise permitted under the Code.

J.

A WCF shall be designed and located to minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and
to maintain the character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code.
To that end, WCFs should:
1.

Employ the least intrusive design for the proposed location in terms of size, mass, visual and
physical impact, and effects on properties from which the WCF is visible;

2.

Accommodate collocation consistent with the other design requirements of this chapter; and

3.

Be consistent with the general plan.

K.

Without limiting the foregoing, all portions of a WCF affixed to a support structure shall be designed
to blend in or be screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure's architectural
style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. WCFs shall be painted and
textured or otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support structure on which
they are mounted. Where the support structure is a building, the WCF, including without limitation
base station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers, and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed
within the building or mounted behind a parapet screened from public view unless that is not
feasible. If the director determines that such in-building placement is not feasible, the equipment
shall be roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public view as approved by the
director.

L.

WCFs shall not be lighted except with the authorization of the city manager. The city manager may
permit lighting at the lowest intensity necessary:
1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a WCF; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health or welfare, or as part
of the camouflage for a particular design.

M.

No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF except for government required signs shown
in the WCF permit application. Additionally site identification, address, warning and similar
information plates may be permitted where approved by the city manager.

N.

The WCF shall comply with all requirements of the Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA")
as may be amended or replaced.

O.

The WCF shall not incommode the public (including without limitation, persons with disabilities) in its
use of any structure, or any portion of the rights-of-way.

P.

All wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of an uncamouflaged
wireless tower or base station is prohibited.

(Ord. No. 720, § 1, 3-9-2015; Ord. No. 738, § 1, 7-11-2016)
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RESOLUTION NO. 19-03
RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
ADOPTING COUNCIL POLICY NO. 19-01 ESTABLISHING LOCATION
AND DESIGN STANDARDS FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENTS

RECITALS
WHEREAS, pursuant to the California Constitution, Article XI, section 7; California
Government Code section 37100 and other applicable law, the Town
Council may make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary and
other ordinances, resolutions and other regulations not in conflict with
general laws.
WHEREAS, the Town traditionally regulates wireless communication facilities ("WCFs "),
both on private property and within the public rights-of-way, by regulations
contained in Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapter 15.32, which the city
council of the Town of Hillsborough (the "Town Council") adopted by
Ordinance No. 720 (Mar. 9, 2015) and amended by Ordinance No. 738
(Jul. 11, 2016).
WHEREAS, since the Town Council last amended Chapter 15.32, significant changes in
federal laws that affect local authority over WCFs and other related
infrastructure deployments have occurred, including, but not limited to, the
following :

•

On August 2, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC")
adopted a Third Report & Order and Declaratory Ruling in the
rulemaking proceeding titled Accelerating Wireline and Wireless
Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure
Investment, 33 FCC Red. 7705 (rel. Aug. 3, 2018) (the "August
Order"), that formally prohibited express and de facto moratoria for all
personal wireless services, telecommunications services and their
related facilities under 47 U.S.C. § 253(a) and directed the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau and Wireline Competition Bureau to hear
and resolve all complaints on an expedited basis; and

•

On September 26, 2018, the FCC adopted a Declaratory Ruling and
Third Report and Order in the same rulemaking proceeding , --- FCC
Red. ---, FCC 18-133 (rel. Sep. 27, 2018) (the "September Order''),
which , among many other things, creates a new regulatory classification
for small wireless facilities , alters existing "shot clock" regulations to
require local public agencies to do more in less time, establishes a
national standard for an effective prohibition that replaces the existing
"significant gap'' test adopted by the United States Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit and provides that a failure to act within the applicable
timeframe presumptively constitutes an effective prohibition .
WHEREAS, in addition to the changes described above, local authority may be further
impacted by other pending legislative, judicial and regulatory proceedings,
including but not limited to:

•

The "STREAMLINE Small Cell Deployment Act" (S. 3157) proposed by
Senator John Thune that, among other things, wou ld apply specifically
to "small" WCFs and require local governments to review applications
based on objective standards, shorten the shot clock timeframes,
require all local undertakings to occur within the shot clock timeframes
and provide a "deemed granted" remedy for failure to act within the
applicable shot clock; and

•

Further orders and/or declaratory rulings by the FCC from the same
rulemaking proceeding as the August Order and September Order; and

•

Multiple petitions for reconsideration and judicial review filed by state
and local governments against the August Order and September Order,
which could cause the rules in either order to change or be invalidated.

WHEREAS, given the rapid and substantial changes in applicable law, the active and
effective federal prohibition on reasonable moratorium ordinances to allow
local public agencies to study these changes and develop appropriate
responses and the significant adverse consequences for noncompliance
with these changes in applicable law, the Town Council finds that aesthetic
and operational regulations adopted through a resolution that supplements
Chapter 15.32 and that may be quickly amended is a necessary and
appropriate means to protect the public health , safety and welfare from the
potential harm caused by unregulated WCF and other infrastructure
deployments.
WHEREAS, on November 28, 2018, December 13, 2018 and January 3, 2019 the Town
held community meetings, at which stakeholders could learn about wireless
and other infrastructure deployment issues, discuss potential local
regulatory responses to the recent changes in federal law and express their
design and location preferences, practical and safety concerns, policy
views and the essential loca l values that make Hillsborough a uniquely
beautiful, rural residential community.
WHEREAS, Council Policy No. 19-01, attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated
herein by this reference , contains the "Design standards" from Chapter
15.32, as amended to reflect the changes in law, respond to stakeholder
feedback and preserve the Town's police powers to protect the public
health , safety and welfare to the maximum extent feasible.
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WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Council held a duly noticed public hearing
to consider an ordinance and urgency ordinance to amend Chapter 15.32
at which the Town Council received, reviewed and considered the staff
report, written and oral testimony from the public and other information in
the record, introduced the ordinance and adopted the urgency ordinance.
WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Council held a duly noticed public hearing
to consider this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 at which the Town
Council received , reviewed and considered the staff report, written and oral
testimony from the public and other information in the record.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL HEREBY FINDS, DETERMINES AND
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Findings. The Town Council finds that: (a) the facts set forth in the recitals in this
Resolution are true and correct and incorporated by reference; (b) the recitals
constitute findings in this matter and, together with the staff report, other written
reports , public testimony and other information contained in the record, are an
adequate and appropriate evidentiary basis for the actions taken in this Resolution;
(c) the provisions in this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 are consistent
with the General Plan, Municipal Code and applicable federal and state law; and (d)
neither this Resolution nor Council Policy No. 19-01 will be detrimental to the public
interest, health, safety, convenience or welfare.

2.

Council Policy No. 19-01. The Town Council approves and adopts Council Policy
No. 19-01 .

3.

Environmental Review. Pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA")
Guidelines § 15378 and California Public Resources Code § 21065, the Town
Council finds that this Resolution is not a "project" because its adoption is not an
activity that has the potential for a direct physical change or reasonably foreseeable
indirect physical change in the environment. Even if this Resolution qualified as a
"project" subject to CEQA, the Town Council finds that, pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines § 15061 (b)(3), there is no possibility that this project will have a
significant impact on the physical environment. This Resolution merely restates
substantially the same standards as previously contained in Chapter 15.32 but in a
manner that complies with new federal regulations. This Resolution does not
directly or indirectly authorize or approve any actual changes in the physical
environment. Applications for any new WCF or change to an existing WCF would
be subject to additional environmental review on a case-by-case basis. Accordingly,
the Town Council finds that this Resolution is not subject to CEQA or, in the
alternative, is exempt from CEQA under the general rule.

4.

Severability. If any section , subsection, paragraph , sentence , clause, phrase or
term (each a "Provision") in this Resolution or Council Policy No. 19-01 , or any
Provision's application to any person or circumstance, is held illegal, invalid or
unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction , all other Provisions not held
illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, or such Provision's application to other persons or
3

circumstances, shall not be affected . The Town Council declares that it would have
passed this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 , and each Provision therein,
whether any one or more Provisions be declared illegal, invalid or unconstitutional.
5.

Effective Date. This Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 will become
immediately effective upon adoption by the Town Council and will remain effective
until amended, superseded or repealed by a separate resolution adopted by the
Town Council.

6.

Publication. The City Clerk shall cause this Resolution and Council Policy No. 1901 to be published in electronic form on the Town 's website, in physical form for
public inspection at Town Hall and at least two other public places within the Town
and in any other manner required by law.

~~

~ of Hillsborough

This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
regular meeting held on the 14th day of January 2019, by the following vote of the
members thereof:
AYES:

Councilmembers

NOES:

Councilmembers

None
---'-~--------------------

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

-None
~---------------------

ABSTAIN :

Councilmembers

Christianson, Royse, Benton, Chuang, May

None

_ _ ______ _ _____ _ _ _

...;...:..:::..;...:..:;..__
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EXHIBIT "A"
COUNCIL POLICY No. 19-01
(begins behind this coversheet)
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

Policy No. 19-01

TOWN COUNCIL POLICY

Adopted: January 14, 2019
Revised :

GENERAL SUBJECT: DESIGN STANDARDS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
DEPLOYMENTS

Design Standards.
A.

This policy identifies preferences and requirements for the location and design of
WCFs, both on private property and within the public rights-of-way, to provide
guidance to (1) prospective applicants as they seek authorization to construct,
install, operate, maintain, repair and collocate WCFs in appropriate locations within
the town , and (2) the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant with
conditions or to deny a WCF application. The Town desires to promote cleanly
organized and streamlined infrastructure deployments that utilize the smallest and
least intrusive means available to provide essential and beneficial utility services to
the community without harming its rural residential character. To that end, this
policy is guided by three core principles: First, community health and safety is a
paramount concern in all aspects of public right-of-way management and no WCF
or other infrastructure deployment shall be permitted in the Town's right-of-way
unless it complies with all applicable health and safety regulations. Second, new
obstructions and enlargements of existing obstructions in the public rights-of-way
implicate both safety and aesthetic concerns and should be avoided to the
maximum extent technically feasible and legally permissible. Third , new
development should enhance rather than detract from the community's cha racter
and , when new or enlarged obstructions cannot be avoided , the applicant must
minimize the adverse aesthetic impacts by placing, designing and finishing the
equipment in a manner that conceals and blends it with the surrounding
environment.

B. This policy applies to all new WCFs and to all collocations and modifications to
existing WCFs, except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that qualify
as a Section 6409(a) modification. Unless otherwise provided in this policy, the
preferences and requirements in this resolution shall apply equally to WCFs on
private property and within the public rights-of-way. To the extent that other
infrastructure deployments, including without limitation any deployments that
require approval pursuant to Chapter 12.12, involve the same or substantially
similar structures, apparatus, equipment, fixtures , equipment or improvements, the
town official responsible to review and approve or deny requests for authorization in
connection with such other infrastructure deployment shall apply the preferences
and requirements in this resolution unless specifically prohibited by applicable law.
C.

In addition to the ordered location preferences listed in Hillsborough Municipal Code
§ 15.32.070 .C, a WCF and any other infrastructure deployment must comply with
the following :
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1.

A WCF or any other infrastructure deployment shall not be permitted on any
new, non-replacement wood poles, unless the wood pole is integrated into a
fully concealed pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this policy.

2.

Any antenna(s) proposed to be installed on an existing wood utility pole must
be installed directly above the pole within a canister style shroud or radome ,
unless the applicant demonstrates with objective, fact-based evidence that a
top-mounted antenna would be technically infeasible.

3.

Applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view
and blends with the surrounding environment, which may include, for example,
a new streetlight substantially similar to the Town's standards and
specifications but designed to accommodate wireless antennas and accessory
equipment or a pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this policy. If
there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the
accessory equipment either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated
into the base of the pole. The centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with
the location of other existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the
paved road. The pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above
ground level adjacent to the base of the pole. The pole diameter shall not
exceed 18 inches and any base enclosure shall not exceed 24 inches.

4.

No WCF, other infrastructure deployment or any related equipment,
appurtenance or improvement shall be permitted in a location that interferes
with or impedes any: (a) worker access to any above-ground or underground
infrastructure for traffic control, streetlight or public transportation, including
without limitation any curb control sign, parking meter, vehicular traffic sign or
signal, pedestrian traffic sign or signal, barricade reflectors; (b) access to any
public transportation vehicles, shelters, street furniture or other improvements
at any public transportation stop; (c) worker access to above-ground or
underground infrastructure owned or operated by any public or private utility
agency; (d) access to any fire hydrant or water valve; (e) access to any doors,
gates, sidewalk doors, passage doors, stoops or other ingress and egress
points to any building or other structure appurtenant to the rights-of-way; (f)
access to any fire escape; or (g) access to any driveway or entryway to any
private property that abuts the public rights-of-way.

5.

Equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent
visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential
dwellings. Applicants are encouraged to consult with Town staff in advance to
evaluate potential visibility issues. As a general matter, but not as a rule,
locations as close to the common property line between adjoining properties as
possible will likely comply with this requirement.
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D. WCFs proposed on private property should be collocated with existing WCFs on
private property, if within one thousand five hundred feet of an existing WCF on
private property, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed
would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town
may ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence
that collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible. WCFs
within the public rights-of-way should be collocated with existing WCFs within the
public rights-of-way, if within 750 feet of an existing WCF within the public rights-ofway, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed would not
create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may
ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that
collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible.
E. A WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way:
1.

Shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any (i) location
either within a designated underground utility district; (ii) area where
substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already
located underground; or (iii) location where the additional above-ground
equipment would incommode the public's use of the public rights-of-way in a
manner inconsistent with applicable law. For the purposes of this Policy, an
area shall be considered one in which "substantially all existing utilities within
1,500 feet from the site are already located underground" when the there are
no overhead lines along the public rights-of-way in front of abutting properties
even when existing overhead lines are located within private utility easements
outside the public rights-of-way (such as in the case of backyard utility poles).
All undergrounded accessory equipment must be installed in an
environmentally controlled vault that is load-rated to meet the Town's standards
and specifications. Underground vaults located beneath a sidewalk must be
constructed with a slip-resistant cover. Vents for airflow shall be flush-to-grade
when placed within the sidewalk and may not exceed two feet above grade
when placed off the sidewalk. Applicants shall not be permitted to install an
underground vault in a location that would cause any existing tree to be
materially damaged or displaced unless the city manager specifically approves
the proposed location and the applicant provides and plants a replacement tree
of a type and in a location acceptable to the city manager.

2.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing
or replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility;
provided, however, that if no streetlight or utility pole exists within 500 feet from
the proposed site location and the applicant is authorized to construct new pole
in the public rights-of-way, the applicant may propose a new, non-replacement
pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.

3.

Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the
surface of the pole more than 18 inches.

4.

Shall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-

a

of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located. All antennas
and associated mounting equipment, hardware, cables or other connecters
must be completely concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or radome.
The antenna shroud or radome must be painted a flat, non-reflective color to
match the underlying support structure. Shrouds or radomes must taper to the
pole or other support structure.
5.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, conform to the following
height restrictions: (a) for installations on existing or replacement joint utility
poles , the pole-mounted equipment shall not exceed the minimum separation
from electrical lines required by applicable safety regulations, plus four feet;
and (b) for all other installations on structures in the public rights-of-way, four
feet above the existing support structure.

6.

Shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet
in volume or any antennas that cumulatively exceed six cubic feet in volume.
The volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically
integrated with the antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or
radome.

7 . All accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed: (a) nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district; or (b) 17
cubic feet in volume if installed in a non-residential district. The volume
calculation shall include any shroud , cabinet or other concealment device used
in connection with the accessory equipment. The volume calculation shall not
include any equipment or other improvements placed underground .
8.

To reduce clutter and deter vandalism, excess fiber optic or coaxial cables shall
not be spooled, coiled or otherwise stored on the pole outside equipment
cabinets or shrouds.

9.

Shall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need for a
separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available,
applicants may install a shrouded smart meter. The city manager shall not
approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter pedestal.

10. Shall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed , damaged or displaced. If any landscaping or street trees are damaged
or displaced , the applicant shall be responsible, at its sole cost and expense, to
plant and maintain replacement trees at the site for five years or the duration of
the permit term (whichever is longer). Likewise, new infrastructure and/or
associated equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street
tree in the future .
11 . Shall not encroach onto or over any private or other property outside the public
rights-of-way without the property owner's express written consent.
12. Shall not encroach onto or over the surface of the roadway within the public
rights-of-way.
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13. Shall not be approved on any existing structure if the additional equipment
would reduce the excess structural or wind loading capacity to levels deemed
unsafe by generally accepted engineering practices.
14. Shall not be approved if any proposed attachments to a Town-owned pole
would encroach upon space reserved for the Town's use or would interfere with
the Town's ability to perform its municipal functions.
15. Shall not be approved if the proposed attachments would alter any
streetlighting pattern; provided, however, that this provision shall not prevent
the Town from approving a new streetlight with illumination patterns that are
consistent with the General Plan, the Code, this policy and any standards and
specifications promulgated by the City Engineer.
16. Shall not be placed within any sight distance triangles at any intersections.
17. Shall be placed at least 15 feet away from any intersection , alleyway, driveway
or established pedestrian pathway to a residential structure appurtenant to the
public rights-of-way.
18. Shall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an
underground utility district or not.
19. Shall not be permitted with permanent standby power generators; provided,
however, that the facility may include an Appleton socket or similar connection
for a temporary generator that may be permitted during emergencies subject to
any other applicable laws.
20. Shall not be permitted in any location that is closer to any residential dwelling
than the average front yard setback for properties within 500 feet from the
proposed site.
21 . Shall not be permitted if any light or light fixture associated with the deployment
shines or illuminates any areas on private properties. All lights and light fixtures
must be aimed and shielded so that their illumination effects are directed
downwards and confined within the public rights-of-way in a manner consistent
with any other standards and specifications by the city engineer. No flashing
lights or indicators shall be permitted.
F.

The pole-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment on a
streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall , whether on
private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
1.

Comply with all applicable CPUC General Orders, including Without limitation
General Order 95 and General Order 128, as each may be amended or
replaced ;
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2.

Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on
utility poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment.

3.

Be installed flush to the pole to minimize the overall visual profile. If any
applicable health and safety regulations prohibit flush-mounted equipment, the
maximum separation permitted between the accessory equipment and the pole
shall be the minimum separation required by such regulations, but in no event
more than 4 inches from the pole. Any gap between pole-mounted equipment
and the pole must be covered by opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated
into the equipment shroud and conceal the gap.

4.

Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from
properties that abut the public rights-of-way. To that end, pole-mounted
equipment may be installed behind street, traffic or other signs to the extent
that the installation complies with applicable public health and safety
regulations. If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties
as determined by the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the
attachments, the default orientation will be away from the view of oncoming
traffic on the side of the street where the installation is proposed.

5.

Not involve external conduits or risers. All cables, wires and other connectors
must be routed through conduits within the pole, and all conduit attachments,
cables, wires and other connectors must be concealed from public view. To the
extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the
pole, applicants shall route them through a single external conduit or shroud
that has been finished to match the underlying support structure.

6.

Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the
pole.

7.

Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less
than eight feet above the established grade.

G. The ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall, whether
on private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
1.

To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this Code,
be reviewed and subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed in
connection with other infrastructure deployments; and

2.

Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the
public, or creating a hazard ;

3.

To the extent permitted above ground , shall otherwise be shrouded and painted
and textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around
the site. Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be
placed behind landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the
equipment and blend in with the surroundings. Non-reflective paints shall be
used on all painted surfaces.
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4.

Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall: (a) not exceed 24 inches wide
on any side and 48 inches high ; (b) be consistent with any standards and
specifications by the City Engineer for decorative pole bases or, if no such
standards or specifications exist, shall be designed to mimic the pole to which it
is attached ; (c) not have any flat surface area on the top of the shroud greater
than two square inches to prevent objects from being placed on the shroud;
and (d) include a tapered or decorative transition between the top of the basemounted shroud and the pole.

H. Unless it is determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible
alternative or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an
application , the city manager may not approve an application for a support structure
whose highest point would be more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground
level except as follows :
1.

The support structure is an existing support structure, was taller than thirty-five
feet above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the
extension will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support
structure or wireless tower and attachments thereto in existence on January 1,
2014;

2.

The support structure and all attachments thereto will be concealed, whose
height and design is consistent with the surrounding features it mimics.

I.

[intentionally omitted from this draft policy]

J.

WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the
character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code
and this policy. To that end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should :
1.

Employ the smallest and lowest profile equipment, placed in the least
conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which the WCF is
visible;

2.

Accommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the
extent feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy;
and

3.

Be consistent with the general plan.

K. Without limiting the foregoing , all portions of a WCF or other infrastructure
deployment affixed to a support structure shall be designed to blend in or be
screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure's arch itectural
style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. Visible surfaces
on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be painted and textured or
otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support structure on
which they are mounted. Where the support structure is a building, the WCF,
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including without limitation base station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers,
and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed within the building or mounted behind a
parapet screened from public view unless that is not feasible. If the city manager
determines that such in-building placement is not feasible, the equipment shall be
roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public view as approved
by the director.
L.

WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall not be lighted except with the
authorization of the city manager. The city manager may permit lighting at the
lowest intensity necessary:
1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a
WCF or other infrastructure deployment; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health or
welfare, or as part of the concealment for a particular design .

M. No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF or other infrastructure
except for government required signs shown in the permit application. Additionally,
site identification, address, warning and similar information plates may be permitted
where approved by the city manager.
N. All infrastructure deployments shall comply with all requirements of the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA"), as may be amended or replaced , which
includes without limitation maintaining a clear space at the landing of any curb
ramp .
0. Infrastructure deployments shall not incommode the public (including without
limitation, persons with disabilities) in its use of the public rights-of-way or any
structure within or abutting the public rights-of-way or any portion of the public
rights-of-way.

P. All new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of an
unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited .
Q.

Exposed cables and wiring (including without limitation jumpers and other short
connectors) are never permitted and must be shrouded. All cables and connectors
for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and other similar utilities must be
routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate future facilities . The
approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or service drops
merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would increase
the project cost. For WCFs and other infrastructure deployments in the public
rights-of-way, undergrounded cables and wires must transition directly into the pole
base without any external doghouse. All cables, wires and connectors between the
underground conduits and the antennas and other accessory equipment shall be
routed through concealed from view within: (1) internal risers or conduits if on a
concrete, composite or similar pole; or (2) a cable shroud or conduit mounted as
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flush to the pole as possible if on a wood pole or other pole without internal cable
space.
R. The Town Council may, upon a recommendation from the city manager, designate
certain pre-approved designs consistent with these design standards. Such preapproved designs may use a specific manufacturer's or vendor's designs as an
illustrative example but shall not specifically require applicants to use any particular
manufacturer or vendor so long as their proposal substantially conforms to the
physical dimensions and appearance in the pre-approved design . Such preapproved designs may be proposed the city manager by a particular service or
infrastructure provider but shall be available to all providers who propose a
conforming WCF or other infrastructure deployment. Pre-approved designs shall be
attached to this policy as exhibits that include, at a minimum , a general description;
physical dimensions for the support structure, antenna shroud and accessory
equipment shrouds; and photographs that depict required design elements and/or
features . Such pre-approved designs may include, without limitation , appropriately
designed street directional signs that are consistent with the other provisions in this
policy and all other laws applicable to street directional signs.

Conditions of approval.
All permits issued for WCFs and other infrastructure deployments, whether approved in
accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or deemed granted by the
operation of law, shall be subject to the standard conditions of approval provided in
this section . The town council may add, remove or modify any conditions of
approval as necessary or appropriate to protect and promote the public health,
safety and welfare.
A.

Within thirty days after installation of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment, the
applicant shall deliver to the city manager a written report that demonstrates that its
facility as constructed and normally-operating fully complies with the conditions of
the permit, including height restrictions, and applicable safety codes, including
structural engineering codes. The demonstration shall be provided in writing to the
city manager containing all technical details to demonstrate such compliance, and
certified as true and accurate by qualified professional engineers, or, in the case of
height or size restrictions , by qualified surveyors. This report shall be prepared by
the applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the applicant, which
shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. If the facility involves an
antenna subject to FCC regulations for RF exposure, the compliance report shall
contain additional proofs of RF emission compliance as part of the application
process and on an ongoing basis to the extent the town may do so consistent with
federal law.
1.

If the initial report required by this section shows that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment does not so comply, the permit shall be deemed
suspended , and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until the applicant
demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or other infrastructure
deployment is compliant. Applicant shall promptly reimburse the town for its
compliance review expenses.
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2.

If the initial report required by this section is not submitted within the time
required, the city manager or its selected and qualified professionals may, but
is not required to, undertake such investigations as are necessary to prepare
the report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days after
receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is undertaking the
review, shall deposit such additional funds with the city manager to cover the
estimated cost of the town obtaining the report . Once said report is obtained by
the town , the town shall then timely refund any unexpended portion of the
applicant's deposit. The report shall be provided to the applicant. If the report
shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the town may suspend the permit
until the applicant demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment is compliant. During the suspension period, the
applicant shall be allowed to activate any transmitting antenna(s) for short
periods, not to exceed one hundred twenty minutes during any twenty-four hour
period, for the purpose of testing and adjusting the antennas to come into
compliance.

3.

If the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is not brought into compliance
promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require removal of the facility
and all related equipment and improvements to return the site to its original
condition before the installation or construction occurred.

B. Any validly-issued WCF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a period of
exactly ten years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter term is
authorized by Cal. Gov. Code Section 65964(b) as may be amended or replaced.
Any renewal application must be tendered to the city manager between three
hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to the expiration of the
current WCF permit, and shall be accompanied by all required application
materials, fees and deposits for a new WCF application as then in effect.
C. As a condition of every permit issued for an infrastructure deployment, the permit
will automatically expire six (6) months from the approval date (the "build-out
period") unless the permittee obtains all other permits and approvals required to
install, construct and/or operate the approved infrastructure facility, which includes
without limitation any permits or approvals required by the any federal, state or local
public agencies with jurisdiction over the subject property, the infrastructure facility
or its use. If this build-out period expires, the City will not extend the build-out period
but the permittee may resubmit a complete application , including all application
fees , for the same or substantially similar project.
D. The permit holder shall also comply with Chapter 12.04 and all other requirements
of this Code.
E.

The permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits, approvals,
and agreements necessary to install and operate the infrastructure facility in
conformance with federal , state, and local laws, rules and regulations. The
permittee expressly acknowledges and agrees that this obligation is intended to be
broadly construed and that no other specifi c requirements in these conditions are
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intended to reduce , relieve or otherwise lessen the permittee's obligations to
maintain compliance with all laws. No failure or omission by the town to timely
notice, prompt or enforce compliance with any applicable provision in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy any permit, any permit condition or any
applicable law or regulation , shall be deemed to relieve, waive or lessen the
permittee's obligation to comply in all respects with all applicable provisions in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy, any permit, any permit condition or any
applicable law or regulation.
F.

The town or its agents may inspect permitted infrastructure facility(ies) and property
and may enter onto a site to inspect facilities upon reasonable notice to the permit
holder. In case of an emergency or risk of imminent harm to persons or property
within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves the right to enter upon the
site of the infrastructure facility and to support, disable, or remove those elements
of the infrastructure facility posing an immediate threat to public health and safety.
The permittee, if present, may observe the town 's officers, officials, staff, agents or
other designees while any such inspection or emergency access occurs.

G. The permit holder shall maintain on file with the town and onsite at the infrastructure
facility contact information of all parties responsible for maintenance of the
infrastructure facility.
H. The permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend ,
indemnify and hold harmless the town , its agents, officers, officials, and employees:
1.

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and
from any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and other
actions or proceedings brought against the town or its agents, officers, officials,
or employees to challenge, attack, seek to modify, set aside, void or annul the
town 's approval of the permit; and

2.

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and
any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other actions or
proceedings of any kind or form, whether for personal injury, death or property
damage, arising out of or in connection with the activities or performance of the
permit holder or, if applicable, the private property owner or any of each one's
agents, employees, licensees, contractors, subcontractors, or independent
contractors ((i) and (ii) col lectively are "actions"). Further, permit holders shall
be strictly liable for interference caused by their WCFs with the town's
communications systems. The permit holder shall be responsible for costs of
determining the source of the interference, all costs associated with eliminating
the interference, and all costs arising from third party claims against the town
attributable to the interference ("claims"). In the event the town becomes aware
of any such actions or claims the town shall promptly notify the permit holder
and the private property owner and shall reasonably cooperate in the defense.
It is expressly agreed that the town shall have the right to approve, which
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, the legal counsel providing the
town's defense, and the property owner and/or permit holder (as applicable)
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shall reimburse town for any costs and expenses directly and necessarily
incurred by the town in the course of the defense.

I.

A permit may be terminated if the town
based on false , misleading or incomplete
permit is no longer enforceable; or if the
permit, or modifies the infrastructure
permission.

J.

The permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing
throughout the term of the permit, a performance bond or other surety or another
form of security for the removal of the infrastructure facility in the event that the use
is abandoned or the permit expires, or is revoked, or is otherwise terminated. The
security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred fifteen percent of the cost of
physically removing the WCF or other infrastructure deployment and all related
facilities and equipment on the site. The permit holder shall reimburse the town for
staff time associated with the processing and tracking of the bond, based on
established hourly rates . Reimbursement shall be paid when the security is posted.

K.

The permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related
disruptions to adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work,
including set-up, loading or unloading of materials or equipment, performed as part
of this project is subject to the provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency
maintenance and repairs are exempt from the restricted hours. Violation of this
condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or administrative citations.

L.

In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this policy,
and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal law that the city
manager may deem appropriate for a specific infrastructure deployment, all Section
6409(a) modifications, whether granted by the city manager under the federal
directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed granted by the operation of law,
shall automatically include all the conditions of approval as follows:

determines that the permit was granted
information; if a material provision of the
permit holder violates a condition of the
facility or support structures without

1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification permit
shall not renew or extend the permit term for the underlying WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part or
in whole, 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not mandate
approval for the collocation or modification granted or deemed granted under a
Section 6409(a) modification permit, such permit shall automatically expire
twelve months from the date of that opinion;

3.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit shall
not waive and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's standing in
a court of competent jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) or any
Section 6409(a) modification permit issued pursuant to 47 U.S.C. section
1455(a) or this Code.
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M. The site and the facility, including but not limited to all landscaping, fencing and
related transmission equipment, must be maintained in a neat, clean and safe
manner in accordance with all approved plans and conditions of approval. The
permittee shall keep the site area free from all litter and debris at all times.
N. All facilities utilizing antennas must comply with all standards and regulations
relating to RF exposure issued by the FCC or any other federal or state authority
authorized to issue such standards and regulations.
0. All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within
forty-eight hours after notification from the town.
P.

All infrastructure facilities within the town shall be designed, maintained, and shall
be operated at all times to comply with the provisions of the Code, this policy and
the following other requirements :
1.

Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal agency,
which has jurisdiction over the infrastructure facility;

2.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments and the
town, including without limitation the FCC, the CPUC and the Code;

3.

Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable to the
underlying real property;

4.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground utility
districts;

5.

All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to the infrastructure facility,
including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Q. Without limiting the foregoing , all infrastructure facilities shall be maintained in good
working condition and to the visual standards established at the time of approval
over the life of the permit as may be extended. The infrastructure facility and
surrounding area shall remain free from trash , debris, litter, graffiti, and other forms
of vandalism. Any damage shall be repaired as soon as is practicable, and in no
instance more than ten calendar days from the time of notification by the town or
after discovery by the permit holder. If landscaping was required, the landscaping
must be maintained by the permittee.
R.

A permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit conditions, if
the permit conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to comply with any
provision of the Code relating to the permit, or relating to the infrastructure facility
associated with the permit ("default event"). By way of example and not limitation , a
refusal to timely remove facilities located in the rights-of-way where required in
connection with a public works project would be a default event.
1.

The city manager may revoke a permit only after: (i) written notice of the default
event has been provided to the permit holder; and (ii) the permit holder has
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been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with its permit, or
demonstrate that no default event occurred .

S.

2.

If the permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through a
designee shall conduct a noticed public hearing where the permit holder shall
be afforded an opportunity to speak and be heard and to provide written
material prior to the hearing . If the city council, after the public hearing, finds
that the infrastructure facility or the permit holder has violated any law
regulating the infrastructure facility or has failed to comply with the
requirements of this chapter, the permit, any applicable agreement or any
condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.

3.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the infrastructure
facility or take any other legally permissible action or combination of actions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

Any permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of an infrastructure facility for
a continuous period of ninety days shall so notify the city manager by certified mail
within thirty days after the ninety day period.
1.

If the city manager believes an infrastructure facility has been abandoned or
discontinued for a continuous period of ninety days, the city manager shall send
a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the permit holder stating why the
town believes the infrastructure facility to be abandoned or discontinued.
Failure of the permit holder to reply to the city manager in writing within thirty
days after receiving, rejecting, or returning the town's certified letter shall entitle
the city manager to make a determination that the infrastructure facility is, in
fact, abandoned or discontinued.

2.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the infrastructure facility is
abandoned or discontinued, as to private property, the permit holder or owner
of the affected real property shall have ninety days from the date of the
declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by the city
manager, within which to complete one of the following actions:

3.

i.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility;

ii.

Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another entity (who
shall be subject to all the provisions of this chapter) and the entity
immediately commences use of the infrastructure facility; or

iii.

Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures installed
solely in connection with the infrastructure facility, and restore the site to be
consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection 1 of this section none
of the required actions in subsections 2.i through 2.iii of this section has
occurred, the city council at a noticed public hearing may declare that the
infrastructure facility is deemed abandoned . The city manager shall provide
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notice of such finding to the permit holder last known to use the infrastructure
facility and, if applicable, to the owner of the affected private real property,
providing thirty days from the date of the notice within wh ich to complete one of
the following actions:
i.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility, subject to the terms and
conditions of the applicable permit;

ii.

Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another operator (who
shall be subject to all the provisions of the Code and this policy) ; or

iii.

Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures installed
solely in connection with the infrastructure facility, and restore the site to be
consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

4.

If there is no reactivation , transfer or removal as set forth in subsection 3 of this
section, the town may thereafter remove the abandoned infrastructure facility,
repair any and all damages to the premises caused by such removal , and
otherwise restore the premises as is appropriate to be in compliance with
applicable codes. If the town removes the infrastructure facility, the town may,
but shall not be required to, store the removed infrastructure facility or any part
thereof, and may use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed by the
town to be appropriate. The entity that abandoned the infrastructure facility, or
its successor in interest, and if on private property, the private property owner
shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such removal , repair, restoration and
storage and shall remit payment to the town promptly after demand therefor is
made. In addition, the city council, at its option, may utilize any financial
security required in conjunction with granting the permit to recover such costs.

5.

Until the cost of removal , repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a lien
shall be placed on the infrastructure facility and any related personal property
and any private real property on which the WCF was located for the full amount
of the cost of removal , repair, restoration and storage. The city clerk shall cause
the lien to be recorded with the San Mateo County recorder.

T. After adequate written notice to the permit holder, the city council may require the
relocation , at the permit holder's expense and according to the then-existing
standards for infrastructure facilities, of any infrastructure facility located in the
rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or reconfiguration of the town's rightsof-way or for other public projects, or take any other action or combination of
actions necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.
1.

If an existing utility pole that hosts a infrastructure facility must be replaced , the
permit holder shall within thirty days after the installation of the replacement
pole either relocate its infrastructure facility in the same configuration on the
replacement pole, or remove the prior-existing infrastructure facility rather than
relocate it, and notify the city manager of the removal , and surrender its permit
for cancellation by the city manager.
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2.

If the permit holder fails to relocate or remove the infrastructure facility as
required by this subsection, the town may elect to treat the infrastructure facility
as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section 8.16.035 of the Code.

U. A permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permit(s) for
infrastructure facility(ies) without advance written notice to the town. The notice
shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of the permit, as well as the
assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary contact
person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail address or
facsimile number. The new assignee or transferee shall comply with all of the
permit's terms and conditions of approval, and shall submit to the town a written
acceptance of the permit's terms and conditions and a written assumption of the
obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the date that such
assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.

V.

Throughout the permit term, the permittee must maintain a complete and accurate
copy of the written administrative record , which includes without limitation the
permit application , the approved permit, the approved plans and photo simulations
incorporated into the approval , all conditions associated with this approval, any
ministerial permits or approvals issued in connection with this approval and any
records, memoranda, documents, papers and other correspondence entered into
the public record in connection with the permit (collectively, "records"). If the
permittee does not maintain such records as required in this condition, any
ambiguities or uncertainties that would be resolved by inspecting the missing
records will be construed against the permittee. The permittee shall protect all
records from damage from fires , floods and other hazards that may cause
deterioration . The permittee may keep records in an electronic format; provided,
however, that hard copies or electronic records kept in the town's regular files will
control over any conflicts between such town-controlled copies or records and the
permittee's electronic copies, and complete originals will control over all other
copies in any form. The requirements in this condition shall not be construed to
create any obligation to create or prepare any records not otherwise required to be
created or prepared by other applicable laws. Compliance with the requirements in
this condition shall not excuse the permittee from any other similar record-retention
obligations under applicable law.

W . The permittee shall replace any landscape features damaged or displaced by the
construction , installation , operation, maintenance or other work performed by the
permittee or at the permittee's direction on or about the site. If any trees are
damaged or displaced, the permittee shall hire and pay for a licensed arborist to
select, plant and maintain replacement landscaping in an appropriate location for
the species. Only International Society of Arboriculture certified workers under the
supervision of a licensed arborist shall be used to install the replacement tree(s).
Any replacement tree must be substantially the same size as the damaged tree.
The type, size and location for a replacement tree shall be subject to the city
manager's approval. The permittee shall , at all times, be responsible to maintain
any replacement landscape features.
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X. The permittee acknowledges and agrees that (i) the permittee's request for
authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility will cause the
Town to incur costs and expenses; (ii) the permittee shall be responsible to
reimburse the City for all costs incurred in connection with the permit, which
includes without limitation costs related to application review, permit issuance, site
inspection and any other costs reasonably related to or caused by the request for
authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility ; (iii) any
application fees required for the application may not cover all such reimbursable
costs and that the permittee shall have the obligation to reimburse City for all such
costs 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs; and (iv) the City shall have the right to
withhold any permits or other approvals in connection with the wireless facility until
and unless any outstanding costs have been reimbursed to the City by the
permittee.
Y. Notwithstanding any term remaining on any WCF permit, if other utilities or
communications providers in the public rights-of-way underground their facilities in
the segment of the public rights-of-way where the permittee's facility is located , the
permittee must also underground its equipment, except the antennas and any
approved electric meter, at approximately the same time. Accessory equipment
such as radios and computers that require an environmentally controlled
underground vault to function shall not be exempt from this condition. WCFs
installed on wood utility poles that will be removed pursuant to the undergrounding
program may be reinstalled on a streetlight that complies with the town's standards
and specifications or other fully concealed pre-approved design pursuant to Section
R of this policy. Such undergrounding shall occur at the permittee's sole cost and
expense except as may be reimbursed through tariffs approved by the state public
utilities commission for undergrounding costs.
Z.

If the commercial electric utility provider adopts or changes its rules obviating the
need for a separate or ground-mounted electric meter and enclosure, the permittee
on its own initiative and at its sole cost and expense shall remove the separate or
ground-mounted electric meter and enclosure. Prior to removing the electric meter,
the permittee shall apply for any encroachment and/or other ministerial permit(s)
required to perform the removal. Upon removal , the permittee shall restore the
affected area to its original condition that existed prior to installation of the
equipment.

AA. The permittee acknowledges that the Town, in its sole discretion and at any time,
may: (i) change any street grade, width or location ; (ii) add, remove or otherwise
change any improvements in, on , under or along any street owned by the Town or
any other public agency, which includes without limitation any sewers, storm drains,
conduits, pipes, vaults, boxes, cabinets, poles and utility systems for gas, water,
electric or telecommunications; and/or (iii) perform any other work deemed
necessary, useful or desirable by the Town (collectively, "Town work"). The Town
reserves the rights to do any and all Town work without any admission on its part
that the Town would not have such rights without the express reservation in this
permit. If the Public Works Director determines that any Town work will require the
permittee's facility located in the public rights-of-way to be rearranged and/or
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relocated, the permittee shall, at its sole cost and expense, do or cause to be done
all things necessary to accomplish such rearrangement and/or relocation . If the
permittee fails or refuses to either permanently or temporarily rearrange and/or
relocate the permittee's facility within a reasonable time after the Public Works
Director's notice, the Town may (but will not be obligated to) cause the
rearrangement or relocation to be performed at the permittee's sole cost and
expense. The Town may exercise its rights to rearrange or relocate the permittee's
facility without prior notice to permittee when the Public Works Director determines
that the Town work is immediately necessary to protect public health or safety. The
permittee shall reimburse the Town for all costs and expenses in connection with
such work within 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs.
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EXHIBIT F

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
SAN MATEO COUNTY

MEMORANDUM

Date:

January 4, 2019

To:

City Council

Subject:

JANUARY 7, 2019 CITY COUNCIL STUDY SESSION – REVIEW AND
DISCUSSION OF DRAFT REVISED PROCESSES AND AESTHETIC
DESIGN STANDARDS FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
FACILITIES (WCF)

On September 26, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) approved
new “small wireless facility” rules. In addition to new requirements relating to the timing
of application processing and fee limitations, the new ruling requires that aesthetic
criteria be objective, reasonable, no more burdensome than those applied to other
infrastructure deployments, and published in advance. The new rules will go into effect
on January 14, 2019, with the exception of rules relating to aesthetic standards which
become effective on April 15, 2019.
The Hillsborough City Council is scheduled to consider adoption and introduction of an
urgency ordinance and ordinance amending Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapters 12
and 15 regarding wireless communications facilities, along with a resolution adopting
aesthetic design standards in response to this new federal law. In addition to the
ordinances, a resolution is being proposed so that aesthetic standards and standard
conditions of approval can be moved from the municipal code into a resolution to most
efficiently facilitate potential future changes. (While resolutions may become effective
immediately upon adoption, an ordinance may take up to 90 days to become effective.)
A Study Session to review the issues and draft documents is scheduled for January 7,
2019, prior to consideration of formal adoption.
Aesthetic standards under the federal ruling may include requirements related to factors
such as location, camouflaging, height, size and spacing. In order to develop objective
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aesthetic criteria for WCF representative of the community’s perspectives to the extent
feasible under the ruling, the Town hosted two interactive community engagement
meetings. Additionally, the Town has hosted joint and individual meetings with the
Wireless Communications Advisory Committee (WCAC) and Citizens Communication
Advisory Committee (CCAC).
Guiding principles confirmed through the community engagement process include:
Minimizing potential adverse impacts on the community
Limiting wireless site visibility and impacts to Town aesthetics
Promoting sufficient cell coverage for emergency needs
Ensuring that Town standards reflect local values while
to state and federal law
 Continuing to engage the community through this process





conforming

From the guiding principles, more specific public input included the following common
themes:
1. Location preferences (in order of preference) were confirmed as:
a) Town owned property
b) Existing support structure or wireless towers on nonresidential private
property
c) Existing utility poles or other support structure or wireless towers where
collocation has been pre-approved
d) New concealed WCF in the rights of way or on private property
2. Maximize undergrounding
3. Minimize visibility from residences
4. Limit height to be consistent with single family residences
5. Limit noise
6. Place WCFs on new poles only
7. Place WCFs on street signs or light poles
8. Consider pre-approved design options
9. Screen/camouflage WCFs
10. Place WCFs where other poles already exist
11. Keep WCFs at least 750 feet/1,000 feet from schools
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12. Place WCFs near institutional uses and freeways
13. Keep WCFs away from historic resources
14. Keep WCFs as low impact as possible
From the guiding principles and common themes of public input, the draft ordinance and
resolution were prepared for purposes of publishing aesthetic standards.
On January 3, 2019, the Wireless Communications Advisory Committee (WCAC) met to
review the drafts. A summary of their comments will be provided at the January 7,
2019 City Council Study Session.
Staff welcomes the City Council’s guidance on preparation of final documents for
consideration of introduction and adoption.
ATTACHMENTS:
Draft redline ordinance and current ordinance
Draft resolution
Community meeting reports
Public comments
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EXHIBIT G

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

California

Town of Hillsborough – City Council Statement
June 8, 2020
Proposed Settlement Agreement
Crown Castle NG West LLC – Wireless Communications Facilities
At its June 8, 2020 regular meeting, the Hillsborough City Council approved a proposed settlement of a one of the
two lawsuits filed against the Town by Crown Castle NG West LLC in 2018 challenging the Council’s denial of the
applications for 16 wireless communication facility (WCF) sites. The settlement provides an opportunity to resolve
litigation that was costly whether the Town won or lost and a public process to consider the settlement WCF sites.
The approved settlement was reached after 11 months of court directed, confidential mediation or Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR). Under the settlement, there are thirteen (13) WCF sites being proposed which are fewer
than the original sixteen (16) sites that were denied. In mediation, the two parties worked to improve the siting
(fewer locations) and the conceptual designs (less visual impact). The settlement WCF’s are generally smaller, more
stealth, and less obtrusive than the denied sites. Additionally, two (2) of the settlement WCF sites are on Townowned property and eleven (11) are on Town right-of-way. All sixteen (16) of the original WCF sites were in the public
right-of-way.
It is important to note that the settlement agreement does not approve the installation of any new WCF sites in
Hillsborough. Crown Castle must submit applications for a Wireless Communications Facilities Permit for each of the
sites included in the settlement agreement by March 30, 2021. These applications will go through the Town’s
application process per the Wireless Communications Facilities Ordinance and the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) timeline. The process gives residents, the Wireless Communication Advisory Committee, staff and
the City Council an opportunity to review the sites and consider appropriate conditions within the Town’s Wireless
Design Standards and FCC Orders. With community input and a staff recommendation, the City Council will then
consider all applications and make a final decision. If all the settlement sites are approved or approved with
modifications/conditions to which Crown does not object, then Crown Castle would dismiss its lawsuit against the
Town. Should the new sites be denied, or if Crown refuses to accept the conditions on approval (so that the approval
is effectively a denial) Crown Castle would have the option to continue the litigation (2018 - sixteen sites) or initiate
a new lawsuit (2020 – thirteen sites), but not both.
The settlement bars Crown Castle from submitting any future applications for WCF’s at any of the original denied
sites that are not included in the settlement. It also provides that if thirteen (13) settlement WCF sites are approved,
there will be a two-year moratorium on requests for collocation modifications (known as eligible facilities requests –
EFR) to those sites.
For more information, a copy of the Settlement Agreement, a matrix of the Denied WCF Sites and Proposed
Settlement WCF Sites and photo simulations of each of the proposed sites can be found on the Town’s website at:
www.hillsborough.net under the Wireless section.
Town Hall
Phone: 650-375-7400 | Fax: 650-375-7475 | 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010 | www.hillsborough.net

EXHIBIT H

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

California

Town of Hillsborough – Wireless Update
March 9, 2021
The Town of Hillsborough has received a letter from Crown Castle indicating that they intend to file 13
wireless applications between March 19, 2021 and March 30, 2021.
•

The applications for 13 sites are being submitted pursuant to the approved settlement agreement related
to Crown Castle’s lawsuit contesting the Town’s 2018 denial of 16 wireless applications.

•

When these new applications are received, Town staff must determine if each application is complete per
the Town’s regulations and submittal requirements. This completeness review must be performed within
the timeline specified in the settlement agreement (10 days).

•

If no incompleteness items are identified for a given application, the City Council will have 60 days from
submission to make a decision on that application.

•

If incompleteness items are identified for a given application, then once a response from Crown Castle is
received, the City Council will then have 60 days to make a decision on that application.

•

The City Council is the decision-making body with regard to these 13 applications per the settlement
agreement.

•

When applications are submitted, information will be posted on the Town website on the wireless facilities
webpage ( www.hillsborough.net/482/Wireless ).

•

The City Council will also hold and notice public hearings to consider each application and render a
decision.

•

The City Council can approve, approve with conditions, or deny all or some of the applications per the
Wireless Ordinance, and for sites in the public right of way, the 2019 Wireless Design Guidelines. The
sites on Town-owned property will also require approval of a license agreement.

•

The City Council’s decision will be the final action of the Town on each of these wireless applications.
The settlement agreement terms then specify what will happen with the pending Crown Castle litigation
which will depend on the City Council’s decisions on the applications.

Town Hall
Phone: 650-375-7400 | Fax: 650-375-7475 | 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010 | www.hillsborough.net

EXHIBIT I

Exhibit 11.02
Exceptions to Hillsborough Town Policy No 19.01

Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement and its approved design exhibits (executed 06-11-20) the following
exceptions should be granted to Policy No. 19-01 – Design Standards for Infrastructure Deployments.
C-1. Per 19.01- R no new wood poles are approvable. However, both water tank parcels
Nodes (H02m3 and H27m3) propose new wood poles in the Settlement Agreement designs.
C-2. Only pole top antennas are approvable but H30m1 employs a side mounted antenna design and is
included in the design exhibits approved in the Settlement Agreement.
E-9. Separate ground-mounted electric meter pedestals may not be approved per 19-01, but 9 of the metal
poles enlarged base nodes have free standing meter pedestals which were approved in the design exhibits in
the Settlement Agreement.
G-4. Per Policy No. 19-01 enlarged base designs are limited to 24” at their widest point but all of the metal
enlarged base pole nodes designs are larger. Our enlarged bases also are flat on top and do not have a
tapering/decorative transition to the pole but was approved by Town Council via the settlement agreement’s
exhibit A.
H-1. Per Policy No. 19-01 a support structure whose highest point would be more than thirty-five feet above
surrounding ground level may not be approved. However, in the settlement agreement approved design
exhibit both new wood poles proposed on city water tank property (H02m3 and H27m3) are designed at 55
feet.

EXHIBIT J

BENBROOK LAW GROUP
P r o f e s s i o n a l

C o r p o r a t i o n

400 CAPITOL MALL, SUITE 2530
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

95814

www.benbrooklawgroup.com
TELEPHONE:
FACSIMILE:

(916) 447-4900
(916) 447-4904

B RADLEY A. B ENBROOK

brad@benbrooklawgroup.com

April 1, 2021

Via E-mail
Christopher J. Diaz
Best Best & Krieger
2001 North Main St., Ste. 390
Walnut creek, CA 94596
Christopher.Diaz@bbklaw.com
Patrick D. Skahan
Best Best & Krieger
300 South Grand Ave., 25th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Patrick.Skahan@bbklaw.com
Re: Crown Castle Small Cell Wireless Applications
Dear Mr. Diaz and Mr. Skahan:
We are writing on behalf of the Hillsborough Citizens Alliance (“HCA”) to follow up
on our recent exchange of letters and to address various issues surrounding Hillsborough's
consideration of Crown Castle’s 13 wireless communications facility applications. In our
March 15 letter, we expressed concerns about the possibility that the Town, in considering the
then-impending Crown Castle applications, would also ignore procedural safeguards in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) that promote transparency and provide an opportunity
for public participation in the application review process. The Town’s recent actions have
shown that HCA’s fears were valid.
Purported “Preapprovals.” Each of Crown Castle’s applications claims in Section 11.01
that the project “employ[s] a Pre-Approved Design designated by the Town Council pursuant to
Section R of Policy No. 19-01.” Crown Castle further asserts in its applications at Exhibit 11.02
that its various deviations from the 2019 design standards were variously “included in the design
exhibits Settlement Agreement,” “approved in the design exhibits in the Settlement Agreement,”
and “approved by Town Council via the settlement agreement’s Exhibit A.”
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Christopher J. Diaz
Patrick D. Skahan
April 1, 2021
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Assuming for the sake of discussion that the 2019 standards are valid (they are not since
they were adopted by resolution instead of ordinance), the assertion that Crown Castle’s designs
were “pre-approved” raises a host of issues. The Town’s “pre-approval” of Crown Castle’s
designs would prove that, just as HCA has claimed in its Brown Act writ, that the Town agreed
in the Settlement Agreement that it would approve the applications. Please explain how any
such pre-approval does not constitute such an admission. (We also note that the Town has not
made publicly available the various exhibits referred to above—neither the version of the
settlement agreement posted on the Town’s “Wireless Facilities Updates” webpage nor the
version of the agreement produced in litigation, Town0019416–24, include Exhibit A. Please
produce them immediately.)
If, on the other hand, the Town disagrees that the designs were “pre-approved,” then it
must also agree that Crown Castle cannot rely on Section R in this manner. Among other things,
Section R requires that any pre-approved design must be consistent with the design standards:
“The Town Council may, upon a recommendation from the city manager, designate certain preapproved designs consistent with these design standards.” Yet these pre-approved designs
deviate from the design standards, as Crown Castle lays out in Exhibit 11.02 of the applications.
In short, Section R does not apply here.
No City Manager Findings. Specifically, the code requires the City Manager to “make
written findings” based on “substantial evidence” to establish an administrative record on each
application; provide notice to affected landowners; and set forth a “process and deadline for
filing an appeal to the city council.” HMC § 15.32.080.D. But on March 24, 2021, the City
Manager sent a letter purporting to simply forward the applications to the City Council. She
claimed to be exercising her “authority pursuant to HMC Section 15.32.080.E to recommend
applications be referred directly to the City Council for final determination.”
The City Manager’s attempt to pass the buck in this manner violates the HMC. Section
15.32.080.E provides that “the city manager may recommend to the city council that,
notwithstanding the evidence supporting denial, an application be approved if he or she makes a
finding that the applicant has demonstrated that the refusal to grant such an exception and
approve the application would prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision of
personal wireless services within the meaning of 47 U.S.C. section 332(c)(7), or finds that the
town authority to deny the application is otherwise preempted or prohibited by state or federal
law.” (emphasis added). In other words, Section 15.32.080.E permits a referral to the council
only in a situation where the manager has found that (1) the evidence supports denial of the
application but (2) the applicant has nonetheless demonstrated that denial would “prohibit or
have the effect of prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services.” The City Manager
made no such findings prior to or in her March 24 Letter.
The March 24 Letter cites as the only basis for the referral Crown Castle’s “belief that
denial of the proposed WCF would result in an effective prohibition” and Crown Castle’s claim
in response to Section 4.12 of each application:
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Per the relevant standard provided in the FCC’s Declaratory Ruling and as upheld
by the 9th Circuit, an ‘effective prohibition includes materially inhibiting
additional services or improving existing services.’ (FCC 18-333, p. 37) This
application proposes both [sic] the addition of new services where none now
exist. Consequently, the Town’s denial of the application would constitute an
effective prohibition.
Neither of the statements about the applications is accurate.
First, the applications do not propose facilities that will provide new services where
none now exist: The proposed facilities will provide augmented Advanced Wireless Service
(4G/LTE service) on the network of Crown Castle’s customer Verizon Wireless, which already
provides 4G/LTE service throughout the Town from the six Verizon macro towers in the
adjacent cities of Burlingame and San Mateo. Verizon Wireless has repeatedly confirmed that it
provides such service. For example, in 2017, when Crown Castle submitted an application for
16 Verizon towers in Hillsborough, Verizon submitted a report of showing its then-current
service throughout Hillsborough. A copy of that report is being submitted with this letter. More
recent evidence is found in the Verizon coverage map, which confirms that Verizon has
complete 4G/LTE coverage within Town limits. Verizon, Explore 4G LTE and 5G network
coverage in your area, https://www.verizon.com/coverage-map.
Second, there is no evidence that denial of any application or group of applications
would constitute an effective prohibition. Verizon Wireless (through Crown Castle) may be
entitled to place additional facilities to improve capacity on its network, but in doing so it must
comply with the existing HMC provisions, including showing in its application that denial
would constitute an effective prohibition. It has provided no such evidence, so there is no
possible basis for the Town decisionmaker (whether it be the City Manager or the Council) to
find that Crown Castle has met the effective prohibition standard in the HMC or the federal
standard set forth in Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to
Infrastructure Inv., 33 FCC Rcd. 9088 (2018), and confirmed in City of Portland v. U.S., 969 F.
3d 1020 (9th Cir. 2020).
Incomplete Applications. Each of the applications is incomplete, and the Town should
immediately so notify Crown Castle. At the same time, the Town must under the HMC pause
the shot clock governing the application process until the applications are complete. The most
important omission from the applications is their abject failure to provide any evidence showing
that the denial of any particular application (or indeed the 13 applications taken together) will
constitute an effective prohibition on any wireless service. Crown Castle bears the burden as
the applicant to provide such evidence under HMC Sec. 15.32.080(C). Without such evidence,
the application is incomplete and the Town cannot make a finding that “the applicant has shown
that denial of the proposed WCF would result in an effective prohibition of personal wireless
services or telecommunications services, or that denial is otherwise preempted by state or
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federal law of effective prohibition.” Sec. 15.32.080(C)(2). Similarly, none of the applications
contains any evidence regarding whether “alternative designs or locations would be more
consistent with the general plan and otherwise minimize the impact of the WCF and support
structure modifications and additions required.” Sec. 15.32.080(C)(9). This is an additional,
independent grounds for finding incompleteness.
CEQA. Finally, none of the applications contains information about CEQA
environmental review or any applicable exemption therefrom, which is a requirement of both
the Town’s ordinance (see HMC Sections 15.32.050(C)(6) and 15.32.080(C)(8)) and the 2014
settlement agreement between the Town and Crown Castle.
Please put this letter into the administrative record for each applications, and please
confirm by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, April 2, whether the Town will follow the requirements of the
HMC, including Sections 15.32.080 and 15.32.090, in connection with Crown Castle's
applications.
Sincerely,

Bradley A. Benbrook
Enclosure.
cc:

Lisa Natusch
Clerk, Town of Hillsborough
lnatusch@hillsborough.net

11/14/2017

Verizon Wireless Cell Site
Necessity Case
Hillsborough
Prepared by Verizon Wireless
RF Engineering

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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Introduction:
There are two main drivers that prompt the creation of a cell site project,
coverage and/or capacity. Most sites provide a mixture of both, but increasingly
some sites are pure capacity.

Coverage is the need for expanded service often requested by our customers or
emergency services personnel. While this initially meant providing coverage in
vehicles, as usage patterns have shifted this now means improving coverage
inside of buildings.
Capacity is the need for more bandwidth of service. In the simplest form this
means a cell site can handle a limited number of voice calls, data mega bites, or
total number of active users. When any one of these limits are met the user
experience within the coverage area of that cell quickly starts to degrade during
the busier hours of use.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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Coverage is best shown in coverage maps. We use tools that take into account
terrain, vegetation, building types, and cell site specifics to show predictions of
the existing coverage and what we expect to see with a given cell site. The
prediction models make some assumptions such as that the antennas are above
the nearby ground clutter (Buildings and vegetation). Once the antennas fall
below the ground clutter the models become inaccurate and cannot tell that
specific trees or buildings are blocking the RF signal. Due to this, modeling of
tower height requirements is frequently not accurate.
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Capacity is best shown in graphs of usage growth and projected exhaustion.
We utilize sophisticated programs to model current usage growth and project it
into the future to determine when additional capacity will be required. The
algorithms that predict capacity growth output numbers that are not easily
explained. Since it takes 2-3 years on average to complete a cell site project,
we have to be looking about 3 years into the future to meet future customer
demand.
While data capacity may not seem urgent, beginning in 2014 voice traffic will
begin to migrate from the older 3G voice technology to 4G VoLTE (Voice over
IP). This will add additional load to the 4G network. Since voice is delay
sensitive, exhaustion of the data network can cause degradation of voice calls
including 911 calls.
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“Why do you need a site here???”
A good capacity cell will be close to the user population and have the traffic
evenly spread around the site. When we cannot get a location that
accomplishes being close to the customers and central to the usage, we end up
having to build additional cells to meet the demands for service. Capacity sites
are generally lower in height than a coverage site with a full cell needing to be
above the ground clutter and a small cell being one that is at or below the
ground clutter.

Where our customers use their wireless devices continues to evolve. While we
once needed to cover highways and business districts, we are seeing increasing
issues with high growth in residential areas. Current statistics show that about
1 of 3 American households no longer have a landline phone. To serve this
need we have to increase the cells we have in or very near residential areas.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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The attached capacity projection shows existing usage on the following macro sites.
SAN MATEO – Macro site is located in the City of San Mateo. Sector 3 covers part of Hillsborough area.
EL CAMINO HOWARD – Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. Sectors 2 and 3 covers part of
Hillsborough area.
HWY 101 & 3RD – Macro site is located in the City of San Mateo. All of its sectors covers part of Hillsborough
area.
HILLSBOROUGH – Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. The site is designed to provide coverage
along HWY 280.
HWY 280 HILLSIDE - Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. The site is designed to provide coverage
along HWY 280.
EL CAMINO REAL & ADELINE - Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. Sector 2 covers part of
Hillsborough area.
The red lines show capacity limitations for each measure and the orange line is the projected line. The ASEU
measure will be the first to exhaust. This indicates that based on the amount of data and the users distance
from the cell we see the site is already experiencing degradation. This is due to the fact that the macro sites
that provide coverage on the City of Hillsborough are located way outside of the City of Hillsborough. The
proposed small cell nodes will improve cell coverage in the area and thus add capacity ensuring continued
service quality.
Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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SAN MATEO MACRO

Macro site is located in the City of San Mateo. Sector 3 covers part of Hillsborough area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
FDV: Forward Data Volume (MB).

This metric show the amount of data the site
carries.

ASEU: Average Eligible Users per TTI.
This means if this metric goes above the
threshold the user will experience data
throughput of less than 5Mbps.

The Red Line shows capacity limitations for
each measure.

The Orange Line is the projected line.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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EL CAMINO HOWARD MACRO

Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. Sectors 2 and 3 covers part of Hillsborough area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
FDV: Forward Data Volume (MB).

This metric show the amount of data the site
carries.

ASEU: Average Eligible Users per TTI.
This means if this metric goes above the
threshold the user will experience data
throughput of less than 5Mbps.

The Red Line shows capacity limitations for

each measure.

The Orange Line is the projected line.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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HWY 101 & 3rd MACRO

Macro site is located in the City of San Mateo. All of its sectors covers part of Hillsborough area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
FDV: Forward Data Volume (MB).

This metric show the amount of data the site
carries.

ASEU: Average Eligible Users per TTI.
This means if this metric goes above the
threshold the user will experience data
throughput of less than 5Mbps.

The Red Line shows capacity limitations for
each measure.

The Orange Line is the projected line.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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HILLSBOROUGH MACRO

Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. The site is designed to provide coverage along HWY 280.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
FDV: Forward Data Volume (MB).

This metric show the amount of data the site
carries.

ASEU: Average Eligible Users per TTI.
This means if this metric goes above the
threshold the user will experience data
throughput of less than 5Mbps.

The Red Line shows capacity limitations for
each measure.

The Orange Line is the projected line.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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HWY 280 HILLSIDE MACRO

Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. The site is designed to provide coverage along HWY 280.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
FDV: Forward Data Volume (MB).

This metric show the amount of data the site
carries.

ASEU: Average Eligible Users per TTI.
This means if this metric goes above the
threshold the user will experience data
throughput of less than 5Mbps.

The Red Line shows capacity limitations for
each measure.

The Orange Line is the projected line.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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EL CAMINO REAL & ADELINE MACRO

Macro site is located in the City of Burlingame. Sector 2 covers part of Hillsborough area.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
FDV: Forward Data Volume (MB).

This metric show the amount of data the site
carries.

ASEU: Average Eligible Users per TTI.
This means if this metric goes above the
threshold the user will experience data
throughput of less than 5Mbps.

The Red Line shows capacity limitations for
each measure.

The Orange Line is the projected line.

Confidential and proprietary materials for authorized Verizon personnel and outside agencies only. Use, disclosure or distribution of this material is not permitted to any unauthorized persons or third parties except by written agreement.
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EXHIBIT K

TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

California

Project Location:
Description:
Date:
Permit No.:
Plans By & Dated:

H05m2
35’ Steel Monopole
04/01/2021
Pending
TEK Consulting Inc., 03/23/21

NOTICE OF INCOMPLETENESS – Crown Castle Application H05m2
To Applicant:
The above-referenced application has been reviewed and determined to be incomplete for
the reasons discussed below. This notice of incompleteness (“NOI”) is issued pursuant to
the June 11, 2020 Settlement Agreement between the Town and Crown Castle, and is also
consistent with the notice requirements of applicable federal regulations. Pursuant to the
Settlement Agreement, the Town has “sixty (60) days from submission of the response to
the NOI” to complete its review and take final action on the Application. The Town reserves
the right to request additional information as may be necessary to the review of the
Application based on the information already submitted, or that you may provide in
response to this NOI.
Please recognize that when we ask the Applicant to resubmit below, the Applicant may need
to alter several different elements of its Application to comply. For example, where
information provided in one part of the Application was inconsistent with information
contained in the Waterford Report, the Applicant may need to change one (if one was
accurate and the other was not) or both. And, if the changes to particular elements of the
Application in response to this NOI affect other parts of the Application, it is up to the
Applicant to make changes required to ensure its Application is accurate. For example, if
the Waterford Report was not based on the WCFs as actually proposed, it is possible that
many parts of the Waterford Report, including the conclusions, would be affected. Please
resubmit, the entire application with all the revised sections as detailed in the comments
provided. Re-initial the applicable pages, and sign and date the new application prior to
submittal.

Public Works Department
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California
COMMENTS

Item 1.14 Narrative:
•

•

The application requires a brief written and technically accurate and reliable narrative
explaining the proposed WCF. Exhibit 1.14 submitted in response indicates that the
application is for a “Small WCF.” Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) Section
15.32.020 defines “Small WCF” incorporating the definition contained in federal law
(47 CFR Section 1.6002(l)(2). It does not appear that the proposal is a “Small WCF”
since the proposed antenna is 4.65 cubic feet, which is larger than the maximum 3
cubic feet permitted under the applicable HMC section and FCC rule.
Please resubmit the narrative with an accurate description of the proposed WCF.

Item 3.13 and 3.16 Appendix A (RF Emissions Checklist):
•

•

The application requires the submittal of a completed form “Appendix A: Optional
Checklist for Determination of Whether a Facility is Categorically Excluded”
(“Appendix A”) from the guide entitled “A Local Government Official’s Guide to
Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: Rules, Procedures, and Practical Guidance.”
Applicant submitted three completed Appendix As (WCS 261.27 effective radiated
power (“ERP”); WCS 920.70 ERP; and WCS 765.81 ERP). However, the provided ERPs
within the submitted Appendix As are inconsistent with the emissions information
submitted within the RF Emissions Compliance Report prepared by Waterford
Consultants and dated January 14, 2021 (“Waterford RF Report”) discussed
immediately below.
Please resubmit with accurate and consistent information.

Item 3.19 RF Emissions Compliance Report:
•

The application requires that to the extent not already included in the response to Item
3.13 or 3.30, the applicant must provide drawings clearly showing vertically and
horizontally, the areas within which occupational and general public exposures will be
exceeded, clearly identifying any property lines that will be crossed and any structures
or vegetation that will fall within the areas where occupational and general exposures
will be exceeded. Mitigation measures must also be identified for all areas where
exposure limits are exceeded. Exhibit 3.19 submitted in response to this item provides
the Waterford RF Report. The response is incomplete for the following reasons:

•

The Waterford RF Report does not comply with the Town’s application requirements
relating to the emissions. The emissions on page 7 of the Waterford RF Report are
depicted as 700 MHZ in ERP, but for PCS and AWS the emissions are provided in EIRP.
Item 3.16 of the application requires all emissions to be provided in ERPs.
Page 9 of the Waterford RF Report lists the antenna as having a 0-degree azimuth, which
describes a true omni-directional antenna. However, the Plans submitted in the

•

Public Works Department
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•

•

application show that the proposed antenna is a three-sector antenna with three
distinct main lobes of emissions.
The antenna specified in the plans (CUUT360X12F04s0) has a different model number
from the antenna(s) identified and analyzed in the Waterford RF Report. The Waterford
RF Report seems to model two different antennas without explanation
(CUUT360X12F0yz0 and CUUT360X12Fx4z0). The antenna proposed in the plans and
the antenna model must match.
Please resubmit with accurate and consistent information.

Item 8 Photo-Simulations:
•

•

The application requires that the photo-simulations meet certain standards and include
certain information, including in Item 8.03(b) that “all elements of the Project as
proposed by the Applicant which can be seen from any point at ground level, or from
windows or exterior public platforms from any level buildings within 300 feet of the
Project must be shown…”.
The submitted photo-simulations are incomplete because they did not depict the
following:
• The necessary and required RF emissions signage.
• The pull box.
Please resubmit with the missing information included.

Items 11.01 and 11.02 Pre-Approved Designs and Exceptions to TOH Policy No. 19-01:
•

•

•

The application requires that the applicant identify if the project employs a preapproved design designated by the Town Council pursuant to Section R of the Policy No.
19-01. The application also requires the applicant to indicate whether it believes its
proposed facility either qualifies for or should be granted any exceptions to any of the
general rules that are set forth within Policy No. 19-01. The submitted responses to
these items assert that the designs attached to the Settlement Agreement qualify as
pre-approved designs and that identified exceptions should be granted because the
Settlement Agreement approved the designs.
The application is incomplete because the responses to Items 11.01 and 11.02 are based
on a fundamental misunderstanding of the Settlement Agreement. The Town Council has
not pre-approved any designs pursuant to Section R of the Policy nor approved any
designs by approving the Settlement Agreement. Designs may only be pre-approved in
accordance with the process specified in the Policy. Specifically, Item 11.02 is incomplete
because it is missing a valid basis for why the Applicant believes the requested exceptions
to the Policy requirements should be granted.
Please resubmit with a corrected response to Item 11.01 and the missing information for
the Applicant’s response to Item 11.02 included.

Public Works Department
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V ' - ' CASTLE

Crown Castle
One Park Pl ace
Suite 300
Dublin , CA 94568

April 29, 2021
VIA E-MAIL AND HAND DELIVERED
City of Hillsborough
Planning Division
Building & Planning Department
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010

NOTICE OF INCOMPLETENESS RESPONSE - Crown Castle Application H05m2
Please find below Crown's responses (underlined and bold) to each item of incompleteness
identified for this site. Also find revised Exhibits and Additional items as applicable.

Item 1.14 Narrative:
• The application requires a brief written and technically accurate and reliable narrative explaining the
proposed WCF. Exhibit 1.14 submitted in response indicates thatthe application is for a "Small WCF."
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) Section 15.32 .020 defines "Small WCF" incorporating the
definition contained in federal law (47 CFR Section 1.6002(1)(2). It does not appear that the proposal
is a "Small WCF" since the proposed antenna is 4.65 cubic feet, which is larger than the maximum 3
cubic feet permitted under the applicable HMC section and FCC rule.
• Exhibit 1.14 Narrative Response:
Crown Castle corrects the reference to "Small WCF" and revises it to "WCF" in conformance with the
Town's municipal code definition (Town of Hillsborough Municipal Code ("HMC"), § 15.32.020) This
correction s hall not be deemed a waiver or admission by Crown Castle that the proposed facility is not
subject to the principles set for by the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") in the "Small Cell
Order" (Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure
Investment, et al., Declaratory Ruling and Third Report and Order, WT Docket No. 17-79 and WC
Docket No. 17-84, FCC 18-133 (released Sept. 27, 2018) (hereinafter, "Small Cell Order") or other
relevant state or federal laws .
The revised Exhibit 1.14 - Narrative is included in this submittal.

Item 3.13 and 3.16 Appendix A (RF Emissions Checklist):
• The application requires the submittal of a completed form "Appendix A: Optional Checklist for
Determination of Whether a Facility is Categorically Excluded" ("App endix A") from the guide entitled
"A Local Governm ent Official's Guid e to Transmitting Antenna RF Emiss ion Safety : Rul es, Procedures,
and Practical Guidance." Applicant submitted three completed Appendix As (WCS 261 .2 7 effective
r adi ated power ("ERP"); WCS 920.70 ERP; and WCS 765.81 ERP). However, the provided ERPs within
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the submitted Appendix As are inconsistent with the emissions information submitted within the RF
Emissions Compliance Report prepared by Waterford Consultants and dated January 14, 2021
("Waterford RF Report") discussed immediately below.

• Exhibit 3.13 and 3.16 Appendix A (RF Emissions Checklist) Response: Appendix A has been
revised to correctly match the Waterford Consultants report (also revised) and is now dated April 13,
2021 . The corrected Appendix A is provided in this submittal.

Item 3.19 RF Emissions Compliance Report:
• The application requires that to the extent not already included in the response to Item 3.13 or 3.30,
the applicant must provide drawings clearly showing vertically and horizontally, the areas within
which occupational and general public exposures will be exceeded, clearly identifying any property
lines that will be crossed and any structures or vegetation that will fall within the areas where
occupational and general exposures will be exceeded. Mitigation measures must also be identified for
all areas where exposure limits are exceeded. Exhibit 3.19 submitted in response to this item provides
the Waterford RF Report. The response is incomplete for the following reasons:
• The Waterford RF Report does not comply with the Town's application requirements relating to the
emissions. The emissions on page 7of the Waterford RF Report are depicted as 700 MHZ in ERP, but
for PCS and AWS the emissions are provided in EIRP. Item 3.16 of the application requires all
emissions to be provided in ERPs.
• Page 9 of the Waterford RF Report lists the antenna as having a 0-degree azimuth, which describes a
true omni-directional antenna. However, the Plans submitted in the application show that the
proposed antenna is a three-sector antenna with three distinct main lobes of emissions.
• The antenna specified in the plans (CUUT360X12F04s0) has a different model number from the
antenna(s) identified and analyzed in the Waterford RF Report. The Waterford RF Report seems to
model two different antennas without explanation (CUUT360X12F0yz0 and CUUT360X12Fx4z0). The
antenna proposed in the plans and the antenna model must match.
• Please resubmit with accurate and consistent information.

Exhibit 3.19 RF Emissions Compliance Report Response:
The Waterford report has been revised to correctly reflect the following.
Page 7 has been corrected to show emissions for 700 MHZ, PCS, and AWS all in ERP.
Page 9 shows a quasi-omni pattern for this antenna. The antenna is not a true omni antenna
but rather a tri-sector antenna with internal power splitters creating a quasi-omni pattern
design mounted in an omni type cannister. As the antenna specs in the plan sets show the
quasi-omni antenna has three distinct main lobes of emissions.
The antenna model number specified in the plans and the Waterford report has been revised to
correctly match and reflect the correct antenna, CUUT360X12F04s0.
Th e Waterford Report and th e plans have been revised to reflect both these items correctly and
the new revised report is included in this submittal.

The pathway to possible .
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Item 8 Photo-Simulations:
• The application requires that the photo-simulations meet certain standards and include certain
information, including in Item 8.03(b) that "all elements of the Project as proposed by the Applicant
which can be seen from any point at ground level, or from windows or exterior public platforms from
any level buildings within 300 feet of the Project must be shown ... ".
The submitted photo-simulations are incomplete because they did not depict the following:
• The necessary and required RF emissions signage.
• The pull box.

Item 8 Photo-Simulations Response: The additional details requested in this item have been added
to the photo-simulations for this site. A new set of revised photo-simulations has been included in this
submittal.

Item 11.01 and 11.02 / Statement about Pre-Approval of Designs and Sites.
Town Statement
We also noted several places where the Applicant incorrectly asserted that designs had been preapproved by the Town, or that sites were selected by the Town . Those statements are simply incorrect, are
not reflected in the Settlement Agreement, and do not provide any basis for approving the Application.

Statement about Pre-Approval of Designs and Sites Response
Our Legal Response
Crown Castle hereby corrects its reference to the designs and sites being "pre-approved." Crown
Castle's reference was to the conceptual designs and sites contained in "Exhibit A" to the Settlement
Agreement between Crown Castle and the Town of Hillsborough. Exhibit A was conceptually
"approved" only insofar as it was part of the Settlement Agreement approved by the City Council on
June 8, 2020, and disclosed in open session ("Settlement Agreement"). The Settlement Agreement, on
its own terms, reserves full discretion to the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough to approve, deny
or approve with conditions each facility of the proposed network featured in Exhibit A. To that end,
reference is made to section 5 of the Settlement Agreement, which states:
5. Town Discretion: Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to constrain or otherwise

limit the discretion of the City Council to approve, deny, or approve with conditions, the
Revised WCF Applications, nor shall the exercise of the City Council to deny or modify the
Revised Project or to approve an Altered Project be deemed to give rise to a breach of this
Agreement.

Discretion by the City Council therefore was express ly reserved by the Town and Crown Castle. Crown
Castle did not, and does not, contend or suggest that the designs and sites are a fait accompli or that
they otherwise received a final approval. Nor does Crown Castle suggest or contend that the Town is
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somehow constrained in its discretion to deny, approve, or conditionally approve the designs and/or
sites of each facility.
For clarification any reference to "preapproved" designs is removed from the application (11.01) and
exhibits.

Exceptions to Town Policy No. 19-01 (11.02)
Town Statement
We also noted that exceptions to Town Policy No. 19-01 have been requested by the Applicant but the
Town Policy is not applicable here as it only applies to WCF and on private property and within Town
public right-of-way.
Our Response
Exceptions to Town Policy No. 19-01 Response: Any "exceptions" to Town Policy No. 19-01 are
proposed only insofar as the design and site concepts featured in the Application were intended to
achieve a careful balance between attaining critical service objectives and conformance to aesthetic
criteria. That balance may result in some features that do not align in all respects to the Policy. Crown
Castle understands that the Town retains full discretion with respect to the pending applications with
respect to the application of Town Policy NO 19-01. Crown Castle refers to section 5 of the Settlement
Agreement, which expressly reserves such discretion.
For clarification any reference to exceptions to Town Policy 19-01 based on any "preapproved"
designs will be removed from the application (11.02) and exhibits.

Form of Agreement issue.
Finally, we note that the Applicant was required to identify "any objections to the form of agreement"
for use of municipal property that the Town provided to Crown Castle last year as part of the Submittal
Requirements under the Settlement Agreement. No objections to the form of agreement
(Communications Facility License Agreement) were identified in the Application, but this is not an
incompleteness issue. Under the Settlement Agreement, objections had to be raised by March 30, 2021,
so the absence of objections simply signifies acceptance of terms of the Communications Facility
License Agreement. Hence the only outstanding license issues would be those related to the price for
the use of Town property (pricing was left open by the Communications Facility License Agreement).
Our Response to Communications Facility License A~reement
We are fine with the form of the agreement but remain open to finalizing certain terms of the
agreement.

Crown - Other Issues

The pathway to possible.
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Application Requirement Regarding Deadline to Submit Response to NOi
The Town's applications requirement contains the following provision:

To promote application processing timeliness and efficiency in light of the federal and state shot clocks, a
WCF application will automatically be deemed withdrawn and the project closed when an applicant does
not to tender a substantive response to a Town incomplete notice within 60 days.

Our Legal Response
Crown contends that the above requirement is unlawful. Any putative "withdrawal" of the pending
applications based on the above provision will: (1) be deemed a de facto denial of the pending
applications; (2) a breach of the Settlement Agreement; and (3) give rise to immediate actions for
unlawful prohibition and other relevant claims pursuant to the federal Telecommunications Act of
1996 and other relevant law. Crown Castle reserves its rights under both federal and state law.
Notwithstanding any requirement of the Town, Crown Castle reserves its right to submit any new
information and/or evidence up to the time of the hearing on the merits of these applications.
Crown looks forward to working with the Town staff as these items resolve.
Please direct any legal questions to Joshua Trauner, Crown Castle's in-house counsel, at
joshuatrauner@crowncastle.com. Please direct any questions related to the specifics of this response
to me (Sharon James) as the authorized agent for Crown Castle at (408) 426-6629.
Resp~

r

Sharon James
Crown Castle Fiber LLC

The pathway to possible.
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATION PERMIT APPLICATION
The Town of Hillsborough recogni zes that the permitting of a wireless communications faci lit y ("WCF")
is a highly technical enterprise subj ect to various fe d eral, state, and local regulations. This form ass ists
the Town to comp ly with its duties und er the Co nununicat ions Act of 1934 as amend ed ; the FCC Shot
C lock Orders (FCC 09-99; FCC 14-153 ; 18-133 ; 20-75); Ca lifornia Public Utilities Code Sections 7901
and 7901.1 ; the Ca lifornia Env ironmenta l Quality Act (CEQA); the provisions of California Government
Cod e Sections 65850 .6, 65964 and 65964. l ; and other local, state, and fe d eral laws, regulations, and
court rulin gs. Use of this form is mandatory . It is required to pe1mit the Applicant to provide informatio n
needed to contribute to the Town 's written administrative record .
and w ithout limitation, the RF emiss ions report must be for the specific site proposed and the coverage
maps must be for the specific site proposed . Information related to any other site which is not the subject
of this app lication w ill be rejected as non-responsive, and potentially lead to incomplete notices and
project denials for incompleteness. The person or persons identified in 1.04 and 1.08 of this form , and
any person on w hose behalf App licant is acting are all jointly responsible for the accuracy and
completeness of the submission. R esponses by the A pplicant wi ll bind the Project Ma nager, Emissions
Owner and Property Owner (other than the Town), as w ill decisions to w ithdraw, amend or otherw ise
alter the applicat ion.
This form is intent ionally designed to walk a wireless applicant tlu·ough t he applicat ion process in a
straight-forward and repeatable manner. It provides the applicant w ith internal checks to make sure that
all of the required information is provid ed w ithout having to provide information that is not need ed in
the app licant review and approva l process.
A ll app licant-provided info1mation must relate to the specific site/site project being requested. For
example, but w ithout limitation, the project plan s must be for the subj ect site. By way of example, only,
If a question d oes not seem to app ly to the project, mark that item with th e word s, "Not App licab le" and
provid e a short written explanat ion (e.g., "Question 94. 7 Not App licab le: the proposed Project has no
micro wave transmission element ."). A n unsupported statement such as "Quest ion 94.7 does not app ly"
without an exp lanat ion is insufficient.
This form contains 12 sections. E leven of the sect ions must be comp leted , and one section (Section 11)
need on ly be comp leted if applicab le. Every page of this form includin g this page and the last page must
be tendered to the Tow n. Each page including this page and the last page must be initialed w here
indicated.
Please note that item numbers w ithin the sections are intentiona lly non-sequential to allow for efficient
future c hanges, add it ions, and d elet ions to this form.
To promote application processing t imeliness and efficiency in light of th e fe d era l and state shot clocks,
a WCF ap plicat ion w ill be automatica lly be d eemed w ithdrawn and the project closed w hen an app licant
does not to te nd er a substanti ve response to a Town incomplete notice w ithin 60 days. See HMC
l 6.32.050(E) for additional informat ion.
This fo rm is upd ated from time-to-t ime and republished by th e Town. The applicant is required to use
Form : TOH-WTPA Rev. 3.00 (July 30, 2020)
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the most current fo rm published by the Tow n. Submissions using old er versions of this form w ill be
rejected. The d ate of this application form is July 30, 2020. Questions about the cune ncy of this fo nn or
the info rmati on required by this fo rm should be directed as applicable to the Tow n 's Planning D irector
or Public Works D irector, or his/her d esignee.
GENER AL GUID ELINES
The A pplicant 's application submission must comply w ith the fo llow ing:

Applicant must provide each of the following:

J
J
J

Completed Wireless Application
Filing fee (check made out to Town of Hillsborough). See note below.
PDF of application mate1ials and drawings, submitted electronically to the Town on the same day
that Applicant submits Applicant's hard copy Application to the Town.

Plan Sets, folded and labeled as required:

J

Six reduced (12" x 18", min. l" = 10' scale @ full size) plan sets - Add one additional plan set
(7 total) if landscaping is included in the project

Each plan set must have the following attachments:

J
J

All Exhibits required by the Town's Wireless Telecommunication Permit Application
Arborist report (unless the requirement is waived in writing by the Town)

Applicant must provide applications in paper and electronic fom1at (PDF). Each electronic document should be
produced in PDF form from the hardcopy document so that it is searchable in that format.
The Town requires an applicant to deposit funds for the processing of this application. The deposited funds
reimburse the Town for its costs in processing this application. The amount of the deposit depends on the
nature and scope of the project (major or minor). Refer to the current Town of Hillsborough Schedule of Fees
and Charges for the applicable deposit amount. If the cost of processing the application exceeds the deposited
amount , the Town will require the depositing of additional funds before any permit/decision will issue.
Deposited funds not consumed in the application process will be promptly returned to the applicant
Questions regarding the deposit amount should be directed to the Town's Planning Director or Public Works
Director, or his/her designee in advance of your submission, or at the time of submission. No project is
considered tendered to the Town if it lacks the proper deposit, and no receipts for documents will be issued
absent the simultaneous deposit of funds as required . For more info1mation see Town website.

[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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1.00: Project Location, Type and Applicant Information
1.01 Project Physical Address, or location if in the public right of way: Across from 400 El
Arroyo Rd

1.02 Applicant's and Project Owner's Project Site Number(s) (if any) H02m3
1.03: Assessor's Parcel Number (if not in public right ofway):031-134-020
1.04:

Legal Name and address of the entity that is legally responsible for controlling the radio
frequency emissions (the "Emissions Owner", which is likely the FCC licensee) [add
entries if more than one], and the person primarily responsible for materials submitted
with the application which must be provided by the Emissions Owner:
Firm Name: Verizon Wireless
A TIN: Network Real Estate
Address 1: One Verizon Way
Address 2:
City: Basking Ridge

State: NJ

Zip: 07921

Main Tel:
Contact Person - Name and Title: Melvin Baccay - Principal RF Engr
Email: Melvin.Baccay@ Ve1izonWireless.com
Telephone Number: (925) 279-6678
1.05:

Project Owner Name and Mailing Address:
Firm Name: Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Address 1: One Park Place
Address 2:
City: Dublin

State: CA

Zip: 94568

Main Tel:
Contact Person: Mark Hansen

Form: TOH-WTPA Rev. 3.00 (July 30 , 2020)
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Email: Mark.Hansen@CrownCastle.com
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Telephone Number: (408) 468-5525
1.06

Is the Property Owner the Town of Hillsborough?

1.07:

If the answer to 1.06 is YES, proceed to 1.09.

1.08

Property Owner Name:

X

Yes

No

Property Owner Mailing Address 1:
Property Owner Mailing Address 2:
Property Owner
1.09 :

State:

Zip:

The person or persons who will be responsible for installation and maintenance of the
WCF (the "Project Manager") is [add entries if more than one]:
Firm Name: Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Address 1: One Park Place
Address 2:
City: Dublin

State: CA

Zip: 94568

Contact Person - Name and Title:
Kristen Hofmann, Proj Manager / Ron Herrera Maintenance Supervisor
Main Tel: K. Hofmann (484)798-3052
Ext:
R. Herrera (805) 560-7845
Direct Tel:
Mobile Tel:
Email: Kristen.Hofmann@CrownCastle.com/Ron.Herrera@CrownCastle.com
1.10 The person or persons submitting this application on behalf of any of the entities
identified in 1.04, 1.05 or 1.08 or 1.09 (the "Applicant") [add entries if more than one]:
Film Name: TEK Consulting Inc.
Address 2:
City: Pleasanton

State:CA

Zip:94588

Contact Person: Sharon James,
Wit·eless Consultant
Main Tel: (408) 426-6629

Form : TOH-WTPA Rev . 3.00 (July 30 , 2020)
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Direct Tel:

Mobile Tel: (408) 426-6629

Email: sa07james@yahoo.com
Acting on behalf of: Mark Hansen
1.11 Name and Mailing Address of Owner of Support Structure or Wireless Tower on which
the WCF will be located:
Firm Name: Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Address 1: One Park Place
Address 2:
City: Dublin

State: CA

Zip: 94568

Main Tel:
Contact Person - Name and Title: Mark Hansen, Supervisor Network Permits
Email: Mark.Hansen@CrownCastle.com
Telephone Number: (408) 468-2355
1.14 Provide a brief written and technically accurate and reliable narrative explaining the
proposed WCF and the nature of the permit sought (new installation, modification of existing
installation, minor WCF, small WCF, Section 6409(a) modification or other modification); the
authorizations required for the installation, collocation or modification, and steps that applicant
has taken to comply with the Town code. If you contend an FCC "shot clock" applies to this
application, specify which FCC shot clock you believe applies in this description. Attach as
"Exhibit 1.14"
Initial here ~ e r i fying that Exhibit 1.14 is attached to this application.
1.15 Is the WCF part of a network of WCFs that will be installed contemporaneously or
sequentially, such as a distributed antenna system or DAS ?_ _ _ Yes_
X
No
1.16

If the answer to 1.15 is NO , proceed to 1.18.

1.17 If the answer to 1.15 is YES , the applications for each of the facilities in the proposed
network shall be submitted simultaneously.
Initial here_verifying compliance with this requirement and list the Applicant's and
list the relevant Project Owner's Project Site N umber(s) (if any) for the other facilities:
Form: TO H-WTPA Rev . 3 .00 (July 30, 2020)
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1.18

Are the radio frequency emissions from the project site subject to or authorized by one
Yes
_ _ _No
or more FCC Licenses? X

1.19:

If the answer to 1.18 is NO , proceed to 2.00.

1.20:

List each FCC license by call sign and licensee's legal name. Attach as "Exhibit 1.20."

Initial herterifying that Exhibit 1.20 is attached to this application.

[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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2.00:

Letter of Agency Information, CPCN Information and CEQA Information

2.03:

Attach a letter of agency appointing the Applicant as the agent for the Project Owner in
connection with this application. Designate the letter of agency as "Exhibit 2.03."

Initial here~erifying that Exhibit 2.03 is attached to this application.
2.04

Attach information showing Applicant has authorization from the Owner of the Support
Structure or Wireless Tower on which the WCF will be located., including all structural,
wind loading and other safety analyses performed to determine whether (and, if
applicable, with what modifications or replacements) the support structure or wireless
tower can safely support the proposed WCF in compliance with CPUC General Order
95 and General Order 128, and /or other applicable building and safety standards, as they
may be amended or replaced. Designate the information as "Exhibit 2.04."
Initial here~verifying that Exhibit 2. 04 is attached to this application.

2.05:

For prope1ty other than public right-of-way, attach a letter of agency appointing the
Applicant as the agent for the underlying Property Owner in connection with this
application. Designate the letter of agency as "Exhibit 2.05."
Initial here N IA

2.06

verifying that Exhibit 2.05 is attached to this application4-

Attach a letter from the Emissions Owner indicating that it has agreed to use, and will
use, the facility proposed by the Project Owner. Designate the letter as "Exhibit 2.06."

Initial he\erifying that Exhibit 2.06 is attached to this application.
2.07

If this project is to be placed in whole or in part in the public right-of-way, does the
Project Owner and/or Emissions Owner hold a California Public Utilities Commission
'Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity' (CPCN) for any service that will be
~_
provided in connection with this Project?
Yes_ _No ___ Not in the Public Right-of-Way_K__ ~

2.08:

If the answer for2.07 is NO proceed to2.10. If the answer for2.07 is "Not in the Public
Right-of-Way" proceed to 3.00.

2.09:

Provide the applicable CPUC Decision Number(s) for each party as Exhibit 2.09.

Initial her~rifying that Exhibit 2.09 is attached to this application.
2.10

Provide written evidence of a franchise, license or similar authorization from the Town
or the state that entitles the applicant to occupy the public right-of-way without a CPCN.
Designate that written evidence as Exhibit 2.10.

-t-

Initial here

verifying that Exhibit 2. 10 is attached to this application.
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2.20

Has any CEQA-related determination been made with respect to the proposed
collocation, modification or installation? Yes X_No_ _ . If the answer is YES ,
attach the dete&n(s) and designate as Exhibit 2.20.
Initial her

verifying that Exhibit 2.20 is attached to this application.

[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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3.00:

FCC License / FAA Compliance / RF Safety Disclosure Information

3.01:

Name of RF Emitter for this project: Verizon Wireless

3.05:

Project antenna latitude and longitude: N 37.558981

W -122.356561

Specify DA TUM used above: WGS84 NAD23 NAD83 Other:_ _ __
3.11:

Project maximum height, including camouflage elements if any (ft. AGL):55'0"

3.12: Height of the bottom of the lowest transmitting antenna (ft AGL): 51 '0"
3.13:

RF Emissions ("Rad ") center of the lowest transmitting antenna (ft AGL):
For each licensee (i.e., "ABC Wireless" or "XYZ Wireless"), and for each radio service
(i.e. , "PCS" or "Cellular"), and for each proposed band of operation (i.e. , 800 MHz;
1,900 Mhz), complete and attach a separate "Appendix A" form from "A Local
Government Official's Guide to Transmitting Antenna RF Emission Safety: Rules,
Procedures, and Practical Guidance" available by download directly from the FCC at
https://www.fcc.gov/general/radio-frequency-safety-O (the "Appendix A Form"). Ensure
that 100% of all current and proposed emissions from this project are accounted for on
the Appendix A Forms submitted . All Appendix A Form submittals must be prepared
and executed by the Emissions Owner.
Designate all completed Append ix AF orms as "Exhibit 3 .13 ."

Initial here~verifying that Exhibit 3 .13 is attached to th is app Iicat ion.
'-

3.16:

For all Section 6409(a) modification requests and non-6409(a) collocation projects: In
addition to the Appendix A Form(s) which you must submit in connection with the
project identified in this application, you must also submit an Appendix A Form for each
collocated RF emitter. For all other projects: You must demonstrate that your
calculations took into account the cumulative effects of RF emissions by identifying the
emitting facilities considered , and by identifying the area examined to determine
whether there were emitting facilities whose impacts must be considered under FCC
rules. For all projects, designate any additional RF safety compliance information as
"Exhibit 3.16."
For consistency, all Appendix A fo1ms submitted must use effective radiated power
(ERP) units of measure. Do not use units of effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP).
To verify your understanding of this requirement, you must append the letters "ERP"
following each wattage listing in each Appendix A fo1m you submit.

Initial here ~ fyin g that Exhibit 3. 16 is attached to th is app Iica t ion.
3.19

To the extent not included in the response to 3. 13 or 3.30, provide drawings clearly
show ing, ve1tically and horizontally, the area within which occupational and general
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public exposures will be exceeded . The drawings should clearly identify any property
lines, that will be crossed and any structures or vegetation that will fall within the areas
where occupational and general exposures will be exceeded. Clearly identify mitigation
measures required or proposed for all areas where exposure limits are exceeded. If not
included inihe r~sponse to 3 .13 or 3 .30, attach the drawings as "Exhibit. 3 .19."
Initial her~erifying that Exhibit 3 .19 is attached to this application.
3.20:

Does the project design or location require the Applicant to file an FAA Form 7460 or
other similar documentatio~-nder Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77.13 et seq, or
under the FCC rules? Yes
No

3.25:

If the answer to 3.20 is NO , proceed to 4.00.

3.30

Attach complete copies of all required FAA/FCC fotms including all Exhibits and
exhibits thereto, including w ithout lin1itation FAA Form 7460. Designate this as
"Exhibit 3."' 0."

Initial he~erifying that Exhibit 3.30 is attached to this application.
[B alance of page intentionally left blank]
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4.00:

Project Purpose

4.01

Does the application in vo lve modification (not replacement or addition ) of a suppo1ting
stru cture (w hether a utility pole, light stand ard , traffic signal, etc.) on w hich there is an
existing w ireless facility? _ _ Yes ..K___No

If the A nswer is NO , proceed to question 4.05.
4.02

Provide the fo llowing information, in the following order, and attach as Exhibit 4 .02:
_A d escription and supporting documentation show ing the original site at the tin1e of
initial appro val, a copy of all approvals and/or permits for the tow er or base station
that is to be modified, any subsequent modification pennits, and any required
conditions (imposed by the Town and /or third party) placed on the initial or
subsequent permits. If the existing wireless fac ility was never approved , the
application may so state.
_ A d escription of all changes mad e to the facility from the date of the original
installation (w hether or not ap proved ) and a description of the changes in height
from January 22 , 20 12.
_A description of: (i) all changes to be mad e to the ex isting base station and /or tow er,
including, among other things, id entifying precisely w hat changes w ill be mad e to
the suppo1ting structure and its height ; and (ii) the site, any d eployment outside the
site necessary to complete the proposed project , and all structures and facilities at the
site before and after th e installatio n or modification .
_ A list of all facilities and equipment proposed to be installed and the dimensions,
weight, and manufacturer's specification s for each; and a list of all fac ilities and
eq uipment and the dimensions, weig ht and manufacture r's spec ifications for each
th at w ill be in place after the insta llat ion.
_A description of the concea lment and aesthet ic elements, if any, associated with the
facilities as they w ill be modified , includ ing but not linuted to painting, and
shielding as modified . The show ing should be suffi cient to d emonstrate that the
modifications will not d efeat any ex isting concealment elements, and to allow the
communit y to d etemune w hether applicant w ill be complying with conditions placed
on the approved fac ilit y.
_ A d escription of any gro und disturbance necessary to complete th e proposed project.
_ A showing that the facility , as modified , w ill be in compliance with ex isting
conditions of th e und erly ing approva l(s)/perm it(s), w hether or not it is in compliance
with conditions as of the d ate of application. There must be a plan submitted fo r
correction of any non-compliance condition . If the fac ility w ill not comply,
applicant must submit a detailed justification for the non-compliance, and show w hat
steps it has taken to mitigate non -compliance.
Initial here _ __ verifying that Exhibit 4.02 is attached to this appl ication.

4.04 :

If the answer to 1.14 is the App licant believes this project is a Sect ion 6409(a)
modification request subj ect to 47 U.S .C. § 1455 , proceed to 7.00.
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4.05 :

Indicate the d ominant purpose of the Project (check one or more, then proceed as
directed):
_ A dd netwo rk capac ity w ithout adding significant new RF coverage area; Proceed to
4. 08.
£Pro vid e significant new radio frequency coverage in an area not alread y served by
radio frequency coverage; Proceed to 4.0 8.
_In crease the ex ist ing RF signal leve l in an area w ith existing radio fre quency
coverage ; Proceed to 4. 08.
_ O ther; P roceed to 4. 07.

4.07

Attach a written statement fully and expansively d escribing all portions or elements of
the "Other" do minant purpose of this Proj ect. Designate this Ex hibit, "Exhibit 4.07 ."
Initial here_ ___ ve rify ing that Ex hibit 4.07 is attached to this applicat io n.

4. 08

If the answer to 1.06 is YES , proceed to 4 .2 5.

4 .10

D oes the Applicant believe that d enial of the proposed WCF wo uld result in an effective
prohibition of personal wireless services or telecommunications services, or that that the
Tow n's authority to deny the application is otherw ise preempted or prohibited by state
or fe deral law? _ _ Yes _ _No

4. 11

If the answer to 4.10 is NO proceed to 4. 25.

4 .1 2

If the answer to 4 .10 is YES, and Appl icant requests that the Town authorize the Project
even if it find s that the Project is not otherw ise eligible to be granted a WCF permit
und er the Hillsboro ugh Munic ipal Cod e, provid e all fac ts that Ap plicant re lies upon fo r
its "effective pro hibi tion" or preemption claim. Applicant is not entitle d to later
supplement its sho w ing exce pt as the Town may permit, and the fa ilure to submit
info rmation because Applicant be lieves it may not be required to do so d oes not excuse
the inad equacy of a show ing. Where the Applicant or Proj ect Ma nager is not aw ire less
serv ice provid er, the info rmation must be provid ed for the affecte d w ire less serv ice
prov id ers. Designate thi s Ex hibi t, "Ex hibi t 4. 12."

Initial here- 4 -verify ing that Exhibit 4.1 2 is attached to this applicat ion.
4 .25

ls this project d esigned to use any fo rm of direct site-to-site radio interconnection (i.e. ,
microwave or do nor/d onee co nfigurat ion, for example) w ith ano ther existing or
currently planned site? _Yes
_K_No

4.26:

If the answer to 4.25 is NO , proceed to 5.00.

4.27:

Attach a d eta iled w ritten statement full y d esc ribing the radio interco nnectio n pro posed ,
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and id ent ify all other existing or planned sites that w ill be interconnected wit h this
project. Designate this Ex hibit, "Ex hibit 4.27."
Initial here_ _ _ verifying that Exhibit 4.27 is attached to this app lication.
[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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5.00:

Build-Out Requirements

5.01 : Is this project subject to a license that requires a build-out pursuant to the FCC rules?

Yes

No

X

5.02: If the answer to 5.01 is NO, proceed to 6.00.

5.03 : Have all of the FCC build-out requirements as required by all licenses covering the

services proposed at this Project been met?
___ Yes _ _ _ No
5.04: If the answer to 5.03 is YES , proceed to 6.00.
5.05 : Disclose all build-out requirements/obligations which have yet to be met , and the

known or estimated date when the remaining build-out requirements will be met.
Designate this Exhibit as "Exhib it 5.05."
Initial here ____ verifying that Exh ibit 5.05 is attached to this application.

[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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6.00:

Radio Frequency Maps

6.01:

For the radio frequency maps required here, the following mandatory requirements
apply:
a. The size of each submitted map must be no smaller than 11" by 8.5." Each map
must be of the same physical size and map area scale. Each map must use the same
base map (i.e. , same streets and legends shown on all).
b. If the FCC rules for any proposed radio service defines a minimum radio frequency
signal level that level must be shown on the map in a color easily distinguishable
from the base paper or transparency layer, and adequately identified by RF level and
map color or gradient in the map legend. If no minimum signal level is defined by
the FCC rules you must indicate that in the legend of each RF coverage map. You
may show other RF signal level(s) on the map so long as they are adequately
identified by objective RF level and map color or gradient in the map legend.

6.02:

Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the existing RF
coverage within the Town on the Applicant's same network, if any (if no existing
coverage, so state). This map should not depict any RF coverage to be provided by the
Project. Designate this Exhibit " Exhibit 6.02."
Initial herek _ verifying that Exhibit 6.02 is attached to this application.

6.03:

Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.01 showing the RF coverage to be
provided only by the Project. This map should not depict any RF coverage provided any
other existing or proposed wireless sites. Designate this Exhibit "Exhibit 6.03."

Initial here~
6.04:

verifying that Exh ibit 6.03 is attached to this application.

Provide a map consistent with the requirements of 6.0 I showing the RF coverage to be
prov ided by the Project and by all other existing wireless sites on the same network
should the Project site be activated . Designate this Exhibit " Exhibit 6.04. "
Initial hereU

verifying that Exhibit 6.04 is attached to this application .

[Bala~age intentionally left blank]
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7 .00:

Noise/Acoustical Information

7.01: Does the project produce noise of any kind from any component or equipment associated
with the project? _ _ _ Yes X
No
7.03: If the answerto7.0l is NO , proceed to8.00.
7.10: To pennit the Town to determine compliance with the noise ordinance of the Town
(HMC Section 8.32), provide the cumulative maximum sound levels in dB A for the
sound-producing equipment at the Project; and twenty-five feet away from it. Sound
levels should be calculated at maximum intensity and assuming that all equipment that
would be authorized by the permit is installed. For example, if an equipment cabinet is
proposed that suppo1ts three fans , noise levels should be calculated assuming three fans
are installed. Designate this as "Ex hibit 7.10."
Initial here_ _ verifying that Exhibit 7.10 is attached to this application.

[Ba lance of page intentionally left blank]
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8.00:

Project Photograph s and Photo-simulations; Storyboards

8.01: The purpose of the photo-simulations and storyboards is to allow the Town and its
citizens to visualize the Project as it will appear when completed , and in the case of a
Sect ion 6409(a) modification request , to detem1ine whether the facility qualifies as a
Section 6409(a) modification. According ly, the number of site photos, and photosirnu lations, and the actual or simulated camera location of these photos and photosimulations are subject to Town determination. The Applicant sha ll submit photos and
photo-simulations consistent with these instructions, and be prepared to provide
additional photos and photo-simulations should they be requested by the Town in its
reasonable discretion.
8.02: In preparing the photo-simulations, the Applicant shall be aware that the Town wi ll rely
on all of the photos and photo-simulations provided in compliance with this Section 8.00
when it considers approval of this Project, and later when determining project
completion.
8.03 : The Applicant shall submit photo-simulations consistent with the following standards:
a.

Minin1um size of each base photo and each photo-simulation must be 8.5 inches by
11 inches (landscape orientation). A photo key of each base photograph must be
included to indicate from where each based photograph was taken. Each base photo
and matching photo-simulation must be the same size . Single sheets of 11 x 8 ½
inches showing base photos and photo-simulations, regardless of whether side by side
or photo box within a photo, on the same page are unacceptable.

b.

A II elements of the Project as proposed by the Applicant which can be seen from any
point at gro und level, or from windows or exterior public platfonns from any level
buildings within 300 feet of the Project must be shown in one or more of the photosimulations (i.e. , panel antennas, omni-direct ional antennas, GPS antennas, ante1ma
camouflage devices, cable trays; equipment cabinets; working lights; etc .).

c.

The overall Project as proposed by the App licant must be shown in three or more area
photo-simulations. Base photographs must, at a minimum, be taken from wide ly
scattered positions of 120 degrees. A key map detail showing each locat ion w here a
photograph was taken, the proposed site, and the direction to the site from each photo
location must be included with the photo-simulations. Base photographs taken from
locations that have some physical feature obscuring the Project site, and the photosinmlations associated with those same base photographs, are not acceptable.

Attac h all base photographs and photo-simulations to this app licat ion marked as Ex hibit
8.03.

Initial h e r ~velifying that Exhibit 8.03 is attached to this application.
8.04: Attach a photo image of the storyboard proposed to meet the requirements ofHMC
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Section 15.32.060.E marked as Exhibit 8.04.
Initial here_ _ verifying that Exhibit 8.04 is attached to this application.
[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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9.00: Alternative Candidate Sites
9.03:

If the answer to 1.14 is the App licant believes this project is a Section 6409(a)
modification request subject to 4 7 U .S.C. § 1455 or if this is a proposal to modify an
existing wireless site, proceed to 10.00.

9.06:

Excluding the proposed site, identify at least three additional alternative potential sites
that individually or in concert will meet the needs of the Applicant. Provide an
expansive technical explanation as to why each such other site would be suitable or
would be disfavored over the proposed site. Include the address or other physical
location identification of each alternative site. Designate this Exhibit as "Exhibit 9.06."
Initial her~fying that Exhibit 9.06 is attached to this app lication.
[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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10.00: Identification of Decision-Making Persons
10.01: In an exhibit attached to this app lication, id entify by name, tit le, company affiliation,
wo rk address, telephone number, and email address of the responsible persons regarding
this Project:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The
The
The
The
The

project
project
project
project
project

radio frequency engineer, if any (if none, so state)
consulting radio frequency engineer, if any (if none, so state)
architect, if any (if none, so state)
surveyor, if any (if none, so state)
acoustical engineer, if any (if none, so state)

Designate t~hibit "Exhibit I 0.0 I ."
Initial here

verifying that Exhibit 10.01 is attached to this app lication.
[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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11.00: Pre-Approved Designs/ Exceptions / Additiona l Information Provided by
App licant
11.01: Does the proj ect empl oy a Pre-Approved Design designated by the Town Coun cil
pursuant to Section R of Policy No. 19-0 1? YES
NO X
* However,
conceptual designs fo r this site from Exh ibit A in the Settlement Agreement are
included as Exhibit l 1.01..

If YES, attach a copy of the Pre-Approved Design and designate this "Exh ibit l l.O I. "
Initi al here~

fy ing that Ex hibit 11.01 is attached to this app li cation.

l 1.02: Does the Applicant beli eve its proposed facility either qu alifies for should be gra nted any
exce ption s to any of the genera l rul es that are set forth w ithin Policy No. 19-01 ?
YES
NO_x_ * However, deta il s of the Conceptual designs in Exhibit A of the
Settl ement Agreement that di ffer from Policy No. 19-0 I are included as Exhibit l 1.02. __
lf YES, attac h a statement identifying all spec ifi c exceptions and the information
required to support each indi vidual exception and designate thi s as "Exhibit 11 .02."
Initial her ~erifyi ng that Exhibit 11 .02 is attached to this application ,

l 1.03: You are in vited and encouraged- but not obligated-to provi de any additional written
information that yo u wish the Town to consider in connection w ith yo ur proposed
proj ect.

If yo u wish to attac h informa tion, designate this as "Exhibi t 11.03."
Initial herU
eri fy ing that Exh ibit I 1.03 is attached to thi s application or
Initial here __ to indi cate that there is no Exhibit 11.03 attached to this
appli cation.
[Balance of page intentionally left blank]
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12.00 Certification of Accuracy and Reliability
12.01 : The undersigned certifies on behalf of itself, the Applicant, and the Project Owner that
the infonnation provided in this form and its contents are true and comp lete to the best
of the undersigned 's abi lity and knowledge, and that information provid ed here should
be relied upon by the Town as being accurate and complete.

Signature:

,ll.UJ>,/;n--.. ~

Title: Wire less Consultant

Name: Sharon James

Email: sa07james@ yahoo .com

Company Name: TEK Consulting Inc.

Telephone Number: (408)426-6629

Date Signed:

6'1

J~q / a_oc9---t

<Last Page: Remember to initial every page including the cover page and this last page;
sign and complete the information above; and attach all required exhibits.>

REC~~IVED
APR 2 9 2021
TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

COMMUNITY SERVICES
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EXHIBIT O

EXHIBIT 4.12

Effective Prohibition Per the relevant standard provided in the FCC’s Declaratory Ruling (FCC 18-133, September 26, 2018)
and as upheld by the 9th Circuit, an “effective prohibition includes materially inhibiting additional services
or improving existing services.” (FCC 18-133, p. 37) This application proposes both the addition of new
services where none now exist. Consequently, the Town’s denial of the Application would constitute an
effective prohibition.

EXHIBIT P

View as Webpage

Wireless Announcement
On Monday, May 3 2021, Crown Castle resubmitted 13 applications for
proposed Wireless Communication Facilities (WCFs).
These resubmittals contain new information in response to the Town’s
notice of incompleteness regarding the initial 13 WCF applications which had
been submitted to the Town on March 23, 2021.
The City Council will hold and notice public hearings to consider each application and render
a decision. For administrative efficiency, on Thursday, May 20, 2021 at 5:00 p.m. the
City Council will hold a special meeting to set the hearing procedures and the City Council
meeting schedule for future public hearings on the merits of the applications.
At this special meeting, the 13 public hearings will initially be consolidated and based upon
the adopted schedule, the City Council will continue the 13 public hearings on the individual
applications to certain dates. Multiple applications may be grouped together for those future
public hearings.

Next Steps
The City Council can approve, approve with conditions, or deny all or some of the
applications per the Wireless Ordinance, and for sites in the public right of way, the
2019 Wireless Design Guidelines. For sites on Town-owned property, the Council will
be required to make a decision on each wireless permit application and on whether to
approve a license agreement for the site.
The City Council’s decision will be the final action of the Town on each of these wireless
applications. The settlement agreement terms then specify what will happen with the
pending Crown Castle litigation which will depend on the City Council’s decisions on
the applications.

About the Process
The applications have been submitted pursuant to the approved settlement
agreement that the Town entered into on June 8, 2020 that related to Crown Castle’s
lawsuit contesting the Town’s 2018 denial of 16 WCF applications.
In addition, pursuant to HMC Section 15.32.080.E, the City Manager has
referred the applications to the City Council for decision.

For More Information
The applications are posted on the Town website on the wireless facilities webpage
https://www.hillsborough.net/wirelessapplications.

Printed copies of the applications will be available for in-person viewing at Town Hall
by appointment only (Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.). To
schedule an appointment, please call (650) 375-7409 or e-mail
wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net.

Crown Castle has posted sign boards at each site as required by HMC Section
15.32.060.E.
Comments may be submitted to the Town via email at
wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net or via mail to Town of Hillsborough, Attn: City
Clerk, 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010

Town of Hillsborough | 1600 Floribunda Avenue, Hillsborough, CA 94010
Unsubscribe {recipient's email}
Update Profile | Constant Contact Data Notice
Sent by mail@hillsborough.net powered by

Try email marketing for free today!
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH AND CROWN CASTLE FIBER LLC
This Settlement Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into as of the last signature date
(“Effective Date”) by and between the Town of Hillsborough, a California municipal
corporation, and the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough, its governing body (collectively,
“Town”), and Crown Castle Fiber LLC, (“Crown Castle”) a New York limited liability company
on its own behalf and as the successor-in-interest of Crown Castle NG West LLC (collectively,
“Parties”).
RECITALS
A. Crown Castle constructs, owns, maintains and operates telecommunications
networks serving Crown Castle’s wireless carrier customers through fiber-fed small cell facilities
in the public rights-of-way (“ROW”) of the State of California.
B.
Crown Castle is a competitive local exchange carrier that holds a valid fullfacilities-based certificate of public convenience and necessity (“CPCN”) issued by the
California Public Utilities Commission, and is the successor-in-interest to Crown Castle NG
West, LLC which itself held a CPCN at the relevant times.
C. On January 4, 2017, Crown Castle NG West, LLC submitted 16 applications for
WCF permits pursuant to Chapter 15.32 (Wireless Communications Facilities) of the
Hillsborough Municipal Code (HMC) for 16 antenna nodes for a fiber-fed small cell network in
the Town’s ROW, pursuant to its CPCN. Separately, the company also requested, pursuant to
Chapter 12.24 (Street Right-of-Way Improvements) of the HMC, two encroachment permits for
underground and aerial fiber within the ROW to connect the 16 antenna nodes to form a ring
comprising the small cell network (“Original Project”). Among other things, the Original Project
was to consist of 16 antenna nodes located either on existing utility poles or new steel or wood
poles in the ROW, along with other related equipment, including ground or pole-mounted radio
boxes and power meters.
D. On or about March 26, 2018, the City Council took final action when it voted to
adopt a resolution denying the 16 WCF permit applications for the Original Project (“Denial
Resolution”).
E. At all relevant times, including at the hearings on the 16 WCF permit applications
for the Original Project and thereafter, Crown Castle NG West LLC contended -- and Crown
Castle continues to contend -- that the Denial Resolution was unlawful under both state and
federal law, including, but not limited to, sections 332(c)(7) and 253 of the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996 and California Public Utilities Code section 7901. The Town,
contends -- and continues to contend -- that the Denial Resolution was lawful, without limitation,
under the HMC, state and federal law.
F. On or about April 25, 2018, Crown Castle NG West LLC filed a complaint against
the Town in the United States District Court, Northern District of California (case no. 3:18-cv02473 JSC), challenging the Denial Resolution (“Action”).
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G. Since August 2018, the Parties have entered into stipulations to stay the Action and
have engaged in a court-supervised mediation in an effort to resolve their differences and settle
the Action.
H. In January and February 2019, the Town adopted Ordinance Nos. 751 and 754,
updating Chapter 15.32 of the HMC, and also in January 2019, the Town adopted Resolution No.
19-03 adopting Council Policy No. 19-01 establishing location and design standards for wireless
communications facilities and other infrastructure deployments (“New Regulations”).
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the Recitals set forth above, the terms and conditions of this
Agreement and other valuable consideration, the adequacy of which is hereby acknowledged, the
Parties agree as follows:
1.
Revised Project: Crown Castle shall submit to the Town applications in
accordance with Section 2 below for a revised version of the Original Project (“Revised
Project”). The Revised Project shall be in substantial conformance with the facilities described
in Exhibit A hereto.
2.
The Revised Project Applications: No later than July 31, 2020, the Town shall
prepare and present to Crown Castle a list of all requirements necessary to prepare complete
applications under the New Regulations as the same may be amended (which list shall include a
form of agreement for use of Town-owned property for the placement of the WCF where
applicable) (“Submittal Requirements”). No later than March 30, 2021, Crown Castle shall
submit applications for the WCF Permits for the Revised Project, together with the required
application fee or deposit, to the Town, based on the Town’s Submittal Requirements (“Revised
WCF Applications”) and any objections to the form of agreement. If Crown Castle fails to
submit the Revised WCF Applications by the date in the preceding sentence, Crown Castle shall
take all appropriate action to dismiss the Action, with prejudice, by April 6, 2021. If Crown
Castle is unable to present the Revised WCF Applications by the date herein, it may request an
extension of the March 30, 2021 and April 6, 2021 dates, upon a showing of good cause
(“Extension Request”). The City may not unreasonably deny the Extension Request. Consistent
with Section 9, the Parties may incorporate any revised deadlines through a simple letter
agreement executed by the Parties’ legal counsel of record.
3.

Town Action on Revised WCF Applications:

3.1.
Process and Timing: Notwithstanding any provision of federal or state law, the
Parties agree to the following procedures for consideration of the Revised WCF Applications.
Town may issue one notice of incompleteness (“NOI”) to Crown Castle, if necessary, within ten
days of submission of Revised WCF Applications for the Revised Project. The NOI shall
identify any materials identified in the list provided pursuant to Section 2 that were not provided.
Upon timely issuance to Crown Castle of the NOI, the time for action on the Revised WCF
Applications will be tolled until Crown Castle submits a response to the NOI, clearly identified
as such. Town shall have sixty (60) days from submission of the Revised WCF Applications, or,
if an NOI is timely issued, sixty (60) days from submission of the response to the NOI, to take
Page 2 of 9
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Final Action on the Revised WCF Applications (“Negotiated Shot Clock”), without regard to
whether, in the Town’s view, the Revised WCF application is incomplete. “Final Action” means
a final decision by the City Council on the Revised WCF Applications. Without limiting any
other grounds the Town may have for denying a Revised WCF Application, nothing herein
prevents the Town from denying one or more of such applications on the ground such
application was incomplete.
3.2.
Processing Fees: The Town may charge only “reasonable” fees for the
processing of the Revised WCF Applications, as defined by applicable state and federal law.
3.3.
Procedure for Other Permits. Notwithstanding any other provision of
state or federal law, Crown Castle shall request any other permit that may be required from the
Town for construction of the Revised Project (or if applicable the Altered Project as defined in
Section 4.3) in accordance with this paragraph. If Town approves the Revised WCF Applications
and Crown Castle files the dismissal as set forth in Section 4, below, Crown Castle may then file
for any and all other permits required by the Town’s code (HMC) to construct the Revised
Project (or if applicable the Altered Project), as well as any permits required by HMC Chapter
12.24 for fiber installations in the rights-of-way to connect the approved nodes (collectively the
“Other Permits”). Upon receipt of complete applications for the Other Permits, including any
required processing fees, Town shall process these permits within 30 days of receipt of the
application(s). Crown Castle and the Town agree that time is of the essence in expediting the
processing of the Other Permits for the Revised Project (or if applicable the Altered Project);
both Parties shall exercise good faith efforts in collaborating on expediting the processing of the
Other Permits for the Revised Project (or if applicable the Altered Project).
3.4. Action on Other Permits. Except as expressly provided herein, the
Revised Project WCF Applications and Other Permits otherwise shall be subject to applicable
state and federal laws and regulations in effect at the time of the processing of those applications.
3.5.
Processing Fees: The Town may charge only reasonable fees for the
processing of the Other Permits as defined by applicable state and federal law.
3.6. Stay of the Action: The Parties shall take any and all necessary steps to
ensure that the Action is stayed pending a final action by the City Council pursuant to this
Section 3. If the Action is not stayed, each Party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement
and to proceed with the Action, provided, a Party that wishes to terminate must notify the other
that it is terminating the settlement within thirty (30) days of the denial of the stay.
4.

Dismissal of the Action:

4.1.
Final Approval of All of the Revised WCF Applications: If the City
Council issues a final approval of all the Revised WCF Applications pursuant to Section 3,
above, Crown Castle shall take all appropriate action to dismiss the Action, with prejudice,
within fourteen (14) days of that final approval (“Dismissal”). For the purposes of this Section
4.1, “final approval” means formal adoption of a resolution by the City Council approving the
Revised WCF Applications for the Revised Project, as submitted to the Town in the Revised
WCF Applications. Crown Castle shall provide appropriate notice of the dismissal to the Town.
Page 3 of 9
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4.2.
Denial of All of the Revised WCF Applications: If the City Council
denies all of the Revised WCF Applications, Crown may either appeal that denial of the Revised
WCF Applications to a court of competent jurisdiction, in which case, it must take appropriate
action to dismiss the Action, with prejudice as to the Original Project; or it may choose to pursue
the Action as to the denial of the Original Project. Crown shall notify Town of its election in this
regard within ten (10) days of the final action on the Revised WCF Applications, and take any
action to dismiss the Action or amend the pending Action’s complaint or file a new complaint
within fourteen (14) days of the election.
4.3.
Approval of Part or Conditioning Approval of All or Part of the
Revised WCF Applications. If the City Council adopts a resolution approving some but not all
of the Revised WCF Applications as submitted, or approving some or all of the Revised WCF
Applications in a form that in any respect modifies the WCFs as proposed in the Revised WCF
Applications (“Altered Project”), Crown Castle may elect to do one of the following: (a) reject
the Altered Project and proceed with the Action as to the Original Project; (b) accept the
approval of the Altered Project; or (c) to challenge the Altered Project in whole or in part. Crown
Castle shall notify the City of its election within ten (10) days of the date of the final action
approving some but not all of the Altered Project. If Crown Castle chooses option (a), any and
all final actions approving the WCF Applications are null and void, and the Parties shall proceed
as if the applications had never been filed. If Crown Castle chooses option (b), it must, within
fourteen (14) days of the election, take any and, all appropriate action to effect the Dismissal as
provided in paragraph 4.1. If Crown Castle choose option (c), it must do so within fourteen (14)
days of the election, either by amending the pending Action’s complaint so that only the
resolution adopting the Altered Project is challenged; or by filing a new complaint, and
dismissing the pending Action’s complaint with prejudice as to the Original Project.
4.4. Town Response. Town shall file its responsive pleading within twenty (20)
days of either (1) Crown Castle’s election to pursue the Action; or (2) twenty (20) days after the
date Crown Castle files an amended or new complaint. For purposes of any challenge to action
on the Revised WCF Applications, the applications shall be treated as if they had been submitted
to the Town outside the context of this Agreement and the Action, except that, if the Town acts
upon the Revised WCF Applications within the periods provided herein, Crown Castle waives
any and all rights or remedies it may have to assert that the Town failed to act on the Revised
WCF Applications within a reasonable period of time as required by 47 USC 332(c)(7)(B)(ii) or
that the Revised WCF Applications should be deemed approved under state or federal law.
5.
Town Discretion: Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to constrain or
otherwise limit the discretion of the City Council to approve, deny, or approve with conditions,
the Revised WCF Applications, nor shall the exercise of the City Council to deny or modify the
Revised Project or to approve an Altered Project be deemed to give rise to a breach of this
Agreement.
6.
Scope of Dismissal: The Dismissal applies only to the Action and the facts
alleged therein. The Parties anticipate that Crown Castle may seek future approvals of other,
different wireless telecommunications infrastructure in the Town (“Future Applications”).
Crown Castle understands that any such Future Applications shall be subject to the Town’s thenexisting, lawful ordinances, permits, codes and/or regulations, as well as then-existing state and
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federal law. For the avoidance of doubt, the Parties intend for the Dismissal to preclude any
right to submit Future Applications, and to seek judicial, administrative and/or regulatory
remedies related to or arising from any Future Applications, for WCFs specifically at those node
locations featured in the Original Project but not featured among the locations approved as part
of approval of the Revised Project or the Altered Project (“Barred Future Applications”). Other
than the Barred Future Applications, the Parties do not intend for the Dismissal to preclude any
right to submit Future Applications, or to seek judicial, administrative and/or regulatory remedies
related to or arising from any such Future Applications. Accordingly, subject to the foregoing,
the Parties shall not seek to raise a defense or bar to any such Future Applications other than
Barred Future Applications based on this Agreement, including, but not limited to, a defense or
bar based on res judicata, breach of contract, and/or collateral estoppel and do not intend the
mutual releases to apply to Future Applications other than Barred Future Applications.
7.
Mutual Release: Upon effecting a Dismissal, as outlined in Section 4, above, the
Parties agree as follows:
7.1.
Each Party hereto, and its respective employees, representatives, agents,
related entities, officers, directors, shareholders, members, partners, predecessors, insurers,
attorneys, administrators, councilmembers, officials, successors and assigns, does hereby fully
and forever completely release, acquit and discharge the other Party and its respective
employees, representatives, agents, related entities, officers, directors, shareholders, members,
partners, predecessors, insurers, attorneys, administrators, councilmembers, officials, successors
and assigns, from any and all damages, claims, actions, disputes, demands, losses, liens, written
contracts, costs, expressed and/or implied warranty obligations, attorneys’ fees, costs, actions,
causes of action, and liabilities of whatever kind and nature arising from or related to, the Action.
To remove any doubt, claims and defenses in Crown Castle NG West, LLC v. Hillsborough,
Superior Court of California, No. 18CIV05650, filed October 18, 2018, (“State Action”) are not
released, and notwithstanding any other provision herein, the Parties retain their entirety of their
claims and/or defenses in the State Action.
7.2.
The Parties acknowledge a risk that, after the execution of the Agreement, the
Parties may manifest new loss or injury, the scope, location, and character of which are unknown
and/or not discovered at the time the Agreement is signed. There is a risk that the damage
presently known may now be or may become more serious than is now known, understood,
expected or anticipated. Accordingly, the Parties shall, and do hereby assume the abovementioned risks and all other risks associated with the Action. The Parties are aware, and have
been advised by their attorneys, of the provisions of Civil Code section 1542 (“Section 1542”),
which provides:
A general release does not extend to the claims that the creditor or
releasing Party does not know or suspect to exist in his or her favor at
the time of executing the release and that if known by him or her,
would have materially affected his or her settlement with the debtor or
released Party.
The Parties voluntarily and with full knowledge, waive and relinquish any and all rights that they
may have under Section 1542 as to the Action, as well as under the provisions of all comparable,
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equivalent or similar statutes and principles of common law or other decisional law of any and
all states of the United States.
7.3.
Notwithstanding the waivers contained in this Section 7 and its
subsections, no Party intends for the waiver contained herein to apply to any damages, claims,
actions, disputes, demands, losses, liens, written contracts, costs, expressed and/or implied
warranty obligations, attorneys’ fees, costs, actions, causes of action, and liabilities of whatever
kind and nature that may arise from or be related to any Future Applications allowed under the
terms of Section 6.
8.
Costs: The Parties agree to bear their own fees and costs in consideration of the
settlement entered by this Agreement, subject to Section 3.2.
9.
Entire Agreement: The Agreement constitutes the full and entire agreement
among the Parties with respect to the Action, superseding all prior agreements, negotiations and
discussions among the Parties related to the Action and the facts alleged therein, and the Parties
acknowledge that there is no other agreement, oral or written, regarding the subject matter of the
Agreement. The Agreement may not be modified, except by a written instrument executed by
each of the Parties, including any letter agreement to extend the deadlines, as provided in Section
2, above. Such modifications may be presented through the Parties’ respective counsel-ofrecord.
10.
Final Agreement: The Parties acknowledge that: (a) the Agreement and its
reduction to final form is the result of good faith negotiations among the Parties through their
respective counsel; (b) the Parties’ counsel have reviewed and examined the Agreement before
execution; and (c) the Parties agree that this Agreement is the project of joint draftsmanship and
that should any of the terms be determined by a court, or in any type of quasi-judicial or other
proceeding, to be vague, ambiguous and/or unintelligible, that the same sentences, phrases,
clauses or other wording or language of any kind shall not be construed against the drafting Party
in accordance with California Civil Code Section 1654, and that each Party to this Agreement
waives the effect of such statute.
11.
No Admission: This Agreement is the result of a compromise and shall never, at
any time for any purpose, be considered as an admission of liability or responsibility on the part
of any Party herein released, nor shall the release of any claims or waiver of costs in
consideration of the execution of the Agreement constitute or be construed as an admission of
any liability whatsoever by any Party herein released, who denies such liability and disclaims
such responsibility. No dismissal filed in conjunction with the Agreement shall constitute a
favorable or prevailing result for any Party.
12.
Notices: Any notice which shall or may be given pursuant to this Agreement
shall be in writing and personally served or by private overnight delivery systems, postage
prepaid, with an emailed copy to the following address or such other address of which a Party
may give written notice:
Town:
Page 6 of 9
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Ann Ritzma
City Manager
Town of Hillsborough
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
ARitzma@hillsborough.net
With a copy to:
Christopher Diaz
City Attorney, Town of Hillsborough
Best Best & Krieger
2001 North Main St.,
Suite 390
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Tel: (925) 977-3300
Fax: (925) 977-1870
christopher.diaz@bbklaw.com

Crown Castle:
Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Teddy Adams
1220 Augusta Dr. # 500
Houston, TX 77057
Teddy.adams@crowncastle.com
With copy to:
Michael W. Shonafelt
Newmeyer & Dillion LLP
893 Dove Street, Fifth Floor
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Michael.shonafelt@ndlf.com
Any notice required or provided for under this Agreement shall be deemed served at the time of
personal service. Overnight delivery notices will be deemed served as of the day of delivery.
The emailed copy is not considered in determining when notice is deemed served.
13.
Binding Effect: This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of
the Parties and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors, assigns and transferees.
14.
Severability. If any one or more of the provisions of this Agreement shall be
held by a court of competent jurisdiction in a final judicial action to be void, voidable, or
unenforceable, such provision or provisions shall be deemed separable from the remaining
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provisions of this Agreement and shall in no way affect the validity of the remaining portions of
this Agreement.
15.
Governing Law. This Agreement shall be interpreted and enforced according to,
and the Parties’ rights and obligations governed by, the domestic law of the State of California,
without regard to its laws regarding choice of applicable law. Any proceeding or action to
enforce this Agreement shall occur in the federal court with jurisdiction over San Mateo County
and/or the state courts located in San Mateo County, California.
16.
Captions and Paragraph Headings: Captions and paragraph headings used
herein are for convenience only. They are not a part of this Agreement and shall not be used in
construing this Agreement.
17.
Exhibits: All Exhibits referenced in this Agreement are hereby incorporated as
though set forth in full herein.
18.
Execution in Counterparts: This Agreement may be executed in one or more
identical counterparts and all such counterparts together shall constitute a single instrument for
the purpose of the effectiveness of this Agreement.
19.

Representations and Warranties:

19.1 Crown Castle represents and warrants that it is the successor-in-interest of
Crown Castle NG West LLC, and in that capacity it has the authority to release all claims
it may have, and that Crown Castle NG West LLC has or may have had against Town, as
reflected in the reference to “predecessors” in the release in Section 7 above.
19.2 Each Party represents that it has authority to enter into this Agreement and
the right and authority to compromise, settle, release and discharge all of the claims
released herein.
19.3 In executing this Agreement, each person executing this Agreement further
represents and warrants that they have the authority to bind their respective entities.

[signature pages follow]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have signed this Agreement as of the dates
shown below.
Town of Hillsborough, CA, a municipal
corporation

Crown Castle Fiber LLC, a New York limited
liability company

By:

By:
Name:
Title:

Dated: _________________________

 

 

  



Dated: _________________________

ATTEST:

City Clerk
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Attorney

Attorneys for Crown Castle Fiber LLC
Michael W. Shonafelt
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Denied Project
Node Name

Settlement Proposed Project
Address

Top of
Antenna

Design

Node Name

54'-3"

Replacement wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

N/A

H01m1

Adjacent to 1455 Marlborough Road

H02m2

Adjacent to 1230 San Raymundo Road

54'-3"

Replacement wood pole with antenna at top of pole.
Separate equipment cabinet with meter panel.

H05m2

50' South of Intersection of Laurent Rd and
Chateau Dr., adjacent to 720 Chateau Dr.

35'-0''

H07m1

Across from 2812 Easton Drive

H08m2

H12m3

Address

Top of Antenna

Design & Location Changes
Removed from network

H02m3

Water Tank Site at 401 El Arroyo Rd

55'-0"

Moved from ROW to Town water tank property. Slightly
taller new wood pole with pole top antenna and pole
mounted equipment and meter panel. Reduced radio count
from 3 to 2.

New steel monopole. Separate equipment cabinet with
meter panel.

H05m2

ROW at 700 Chateau Drive

35'-0''

New integrated steel pole and equipment base with
separate meter pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2.
No cooling fans.

45'-3"

Existing wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

H07m2

ROW at 2811 Easton Drive

35'-0"

Shorter facility. New integrated steel pole and equipment
base. Separate meter pedestal. Relocate street light from
wood pole to new pole. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2.
No cooling fans.

Across from 2400 Skyfarm Drive

35'-0'

New Steel Monopole. Separate equipment cabinet with
meter panel.

H08m2

ROW at 2401 Skyfarm Drive

35'-0'

New integrated steel pole and equipment base. Separate
meter pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2. No
cooling fans.

Across to 510 Eucalyptus

35'-0'

New Steel Monopole. Separate equipment cabinet with
meter panel.

H12m3

Gatehouse Property Alternative 1: ROW at 511
Eucalyptus Avenue

35'-0'

New integrated steel pole and equipment base. Separate
meter pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2. No
cooling fans.

H12m4

Gatehouse Property Alternative 2: ROW at 521
Eucalyptus Avenue

35'0'

Same design as shown for H12m3. Alternative location to
consider.

H19m2

Adjacent to 1335 Hayne Road

35'-0'

New Steel Monopole. Separate equipment cabinet with
meter panel.

H19m3

ROW at 1333 Hayne Road

35'-0'

Moved away from storm drain. New integrated steel pole
and equipment base. Separate meter pedestal. Reduced
radio count from 3 to 2. No cooling fans.

H20m2

Adjacent to 1204 Kenilworth Road

52'-4"

Replacement wood pole with antenna at top of pole.
Separate equipment cabinet with meter panel across
street.

H20m3

ROW at 1170 Marlborough Rd

35' 0"

Moved to less visible location. Shorter facility. New
integrated steel pole and equipment base. Separate meter
pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2. No cooling fans.

H21m1

Adjacent to 620 El Cerrito Ave.

39'-0''

Existing wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

H21m2

ROW at 651 El Cerrito Ave

35' 0"

Moved to less visible location. Shorter facility. New
integrated steel pole and equipment base. Separate meter
pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2. No cooling fans.

H22m2

Adjacent to 260 Woodridge

54'-3"

Replacement wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

H27m3

Water Tank Site at 1645 Marlborough Rd

55' 0"

Moved from ROW to Town water tank property. New
wood pole with pole top antenna and pole mounted
equipment and meter panel. Reduced radio count from 3 to
2.

ROW at 1100 Hayne Road

35'-0'

New integrated steel pole and equipment base. Separate
meter pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2. No
cooling fans.

N/A

Removed from network

H27m2

Across from 1585 Black Mountain Rd

45'-4"

New wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

H28m3

Between 1090 and 1110 Hayne Road

35'-0'

New steel monopole. Separate equipment cabinet with
meter panel.

H28m3

H29m2

Adjacent to 2795 Churchill Drive

35'-0'

New steel monopole with pole mounted equipment and
separate meter pedestal.

N/A

H30m1

ROW at 115 Bella Vista Drive

23' 3"

Reduced height by moving antenna from pole top to 2' tall
side mount antenna in Comm Zone. Pole mounted
equipment and meter panel. Reduced radio count from 3 to
2.

H31m2

ROW at 3467 Ralston Avenue

35'-0'

New integrated steel pole and equipment base. Separate
meter pedestal. Reduced radio count from 3 to 2. No
cooling fans.

ROW at 900 Chiltern Road

34-8'

Same as denied facility design except reduced radio count
from 3 to 2.

H30m1

Adjacent to 105 Bella Vista

54'-3"

Replacement wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

H31m2

Adjacent to 3465 Ralston Avenue

35'-0'

New Steel Monopole. Separate equipment cabinet with
meter panel.

H32

Adjacent to 920 Chiltern Road

34'-8'

Existing wood pole with antenna at top and with pole
mounted equipment and meter panel.

H32

Removed from network

EXHIBIT 3

EXHIBIT 4

M I CHAE L W. S H ON AF E LT

File No.:
2464.112

Michael.Shonafelt@ndlf.com

March 7, 2018

VIA EMAIL - MCHUANG@HILLSBOROUGH.NET
Mayor Marie Chuang
and Members of the
City of Council of the Town of Hillsborough
Council Chambers at the Town Hall
1600 Floribunda Avenue
Hillsborough, CA 94010
Re:

Crown Castle NG West LLC: Appeal of City Manager’s Denial of 16 Small Cell
Communications Facilities

Dear Mayor Chuang:
This office is legal counsel for Crown Castle NG West LLC (“Crown Castle”) with
regard to the above-referenced Wireless Communications Facilities (“Project”). This letter
presents Crown Castle’s legal rights under both federal and state law and presents an analysis of
those rights as they pertain to the Project and Crown Castle’s appeal of the City Manager’s
December 20, 2017, denial of the applications for the Project (“Appeal”).
1.

INTRODUCTION.
A.

The Project

The Project consists of 16 small cell antenna “nodes,” which would be located entirely
within the public rights-of-way (“ROW”) of the Town of Hillsborough (“City”). Each node
comprising the Project integrates with the others to provide a larger telecommunications
network within the City.
Each facility consists of a four-foot x 14.6-inch diameter amphenol antenna concealed
within a canister. Depending on the facility, the antenna canister either is mounted to the top of
a new steel pole, mounted to a wood utility replacement pole or mounted to the top of an
existing wood utility pole. Each node also features radio units (“RRUs”) which convert light
from fiber optic cables into radio frequencies (“RF”) which is then broadcast from the antenna
to provide signal to mobile users. Depending on the facility, the RRUs are either located on the
pole or in an above-ground equipment cabinet. The new steel poles top out at 35 feet. The
wood poles range in height from 39 feet to 54 feet, nine inches depending on the height of the
existing pole, including the antenna units.
Here is a depiction of a typical wood pole facility:
1 3 3 3 N. CAL I F ORNI A BL VD
SUI TE 6 0 0
W AL NUT C REEK, CA 9 4 5 9 6
T 9 2 5 9 8 8 3 20 0
F 9 2 5 9 8 8 3 29 0

895 DO VE ST REET
5T H FLOOR
NEW PORT BEACH, C A 92660
T 949 854 7000
F 949 8 54 7099

3 8 0 0 HOW ARD HUG HES PKW Y
SUI TE 7 0 0
L AS VE G AS, NV 8 9 1 6 9
T 7 0 2 7 7 7 7 50 0
F 7 0 2 7 7 7 7 59 9
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Here is a depiction of a typical steel pole facility:
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The nodes are located as follows:
Node
Designation

Permit No.

Location

Type

1

H01

ENC17‐0013

Adjacent to 1455 Marlborough
Road

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

2

H02m1

ENC17‐0014

Adjacent to 1230 San Raymundo
Road

Wood utility pole/groundmounted

3

H05m1

ENC17‐0026

Adjacent to 720 Chateau Drive

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

4

H07m1

ENC17‐0025

Adjacent to 2812 Easton Drive

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

5

H08m2

ENC17‐0021

Adjacent to 2400 Skyfarm Drive

New steel pole/groundmounted

6

H12m3

ENC17‐0027

Adjacent to 510 Eucalyptus
Avenue

New steel pole/groundmounted

7

H19m2

ENC17‐0023

Adjacent to 1335 Hayne Road

New steel pole/groundmounted

8

H20m2

ENC17‐0025

Adjacent to 1204 Kenilworth Road

Wood utility pole/groundmounted equipment

9

H21m1

ENC17‐0018

Adjacent to 620 El Cerrito Avenue

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

10

H22m1

ENC17‐0019

Adjacent to 260 Woodridge Road

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

11

H27m2

ENC17‐0020

Adjacent to 1585 Black Mtn Road

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

12

H28m3

ENC17‐0015

Between 1090 & 1100 Hayne Road

New steel pole/ground‐
mounted equipment

13

H29m2

ENC17‐0016

Adjacent to 2795 Churchill Drive

New steel pole/pole‐
mounted equipment
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14

H30m1

ENC17‐0017

Adjacent to 105 Bella Vista Drive

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

16

H31m2

ENC17‐0013

Adjacent to 3465 Ralston Avenue

New steel pole/groundmounted equipment

16

H32

ENC17‐0028

Adjacent to 920 Chiltern Road

Wood utility pole/polemounted equipment

Photo-simulations for each node are included as Exhibit A. Construction drawings for
each node are included as Exhibit B. For a more extensive discussion of the designs and
locations, see Discussion, infra, Part 3B (“Least Intrusive Means”). Note that this Letter
sometimes refers to the nodes as “WCFs” (the term used by the City’s code, meaning “wireless
communications facility), or “facilities”).
B.

The Project Provides Critical Telecommunications Services for the 21st
Century.

It is often incorrectly assumed that Crown Castle’s networks are intended only to enhance
specialized data needs such as streaming video and online gaming. In fact, the Project will also
provide critical voice telecommunications and broadband services to residents, visitors and other
mobile users in the City. Networks like this are replacing traditional wireline telephone service,
and soon may constitute the only form of telephonic infrastructure.1 Without a reliable wireless
telecommunications network, the City could be left without adequate telephone service -including 911 service. The Project is critical for the following reasons, among others:

1

(a)

The world is going wireless. In a recent international study, the United States
dropped to fifteenth in the world in wireless broadband penetration, well behind
South Korea, Japan, the Netherlands and France. 2

(b)

Over 50 percent of all American homes are now wireless only.3 That trend will
continue until the entire Nation conducts its telecommunications exclusively
through wireless networks.

(c)

More and more civic leaders and emergency response personnel cite lack of a
robust wireless network as a growing public safety risk. The number of 911 calls
placed by people using wireless phones has significantly increased in recent years.
It is estimated that more than 70 percent of 911 calls are placed from wireless
phones, and that percentage is growing.4

See, e.g., http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-att-landline-end-illinois-0706-biz-20170705-story.html
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Directorate for Science, Technology, and
Industry, “Broadband Statistics,” (June 2010): <www.oecd.org/sti/ict/broadband>
3
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for
Health Statistics (Released 05/2017); https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhis/earlyrelease/wireless201705.pdf.
4
Federal Communications Commission (2012) http://www.fcc.gov/guides/wireless-911-services.
2
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(d)

2.

Data demand from new smartphones and tablets is leading to a critical deficit in
spectrum, requiring more wireless antennas and infrastructure. Wireless data
traffic grew by a factor of 300 percent between 2010 and 2015.5 Global mobile
data traffic is expected to reach a seven-fold increase by 2021.6

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS FOR APPROVAL.

Because projects like this are critical to establishing a seamless national and statewide
telecommunications network, the Project arises in the context of a unique confluence of federal,
state and local law. As can be seen below, the federal and state statutory regimes are intended to
foster rapid deployment of a seamless network on a nationwide and statewide basis. Those law
therefore impose certain restrictions on local land use and zoning authority.
A.

FEDERAL LAW.

(1)

The Telecommunications Act of 1996.

The City Council’s deliberations on the Project are governed by the federal
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified as amend in
scattered sections of U.S.C., Tabs 15, 18, 47) (“Telecom Act”). When enacting the Telecom
Act, Congress expressed its intent “to promote competition and reduce regulation in order to
secure lower prices and higher quality services for American telecommunications consumers and
encourage the rapid deployment of new telecommunications technologies.” (110 Stat. at 56.) As
one court noted:
Congress enacted the TCA to promote competition and higher
quality in telecommunications services and to encourage the rapid
deployment of new telecommunications technologies. Congress
intended to promote a national cellular network and to secure
lower prices and better service for consumers by opening all
telecommunications markets to competition.
(T-Mobile Central, LLC v. Unified Government of Wyandotte, 528 F.Supp. 2d 1128, 1146-47 (D.
Kan. 2007). One way in which the Telecom Act accomplishes those goals is by reducing
impediments imposed by local governments upon the installation of wireless communications
facilities, such as antenna facilities. (47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(A).) Section 332(c)(7)(B) provides
the limitations on the general authority reserved to state and local governments. Those
limitations are set forth as follows:

5

(1)

State and local governments may not unreasonably discriminate among providers
of functionally equivalent services (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(i)(I)).

(2)

State and local governments may not regulate the placement, construction or
modification of wireless service facilities in a manner that prohibits, or has the

https://www.ctia.org/industry-data/wireless-quick-facts.
http://digitalconqurer.com/news/cisco-mobile-visual-networking-index-vni-forecasts-seven-fold-increase-globalmobile-data-traffic-2016-21/
6
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effect of prohibiting, the provision of personal wireless services (better known as
the “effective prohibition clause”) (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(i)(II)).
(3)

State and local governments must act on requests for authorization to construct or
modify wireless service facilities within a reasonable period of time (§ 332
(c)(7)(B)(ii)).

(4)

Any decision by a state or local government to deny a request for construction or
modification of personal wireless service facilities must be in writing and
supported by substantial evidence contained in a written record (§ 332
(c)(7)(B)(iii)).

(5)

Finally, no state or local government or instrumentality thereof may regulate the
placement, construction or modification of personal wireless service facilities on
the basis of the perceived environmental effects of radio frequency emissions to
the extent that such facilities comply with FCC regulations concerning such
emissions (§ 332 (c)(7)(B)(iv)).

Section 253(a) of the Telecom Act states: “No State or local statute or regulation, or other
State or local legal requirement, may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any
entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service.” Section 253(a) applies
to preempt local ordinances and regulations that prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the
provision of wireless telecommunications services. (Sprint Telephony PCS, L.P. v. County of
San Diego (9th Cir. 2008) 543 F.3d 571, 578.)
In addition to the above, other federal enactments and policies also guide local
governmental actions, including the following:
(2)
The Shot Clock Rule: In 2009, the Federal Communications Commission
(“FCC”) issued the “Shot Clock Order” to provide a specific timeline for what constitutes a
“reasonable period of time” to act on a wireless telecommunications permit application under
section 332(c)(7)(B)(ii) of the Telecom Act. (Petition for Declaratory Ruling (“Shot Clock
Rule”), 24 F.C.C. Rcd. 13994 (2009) (“Shot Clock Rule”.) It did so in light of significant delays
caused by local governments in issuing permits for telecommunications facilities:
Personal wireless service providers have often faced lengthy and
unreasonable delays in the consideration of their facility siting
applications, and [ ] the persistence of such delays is impeding the
deployment of advanced and emergency services.
(Id. at 14004-14005; see also id. at 14006 [“[t]his record evidence demonstrates that
unreasonable delays in the personal wireless service facility siting applications process have
obstructed the provision of wireless services.”].) Under the Shot Clock Rule, therefore, a
municipality’s failure to allow the construction of a new wireless service facility within 150 days
of submission of the application (or 90 days for a collocation site) is presumptively unreasonable
and constitutes a “failure to act” that triggers the right to seek judicial relief (“Shot Clock”).
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(3)
White House Broadband Initiative: On February 10, 2011, the White House
called for a National Wireless Initiative to make available high-speed wireless services to at least
98 percent of Americans. The initiative would free up spectrum through incentive auctions,
spurring innovation, and create a nationwide, interoperable wireless network for public safety
with a fiscal goal of catalyzing private investment and innovation and reducing the deficit by
$9.6 billion, “help the United States win the future and compete in the 21st century economy.”
(4)
Section 6409: On February 17, 2012, Congress passed the “Middle Class Tax
Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012” (“TRA”). Section 6409 of the act is part of a series of
provisions contained in the TRA commonly referred to as the “Spectrum Act.” Section 6409
allows for ministerial approval of collocated wireless facilities, which is intended to facilitate
rapid development of wireless infrastructure on a national basis. (See 47 U.S.C. § 1455.)
Section 6409 (now codified as 47 U.S.C. § 1455) mandates administrative -- not discretionary -approvals of “modifications” to wireless telecommunications facilities:
[A] State or local government may not deny, and shall approve,
any eligible facilities request for a modification of an existing
wireless tower or base station that does not substantially change
the physical dimensions of such tower or base station.
(47 U.S.C. § 1455(a)(1), emphasis added.)
B.

STATE LAW.

In addition to the federal statutes, regulations and policies, state law also governs the City
Council’s deliberations on the Project. The main state law statutes are as follows:
(1)

Public Utilities Code Sections 7901 and 7901.1.

Crown Castle is a “competitive local exchange carrier” (“CLEC”). CLECs qualify as a
“public utility” and therefore have a special status under state law. By virtue of the CPUC’s
issuance of a “certificate of public convenience and necessity” (“CPCN”), CLECs have authority
under state law to “erect poles, posts, piers, or abutments” in the ROW subject only to local
municipal control over the “time, place and manner” of access to the ROW. (Pub. Util. Code, §§
1001, 7901; 7901.1; see Williams Communication v. City of Riverside (2003) 114 Cal.App.4th
642, 648 [upon obtaining a CPCN, a telephone corporation has “the right to use the public
highways to install [its] facilities.”].)
The CPUC has issued a CPCN which authorizes Crown Castle to construct the Project
pursuant to its regulatory status under state law. Crown Castle’s special regulatory status as a
CLEC gives rise to a vested right under Public Utilities Code section 7901 to use the ROW in the
City to “construct … telephone lines along and upon any public road or highway, along or across
any of the waters or lands within this State” and to “erect poles, posts, piers, or abutments for
supporting the insulators, wires, and other necessary fixtures of their lines, in such manner and at
such points as not to incommode the public use of the road or highway[.]” (Pub. Util. Code, §
7901.) The nature of the vested right was described by one court as follows:
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… “[I]t has been uniformly held that [section 7901] is a
continuing offer extended to telephone and telegraph companies to
use the highways, which offer when accepted by the construction
and maintenance of lines constitutes a binding contract based on
adequate consideration, and that the vested right established
thereby cannot be impaired by subsequent acts of the Legislature.
[Citations.]” … Thus, telephone companies have the right to use
the public highways to install their facilities.
(Williams Communications v. City of Riverside, supra, 114 Cal.App.4th at p. 648 quoting County
of L. A. v. Southern Cal. Tel. Co. (1948) 32 Cal.2d 378, 384 [196 P.2d 773].)
Given the vested nature of the section 7901 right, Crown Castle contends that a
discretionary use permit -- like the conditional use permit equivalent required by the City in this
case -- constitutes an unlawful precondition for a CLEC’s entry into the ROW. (See, e.g.,
Michael W. Shonafelt, Whose Streets? California Public Utilities Code Section 7901 in the
Wireless Age, 35 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L. J. 371 (2013).) In a recent case, T-Mobile
West LLC v. City and County of San Francisco (2016) 3 Cal.App.5th 334 [2016 Cal. App.
LEXIS 769], the First Appellate District, Division Five, determined that aesthetic considerations
are appropriate in determining whether a facility “incommodes” the ROW. That case is being
appealed to the California Supreme Court. The court did not decide the specific issue of whether
obtaining a discretionary use permit is a lawful precondition to exercising the section 7901
franchise rights.
Public Utility Code section 7901.1 -- a sister statute to section 7901 -- grants local
municipalities the limited “right to exercise reasonable control as to the time, place, and manner
in which roads, highways, and waterways are accessed[,].” Nevertheless, such controls cannot
have the effect of foreclosing use of the ROW or otherwise prevent the company from exercising
its right under state law to “erect poles” in the ROW. That is because “the construction and
maintenance of telephone lines in the streets and other public places within the City is today a
matter of state concern and not a municipal affair.” (Williams Communication v. City of
Riverside, supra, 114 Cal.App.4th at p. 653.) Moreover, section 7901.1 specifies that such
controls, “to be reasonable, shall, at a minimum, be applied to all entities in an equivalent
manner.” (Ibid., emphasis added.) Accordingly, to the extent that other public utilities are
authorized to use the ROW in the City without having to obtain a discretionary land use permit,
such disparate treatment may run afoul of the “equivalent manner” provision of Public Utilities
Code section 7901.1.
On the basis of Crown Castle’s status as a CLEC, and its concomitant rights to the ROW,
the Project is designed as part of an ROW telecommunications system. With respect to the siting
and configuration of the Project, the rights afforded under Public Utilities Code section 7901 and
7901.1 apply. Crown Castle reserves its rights under section 7901 and 7901.1, including, but not
limited to, its right to challenge any approval process, that impedes or infringes on Crown
Castle’s rights as a CLEC.
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(2)

Government Code Section 65964.1.

Recently, the California Legislature echoed the courts’ oft-repeated declaration that “the
construction and maintenance of telephone lines in the streets and other public places within the
City is today a matter of state concern and not a municipal affair.” (Williams Communication v.
City of Riverside, supra, 114 Cal.App.4th at p. 653.) It did so in the context of enacting AB 57
in October 2015. AB 57 is codified as Government Code section 65964.1. Under section
65964.1, if a local government fails to act on an application for a permit to construct a wireless
telecommunications facility within the prescribed Shot Clock timeframes (150 days for a standalone site and 90 days for a collocation site), the application is deemed approved by operation of
law. When it enacted section 65964.1, the Legislature observed that:
The Legislature finds and declares that a wireless
telecommunications facility has a significant economic impact in
California and is not a municipal affair as that term is used in
Section 5 of Article XI of the California Constitution, but is a
matter of statewide concern.
(Gov. Code, § 65964.1, subd. (c).)
3.

A DENIAL OF THE PROJECT WOULD RESULT IN A VIOLATION OF THE
TELECOM ACT’S PROHIBITION OF SERVICE PROVISION.

As noted above, section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) of the federal Telecom Act bars local
governmental decisions from precluding the provision of wireless services:
The regulation of the placement, construction, and modification of
personal wireless service facilities by any State or local
government or instrumentality thereof—
***
(II) shall not prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the provision
of personal wireless services.
(47 U.S.C. § 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II).) In T-Mobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of Anacortes (9th Cir. 2009)
572 F.3d 987, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals set forth a two-step analysis for determining
whether a local government’s denial has the effect of prohibiting the provision of wireless
telecommunications services in violation of Section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996. In the first step, the applicant must make a showing of a
“significant gap” in service. (Id. at p. 995.) In the second step, the applicant must demonstrate it
has selected the “least intrusive means” to fill that gap in service. (Ibid.) Each prong of the
Prohibition of Service Provision is addressed below.
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A.

A Significant Gap in Service Exists at the Project Site.
(1)

What Is a Significant Gap?

“Significant gap” is a legal term of art developed by the courts to guide a determination
of whether a local government’s decision on an application prohibits a carrier or other wireless
infrastructure developer from providing service. (See, e.g., T-Mobile USA, Inc. v. City of
Anacortes, supra, 572 F.3d at p. 995.) Put simply, “a locality could violate the [Telecom Act’s]
effective prohibition clause if it prevented a wireless provider from closing a ‘significant gap’ in
service coverage.” (Id., at p. 995; MetroPCS, Inc. v. City of San Francisco (9th Cir., 2005) 400
F.3d 715, 731.)
Significant gap is “a contextual term that must take into consideration the purposes of the
Telecommunications Act itself.” (T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Bd. of
Supervisors (4th Cir. 2014) 748 F.3d 185, 198.). Among the goals of the Telecom Act are to
“promote competition,” “secure . . . higher quality services for American telecommunications
consumers,” and “encourage the rapid deployment of new telecommunications technologies.”
(Ibid.) Significant gap therefore is a fluid term that invariably rests on a fact-intensive analysis.
The interpretation of the term must progress with the rapid development of wireless broadband
technologies in order to advance the larger goals of the Telecom Act to “encourage the rapid
deployment of new telecommunications technologies.” On that basis, the courts have counseled
against “mechanical” or fixed formulas that become outdated and therefore impede technological
advancement. (See, e.g., see T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Fairfax Cnty. Bd. of Supervisors (4th
Cir., 2012) 672 F.3d 259, 267 [“reviewing courts should not be constrained by any specific
formulation, but should conduct a fact-based analysis of the record, as contemplated by the
[Telecom Act].”].) As the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals noted in a recently published
decision:
The technology of 10 years ago may have only supported wireless
service that had substantial gaps in coverage and high dropped call
rates. But the technology of today supports increased wireless
coverage with reduced rates of dropped calls. On this trajectory,
the technology of tomorrow may support 100% coverage with no
dropped calls, and the focus may instead be on subtler issues about
the nature and strength of signals for particular uses. The [TCA]
clearly intends to encourage this technological development and, to
that end, to protect such development from interference from state
and local governments when approving the design and location of
facilities. This is manifested in § 332(c)(7)(B). Thus, in construing
the level of service protected by § 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II), we must take
a contextual approach and cannot rely on any specific formula.
(T-Mobile Northeast LLC v. Loudoun County Bd. of Supervisors, supra, 748 F.3d at p. 198.)
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In keeping with the principle of cutting-edge concepts of what constitutes a “significant
gap,” the courts have upheld the use of in-building minimum standards as a proper benchmark
for determining whether a significant gap in coverage exists. (See, e.g., MetroPCS Inc. v. City
and County of San Francisco (N.D.Cal. 2006) 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43985 [“careful reading of
existing cases that contain a significant gap analysis persuades the court that any analysis should
include consideration of a wireless carrier’s in-building coverage.”]; see also, AT&T Mobility
Servs., LLC v. Vill. of Corrales (10th Cir., 2016) 642 Fed. Appx. 886, 891.)
Moreover, it is important to note that a telephone network may reveal adequate
“coverage” but inadequate “capacity.” The distinction between coverage and capacity may be
better understood in terms of transportation infrastructure. A two-lane road may provide
“coverage,” but once that two lane road experiences high-levels of urban rush-hour traffic,
coverage becomes irrelevant, since the road does not have sufficient “capacity” to handle the
higher traffic volumes. In other words, a network may have adequate coverage, but inadequate
capacity, which results in the same problem: an impermissibly high level of dropped and
blocked calls.
The need to fill the existing significant coverage gap to a level that allows adequate inbuilding coverage and to address growing capacity demands is underscored by the greater
numbers of customers dropping their landlines and relying solely on wireless
telecommunications for their phone service. (See Discussion, supra, Part 1 B.) Determining
what constitutes a “significant gap” therefore must incorporate metrics that are based -- not just
on basic cell phone coverage -- but also on network capacity for advanced communications
technologies. As more Americans depend on wireless communications technologies and
smartphones, reliable network capacity and in-building coverage are critical. These are some of
the reasons courts now recognize that a “significant gap” can exist on the basis of capacity needs
and inadequate in-building coverage. (See, e.g., MetroPCS Inc. v. City and County of San
Francisco, supra, U.S. Dist. LEXIS 43985; T-Mobile Central, LLC v. Unified Government of
Wyandotte County (D.Kans. 2007) 528 F.Supp.2d 1128.)
Wireless telecommunications are the primary mode of communication for Americans in
the twenty-first century. That fact is amply demonstrated by the latest surveys in the industry,
which reveal that over 49 percent of American homes rely wholly on wireless devices. The
marginal service currently at the Project site is inadequate to sustain current -- and future -communications technologies and demands. In a recent report, the “National 911 Program,”
which is an office housed within the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, found that
“76 percent of consumers are using cellular phones to make calls to 911 while 21percent are
using wireline phones.” On that ground alone, this is a matter of health, safety and welfare for
the residents and visitors of the City. Notably, 911 service over systems like this is not just
limited to AT&T users -- the networks carries 911 calls of any mobile user.
(2)

Data Support a Significant Gap at the Project Site.

Applying the above principles to the Project, data reveal that the project service area has
insufficient signal strength to address statistical projections of data demand. Verizon, the carrier
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which will provide service from the Project, conducted a radio frequency (“RF”) propagation
study of the Project on a network-wide basis. (See Crown Castle RF Justification-Verizon
Existing/Proposed Coverage Propagation Maps, attached as Exhibit C, slides 2-4.) Exhibit C
identifies levels of service in terms of the following criteria:

(a)

No Coverage (Red) (>-110 dBm);

(b)

Weak Signal Level – Outdoor Only (Blue) (>-105 dBm);

(c)

Better Signal Level – In Car Only (Yellow) (>-95 dBm);

(d)

Acceptable Signal Level – Indoor (Green) (>-85 dBm).

Each level is characterized by a minimum signal level. The key to coverage is having a
signal level strong-enough to allow customers to maintain contact with the network so they can
make and maintain calls. Signal level, the strength of the radio signal customers’ devices
receive, is measured in negative decibels per milliwatt (“dBm”). The larger the negative dBm
number, the weaker the coverage. For example, a signal strength of -100 dBm is weaker than a
signal strength of -80 dBm.
A minimum signal level of-85 dBM (green) is the industry standard required for adequate
in-building coverage. As noted, the courts have upheld the use of in-building minimum
standards as a proper benchmark for determining whether a significant gap in coverage exists.
(See, e.g., Verizon Inc. v. City and County of San Francisco (N.D.Cal. 2006) 2006 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 43985 [“careful reading of existing cases that contain a significant gap analysis persuades
the court that any analysis should include consideration of a wireless carrier’s in-building
coverage.”].) Generally, there is a direct correlation between the height of the antenna and the
strength of the service. In this case, Crown Castle’s design seeks to strike a balance between
service penetration and antenna height by targeting a minimum service level of -85 dBm, which
is sufficiently powerful to reach indoor users while avoiding poles that may be too obtrusive.
Exhibit C reveals existing and proposed RF coverage in the area on a node-by-node basis.
Exhibit C, slide one, is a Verizon signal propagation map which demonstrates that the existing
coverage varies from -105 to -110 dBm at 2100 MHz. Once the Project is up and on-air,
coverage and capacity problems will be addressed, as can be seen in Exhibit C, slides 4, 5, which
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depict projected node-level service levels after the Project is on-air. 7 Exhibit C, slide 7 reveals
existing (“benchmark”) service levels at 2100 MHz as depicted by drive-test data collected by
Crown Castle’s RF engineers. Slides 8 and 9 reveal projected service levels after the Project is
on-air.
In the existing condition, with dBm levels ranging from -105 to -110 dBm, users in the
service area will experience an increasingly higher percentage of blocked and dropped calls for
outside use, with a commensurate decline in signal strength as one moves toward the inside of
existing buildings and homes. As more and more users connect to the network, the number of
dropped and blocked calls will increase, since more users results in more demand on the network
and resultant capacity problems. The lack of a dominant signal could also result in an inability to
be located in the event of a 911 emergency. In short, there is a serious coverage and capacity
deficit within the service radius of the Project site.
The Project will provide sufficient signal strength to ensure not only adequate signal for
mobile and outdoor users, but reliable in-building coverage for all those customers who may
seek to abandon their home landlines. The Project also will add sufficient capacity to address
new data demands from smartphones and tablets. Wireless customers must be able to count on a
level of service commensurate with that once provided by their dropped landlines. Such
considerations are relevant -- if not critical -- to a determination of significant gap. (See, e.g., TMobile Central LLC v. City of Fraser (E.D. Mich. 2009) 675 F.Supp.2d 721 [considering failure
rate of 911 emergency calls.])
B.

Crown Castle Has Demonstrated That It Has Chosen the Least Intrusive
Means to Fill the Significant Gap in Service.

To establish least intrusive means, the applicant establishes a “prima facie showing of
effective prohibition by submitting a comprehensive application, which includes consideration of
alternatives, showing that the proposed [wireless communications facility] is the least intrusive
means of filling a significant gap.” (T-Mobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of Anacortes, supra, 572 F.3d
at p. 995.) After that, the burden shifts to the local government: “When a locality rejects a
prima facie showing, it must show that there are some potentially available and technologically
feasible alternatives.” (Id. at p. 998.) The court further explained that the applicant then has an
opportunity to “dispute the availability and feasibility of the alternatives favored by the locality.”
(Ibid.)
Because Crown Castle is a CLEC entitled to construct its facilities in the ROW under
Public Utilities Code section 7901, its small-cell and DAS networks are inherently ROW
systems. On that basis, Crown Castle examined those alternatives available to it in the ROW,
not private property sites or other locations outside the ROW. The analysis below demonstrates
why the Project qualifies as the “least intrusive means” of filling the significant gap in service.
(1)
7

Height and Location of the Project.

All references to Exhibit C slides are to the RF depictions for node H01. Each of the other nodes is similarly
depicted, but slide numbers may vary.
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The location of each node is driven by RF propagation needs. Each node must be located
within the relatively small RF objective polygon (search ring) in order to achieve its propagation
objective. The RF objective polygon is identified for each node in Exhibit C, slides 11-18. The
RF objective is labeled “node objective” and outlined in red. Because this is a small cell network
with small-scale, low power equipment, each RF propagation polygon is relatively small,
sometimes covering only a few blocks in any one direction. Accordingly, a node cannot be
moved to far from its primary site location, otherwise the RF coverage objective will not be met.
Moreover, each node is locationally dependent on the other to relay signal from one node to the
other and thereby create a viable network on a city-wide basis.
Accordingly, the antenna heights and location of the Project nodes were chosen to
provide the minimum signal level needed to meet critical coverage and capacity needs in the
service area. Despite the technical limitations of a low-profile, small-cell system, Crown Castle
seeks to maximize the coverage of each node location, since maximization of the node
performance equates to a lower overall number of facilities and a less intrusive system.
Accordingly, the Project location was chosen to provide an effective relay of signal from
adjacent sites, so that ubiquitous coverage of the minimum signal level is provided throughout
the service area with the minimum number of facilities. The selected locations maximize the RF
coverage of the Project and minimize interference/overlap with the other facilities, resulting in a
lower overall number of facilities and a less intrusive system. The ROW is ideal for the Project
from an aesthetic standpoint because the ROW is an area already impacted with utilities and
similar features typical of developed roadways.
Since 2014, City staff and consultants conducted multiple site walks and meetings with
Crown Castle representatives and gave input to Crown Castle on the currently proposed node
locations and designs. The City staff’s site recommendations rested largely on minimizing visual
intrusion and obstructions to the ROW. Importantly, the currently proposed node locations and
designs were identified after exhausting other possible locations in the relatively small DAS
coverage area or polygon. (See Exhibit C, [alternatives analysis, slides 10-18.) Crown Castle has
satisfied its burden of proof under the burden-shifting process established by T-Mobile U.S.A.
Inc. v. City of Anacortes. That conclusion is underscored by the fact that it developed its
proposed sites and designs with the input of -- and in full collaboration with -- City staff.
(2)

Small Cells and DAS as Least Intrusive Means Technology, by Design.

Even apart from the careful siting of the facilities that are part of a small cells or DAS
system, the technological configuration of small cells and DAS nodes is inherently minimally
intrusive by design. Small cells and DAS were developed as a smaller-scale solution to the
larger macro-site or cell tower. It therefore represents a significant technological advance in the
development of reduced- profile wireless transmission devices. The nodes are designed to be
smaller scale and lower power to allow them to integrate more easily into their surroundings and
thereby render them less aesthetically intrusive. While it is impossible to make the facilities
invisible, each facility has been designed to blend with existing features in the road to the extent
feasible.
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Crown Castle’s small cell network qualifies as the “least intrusive means” of filling the
identified significant gap for the following reasons, among others:
(a)

Crown Castle small cells utilize the latest in wireless infrastructure technology,
incorporating smaller, low-power facilities instead of using larger -- and
sometimes more obtrusive -- cell towers;

(b)

Crown Castle small cells utilize the ROW, thereby avoiding intrusions into
private property or undeveloped sensitive resource areas;

(c)

Crown Castle small cells allow for collocation by multiple carriers, thereby
avoiding proliferation of nodes;

(d)

Crown Castle small cells strike a balance between antenna height and coverage in
order to minimize visual impacts;

(e)

Crown Castle small cells are carefully spaced to effectively relay signal with a
minimum of facilities; and

(f)

Crown Castle small cells utilize existing vertical elements in the ROW, such as
utility poles, or slim-profile new poles, thereby minimizing intrusions into the
ROW.

In summary, given the demonstrable gap in service and the proposal of the least intrusive
means of filling that gap in service, upholding the City Manager’s blanket denial of all 16 nodes
comprising the Project would not only violate section 332(c)(7)(B)(i)(II), but also would give
rise to a claim that the City’s wireless ordinance is preempted and void as a matter of law under
section 253(c).
4.

THE CITY SHOULD NOT BASE ITS DECISION ON THE GROUNDS OF
PERCEIVED HEALTH AFFECTS OF RF EMISSIONS; THE PROJECT
NEVERTHELESS FALLS SIGNIFICANTLY UNDER THE FCC’S
CONSERVATIVE HEALTH THRESHOLDS.

The FCC has preempted the field of compliance with RF emission standards. (City of
Rancho Palos Verdes v. Abrams (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 367, 376 [124 Cal.Rptr. 2d 80].)
Moreover, as noted above, section 332(c)(7)(B)(iv) of the Telecom Act preempts local and state
governments from regulating the siting of wireless telecommunications facilities on the basis of
the perceived health effects of RF emissions. The City Council therefore must set aside any
testimony and concerns that arise from perceived health effects of RF emissions.
Nevertheless, the Project, and all equipment associated with the Project, complies with all
applicable FCC RF emission standards. A demonstration of the Project’s compliance with
applicable FCC RF emission standards is attached Exhibit D (Jerrold T. Bushberg, Health and
Medical Physics Consulting Inc. (Oct. 20, 2017).
Finally, the courts have spoken on the issue of property values and have concluded that
property values often serve as a proxy for basing the regulation of the siting of wireless facilities
on impermissible RF health concerns. (See Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town of Oyster Bay (2nd
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Cir. 1999) 166 F.3d 490, 496-497 [striking concerns of declining property values as “actually a
proxy for the impermissible ground of environmental effects”]; AT&T Wireless Services of
California, L.L.C. v. City of Carlsbad (S.D. Cal. 2003) 308 F.Supp.2d 1148, 1161 [declining
property values due to perceived health effect not a proper basis for denial].)
5.

THE CITY MANAGER’S DENIAL CONSTITUTES A BLANKET
PROHIBITION AND IS UNLAWFUL ON MULTIPLE GROUNDS.

On December 20, 2017, the City Manager delivered a surprise, blanket denial of all 16
nodes comprising the Project (“Denial”). The Denial represents a 180-degree pivot from the
City Manager’s earlier official position, embodied in the City Manager’s October 31, 2017,
notice to the community that she would approve each of the 16 nodes pursuant to the process
codified in the HMC (“Notices of Approval”). The City Manager based the Notices of Approval
on such considerations as compatibility with the City’s code and General Plan. (See Exhibit E
[Oct. 31, 2017, notice of approval for H01].)
Aside from the perplexing about-face taken by the City Manager, the Denial reads less
like the decision of an unbiased, quasi-judicial decision-maker, and more like post-hoc
rationalization to backstop a pre-determined denial at any cost. Indeed, the 180-degree change in
position came after a December 7, 2017, “town hall” style meeting at which a contingent of
vocal City residents expressed strident opposition to the Project -- revealing to City staff and
decision-makers a level of intense antagonism to the Project and to Crown Castle (“Town Hall”).
The City’s outside counsel, Christopher Diaz, scrambled to call the Town Hall when it became
clear that Project opponents were mobilizing to oppose the Notices of Approval. The City
Attorney requested that (a) Crown Castle extend the Shot Clock deadline for the City to act on
the Project application from November 17, 2017, to December 21, 2017; and (b) participate in
the Town Hall on December 7, 2017. In good faith, Crown Castle agreed. (See Nov. 16, 2017,
Agreement to Extend Shot Clock, attached as Exhibit F.) The Town Hall was not part of the
codified application process, but the City Manager based the Denial, in large part, on the 160page transcript of that meeting.
It is all but obvious that the impromptu Town Hall served as the catalyst for the City
Manager’s unexpected about-face in her position. That fact gives rise to serious questions about
the propriety of using the Town Hall as an ad-hoc hearing process for the City Manager’s
decision-making process. The Town Hall was not a public hearing. It is not a codified
requirement of the City’s municipal code nor a codified process for City Manager decisionmaking process. It did not provide for the usual channels that an applicant would normally have
to address or otherwise rebut hours of testimony from Project opponents. Instead, as noted, the
Town Hall meeting served as a last-minute measure by the City Attorney to supplement
perceived inadequacies in the City’s municipal code processes. The provisional nature of the
Town Hall and its lack of the usual features of an evidentiary public hearing left Crown Castle
severely prejudiced, open to the intense political maelstrom that manifested itself at the Town
Hall, and what appears to be a dubious “no-holds-barred” effort to reverse the City Manager’s
earlier recommendations of approval.
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The City Manager’s “findings” supporting the denial consist of litanies of sweeping
critiques about the Project and bullet-point one-liners that offer no illumination beyond bald and
outcome-driven conclusions. The findings are devoid of any specific regarding which facility -or which feature of which facility -A.

The CEQA Findings for the Denial Are Groundless and Now Moot.

The major thrust -- and lead contention -- of the City Manager’s Denial is a purported
failure by Crown Castle to demonstrate that the Applications have proceeded through review
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (Pub. Resources Code, § 21000, et seq.)
(“CEQA”). The Public Utilities Commission (“PUC”) issued its CEQA determination on this
Project on January 16, 2018. (See Notice to Proceed (PUC, Jan. 16, 2018), attached as Exhibit
G.) The PUC “Notice to Proceed” constitutes the lead agency’s determination that the Project is
exempt from CEQA pursuant to a “Class 3” exemption. (CEQA Guidelines, § 15303, subd. (d).)
The City Manager’s leading ground for the Denial therefore is moot.
B.

The General Plan Consistency Findings Are Conclusory and Fail the
Substantial Evidence Standard.

The day after her denial, the City Manager issued a Supplemental Denial Letter
containing a finding that Crown Castle failed to demonstrate that the Project will not adversely
affect the General Plan or alter the rural character of the community (Finding One - “General
Plan Findings”). (See Supplemental Denial Letter at p. 1.) The General Plan Findings are so
sweeping and conclusory and so devoid of specifics that they are not susceptible of a meaningful
response.
The Supplemental Denial Letter cites four pages of the Land Use Element of the General
Plan and otherwise does not address any specific General Plan goal. Nor does it describe which
node or which features of the Project offend those goals. (See ibid.) The General Plan Findings
also reference the Design Guidelines, but that reference is misplaced, because the Design
Guidelines cited addresses antennas on homes, not public utilities in the ROW. (Id. at p. 2.) The
General Plan Findings cite to the entire 160-page transcript of the December 7, 2017, Town Hall
and presumably invite Crown Castle to guess which comments and/or evidence in that 160-page
transcript apply. (Ibid.) The General Plan Findings also note that the Project facilities are
located in residential zones and that there are no commercially zoned properties within the City
that could be served by the Project. (Ibid.) Does the City contend that WCFs are barred in
residential zones? The City’s Code says nothing of the kind. While the General Plan Findings
comment on the height of the facilities as being inconsistent with the General Plan goals, there is
not even a suggestion as to what Crown Castle can do to revise its facilities in a manner that
passes muster with the City. The height contention nevertheless is undermined by the City’s
Code, which clearly allows facilities in excess of the 32-foot height limit in the residential areas
where they are sited under certain circumstances and in cases of necessity. (HMC, §
15.32.070.H.)
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Since the City Manager Decision does not address specific nodes or Project features, one
can only conclude that any WCF in the ROW is inherently inconsistent with the General Plan. If
that is the case, the City’s wireless ordinance, which allows such facilities in the ROW, must be
void because it is inconsistent with the General Plan. Certainly, the City cannot realistically
stand by such a conclusion, but no other conclusion can be drawn from the City Manager’s
sweeping findings.
As noted above, less than one month prior, the City Manager made the opposite
conclusion and proposed findings that
[t]he WCF and support structure additions and modifications
proposed are consistent with the general plan and will not
adversely affect the policies and goals set forth therein or alter the
rural character of the community … ;
(October 31, 2017, City Manager Notice to Community, Exhibit E.) That draft finding followed
multiple meetings with Crown Castle and City staff concerning the Project where the City
provided input to Crown Castle on acceptable siting and designs. In other words, if the City had
concerns about the Project’s consistency with the General Plan, Crown Castle had no clue about
such concerns until the City Manager released the Denial on December 20, 2017. Up until that
time, the City staff took the opposite position and even informed the community of the Project’s
consistency with the General Plan and City design guidelines. Indeed, in its meetings with
Crown Castle representatives, the City staff only asked Crown Castle to revise two of the 16
nodes. At the request of City staff, node H12m2 was relocated from 2 New Place Road to across
from 510 Eucalyptus Avenue due to the proximity of H12m2 to the Bridge School. City staff
advised that this relocation to the City police substation would foster goodwill with the residents.
Node H27m1 was relocated from adjacent to 1508 Black Mtn. Road to across from 1585 Black
Mtn. Road, now known as H27m2, which is the ROW in front of a City water tank facility. This
relocation was at the request of the City due to the proposed location of H27m1 in front of a
newly remodeled residence.
How Crown Castle can address the vague and conclusory General Plan Findings is
anyone’s guess. The findings suggest that no telecommunications facilities should be allowed in
the ROW in the City’s residential zones, which is essentially the entire City. (See, e.g. HMC, §
17.12.010 [“There is one zone within the town, namely, the residence district (“RD”), which
consists of all of the land within the boundaries of the town.”].) But the City’s own Zoning Code
obviously permits wireless telecommunications within the ROW of the Town. (See, id., §
15.32.070.C.) More importantly, as noted above, to establish least intrusive means, the applicant
establishes a “prima facie showing of effective prohibition by submitting a comprehensive
application, which includes consideration of alternatives, showing that the proposed [wireless
communications facility] is the least intrusive means of filling a significant gap.” (T-Mobile
U.S.A. Inc. v. City of Anacortes, supra, 572 F.3d at p. 995.) After that, the burden shifts to the
local government: “When a locality rejects a prima facie showing, it must show that there are
some potentially available and technologically feasible alternatives.” (Id. at p. 998.) The court
further explained that the applicant then has an opportunity to “dispute the availability and
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feasibility of the alternatives favored by the locality.” (Ibid.) In this case, as noted above,
Crown Castle presented what it considered to be the least intrusive means to fill the coverage
gap, after extensive input from City staff; the City’s General Plan Findings offer no specific
alternatives or sites that it considers to be consistent with its General Plan and Design
Guidelines. It therefore fails to rebut Crown Castle’s showing of least intrusive means.
C.

The City Manager’s “Significant Gap” Findings Exceed the City Manager’s
Authority and Competency and Intrude on FCC Preempted Territory.

The City’s “significant gap” finding (Finding Two - “Significant Gap Finding”) is
facially invalid and does not rest on substantial evidence, as the finding -- in self-serving fashion
-- boldly asserts. (Id. at p. 2.)
First, the City has no regulatory authority or competence to define “significant gap” and
therefore dictate the RF network objectives of an FCC licensed carrier, Verizon. The area of RF
coverage and licensed spectrum is field-preempted by the FCC, and municipalities cannot
regulate in the area of RF broadcasting. (See, e.g., Freeman v. Burlington Broadcasters, Inc. (2d
Cir. 2000) 204 F.3d 311.) To assert otherwise is to convert local governments, like the City, into
regulatory arms of the FCC. Obviously, that cannot be the case. As the courts have observed,
“Congress intended the FCC to possess exclusive authority over technical matters related to
radio broadcasting” and that “Congress’s grant of authority to the FCC was intended to be
exclusive and to preempt local regulation.” (Id. at 320-21, emphasis added; accord Southwestern
Bell Wireless Inc. v. Johnson County Bd. of County Comm'rs (10th Cir. 1999) 199 F.3d 1185,
1193 [“Congress intended federal regulation of [radio frequency interference]; N.Y. SMSA Ltd.
P'ship v. Town of Clarkstown (2nd Cir. 2010) 612 F.3d 97 [issues to be so pervasive as to occupy
the field.”] Bennett v. T-Mobile United States, Inc., (C.D. Cal. 2008) 597 F. Supp. 2d 1050, 1053
[same principle, Central District].)
As with the first finding of denial (the General Plan Findings) the Significant Gap
Finding is vague, sweeping and conclusory. A review of the main source of “evidence” for this
finding is a report prepared by the City’s RF consultant, CTC (Columbia Telecommunications
Corporation, Dec. 2017) (“CTC Report”). Morgan Hunt, Crown Castle’s RF Manager prepared
a review of the CTC Report that refutes CTC’s conclusions. (See Crown Castle Review of CTC
Report, Exhibit H.) The CTC Report suggests that, because Verizon’s coverage in the 700 MHz
band is marginally better than its coverage in the 1900 and 2100 MHz bands, it does not have a
significant gap. (See CTC RF Report at pp. 1, 9.) The CTC Report otherwise concedes that the
City is experiencing “very limited coverage” in the 1900 and 2100 MHz bands. (Id. at p. 9.)
Is the City concluding that “significant gap” is limited to the 700 MHz band? Certainly
no case law exists to support such a proposition. Moreover, Verizon’s primary bandwidths for
providing coverage to its customers throughout the Nation are in the 1900 and 2100 MHz bands.
The problem with the City’s position should be immediately apparent. If a municipality,
like the Town of Hillsborough, can define “significant gap” to be limited to 700 MHz bands,
carriers will be unable to deploy effective networks in the higher frequency bands, thereby
wreaking havoc on the integrity and continuity of the national network. If any court were to
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endorse such a theory, it would turn the Telecom Act and the FCC’s jurisdiction upside-down.
The courts have not endorsed a bright-lined rule for determining significant gap for such reasons.
The Town’s arbitrary 700 MHz standard is completely devoid of any legal or technical rationale
and would upend the Telecom Act and the federal and state regulatory regimes governing the
provision of telecommunications service by placing local obstacles in the way of providing
broadband and telecommunications services at the 1900 and 2100 MHz frequencies, which are
integral to the national network.
The Significant Gap Findings also suggest that a significant gap in service does not exist
because the City is a low-density residential community and there “are no commercially zoned
properties within the Town of Hillsborough anywhere near any of the proposed WCFs that could
be served by them.” (Supplemental Denial Letter, at p. 4.) Does this mean the significant gap
can only exist in non-residential areas? No data, law, evidence or logic exists to support such a
contention. Indeed, as noted above, residential zones -- no matter what density -- are critical
areas for 21 century telecommunications and broadband service, since over 50 percent of all
American homes are now wireless only.8 That trend will continue until the entire Nation
conducts its telecommunications exclusively through wireless networks.
D.

The City Manager’s Design Standards Findings are Conclusory, Impossible
to Address and Fail to Rebut the Demonstration of Least Intrusive Means.

The Supplemental Denial Letter asserts that the Project does not comply with the design
standards of Chapter 15.32 of the HMC (Finding Three - “Design Findings”). (Id. at p. 5.) To
support the assertion, it proffers lists of one-liner bullet points leveling nothing beyond bare
conclusions with no details to which Crown Castle can adequately respond. For instance,


8

The Design Findings recite the Code’s hierarchy of location preferences and
broadly assert that Project did not locate its WCFs on enough of the preferred
locations. (Supplemental Denial Letter at p. 6.) The Code (HMC) nowhere
mandates denial for failure to locate all or a majority of WCFs on higher
preference locations. In this case, Crown Castle sought to locate as many of its
facilities on existing poles as possible. Because the facilities are locationally
dependent (see discussion, supra, Part 3.B.1) and because the City has a dearth of
existing vertical infrastructure, Crown Castle had no other available option but to
install new poles on seven of the 16 nodes. The City’s code expressly allows new
poles in such circumstances. (See, HMC, § 15.32.70.E.2, 3.) If the City is
contending that Crown Castle must relocate its facilities out of the ROW, such a
position not only violates state law by barring use of the ROW (e.g., Public
Utilities Code section 7901) and intrudes on Crown Castle’s CLEC status, but
also the City’s own code, which expressly identifies the ROW as a permissible
location for WCFs. (See HMC, § 15.32.70.C.4.E, D.)

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for
Health Statistics (Released 05/2017); https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nhis/earlyrelease/wireless201705.pdf.
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The Design Findings vaguely assert that “concealment is not adequate,” but
present no proposed concealment alternatives for Crown Castle to investigate.
(Supplemental Denial Letter at p. 6.) Such a finding places Crown Castle in the
untenable position of being required to guess what may or may not pass muster
with the City through a series of new or modified applications. Such a finding
fails to reach the standard required for local governments to rebut an applicant’s
demonstration of least intrusive means. (T-Mobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of
Anacortes (9th Cir. 2009) 572 F.3d 987.)



The Design Findings simply assert, without additional discussion, that “[s]everal
of the WCFs are proposed to be located within 1500’ of an existing wireless cell
facility.” (Supplemental Denial Letter at p. 6.) The Code does not prohibit WCFs
within 1500 feet of each other, but only states that they “should” be collocated
with existing WCFs if within 1500 feet. (HMC § 15.32.70.D.) In this case, there
are no existing WCFs in the ROW which could even serve as collocation sites,
thereby rendering compliance with this provision impossible.



The Design Findings assert, without more, that “[s]ome of the proposed WCF
poles exceed the height of existing utility poles by as much as 20 feet.” (Ibid.)
What the findings do not say is that many pole-top facilities require such
extensions to comply with PUC regulations governing the spacing of facilities on
utility poles, such as General Order 95. If the City were to deny a WCF based on
such reasons, it would force Crown Castle to install a new pole where clearance
challenges are not at issue. In this case, Crown Castle sought to use existing poles
in order to comply with the City’s own location preferences. See HMC, §
15.32.79.E.1. [preference for existing utility poles].)



The Design Findings states that equipment used by other utility companies “is
significantly smaller” than Crown Castle’s equipment. The assertion only serves
to prompt a number of unanswered questions. Which utilities is the City referring
to? Do the referenced utilities provide comparable services? What size factors
would be acceptable to the City, if any?



The Design Findings critique the size of the electrical service panels and the
absence of vaulting. As for the electrical service panels, Crown Castle is willing
to investigate whether a smaller panel is feasible. Regarding vaulting, the City’s
code contains no mandate that facilities employ vaulting; nor is vaulting feasible
due to existing tree roots and ROW size constraints. Regarding the City’s
observation that the proposed equipment is not flush to grade, it is not clear which
facilities the City refers to or how those facilities actually pose hazards or
incommode the ROW.



Regarding purported aesthetic impacts, the City Manager has provided no
evidence of which specific views are impacted by which facilities. It has offered
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no clues as to which alternatives -- if any -- might address those purported
impacts.


As for property values, the Design Findings cite only to anecdotal evidence of
residents. In fact, The Appellants have provided no market data, impacts analyses
or other forms of substantial evidence that wireless telecommunications facilities
have any impact on property values in the area. In fact, studies reveal the
opposite. Exhibit I is a study of property values jointly prepared by Wireless
Communications Initiative in conjunction with Santa Clara County Association of
Realtors and Silicon Valley Association of Realtors. This study demonstrates that
wireless telecommunications facilities have no negative impact of real estate
values. In any event, as noted above, the courts have spoken on the issue of
property values and have concluded that property values often serve as a proxy
for basing the regulation of the siting of wireless facilities on impermissible RF
health concerns. (See Cellular Telephone Co. v. Town of Oyster Bay (2nd Cir.
1999) 166 F.3d 490, 496-497 [striking concerns of declining property values as
“actually a proxy for the impermissible ground of environmental effects”]; AT&T
Wireless Services of California, L.L.C. v. City of Carlsbad (S.D. Cal. 2003) 308
F.Supp.2d 1148, 1161 [declining property values due to perceived health effect
not a proper basis for denial].)

In sum, the Design Findings (like the other findings in support of the Denial) make only
general reference to what amount to thousands of pages of documents comprising the record. To
support a denial, the agency “must set forth findings to bridge the analytic gap between the raw
evidence and ultimate decision or order.” (Topanga Assn. for a Scenic Community v. County of
Los Angeles (1974) 11 Cal.3d 506, 515.) In this case, the City’s indiscriminate citations to the
record do not come close to meeting this standard.
E.

The City Manager’s Rights-of-Way Interference Arguments are Conclusory
and Amount to an Outright Prohibition on the Use of the Public Rights-ofWay.

As with the other “findings,” the “interference and undue risk” findings (“Interference
Findings”) are long on conclusions and woefully short on details and reasons. (See id. at p. 8.)
Again, we are left only with questions: (1) what is the hazard or risk referred to? (2) which
facility interferes with vehicular line-of-site? (3) Is there an alternative location for that
unknown facility? (4) which of the facilities encroaches on narrow ROW? (5) Do those
facilities on narrow ROW actually impede vehicular or pedestrian traffic? (6) Is there an
alternative design and/or location that would mitigate the purported impacts? It should be noted
that such issues should be addressed by the Public Works Department in the context of an
encroachment or building permit process.
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The Interference Findings also note that “[a]ll of the proposed WCFs and equipment take
up more area than the existing poles they replace or where no poles/equipment previously
existed.” There is no requirement in the Code or elsewhere that prohibits facilities from taking
up more area than the existing poles they replace. This cannot serve as a valid “finding” for
denial.
F.

The “Alternative Designs” Argument is Conclusory, Impossible to Address
and Fail to Rebut the Demonstration of Least Intrusive Means.

The City Manager’s alternatives findings (“Alternatives Findings”) are wholly devoid of
any information as to what alternative designs or locations would mitigate the perceived impacts
of the Project.
As noted above, to establish least intrusive means, the applicant establishes a “prima
facie showing of effective prohibition by submitting a comprehensive application, which
includes consideration of alternatives, showing that the proposed [wireless communications
facility] is the least intrusive means of filling a significant gap.” (T-Mobile U.S.A. Inc. v. City of
Anacortes, supra, 572 F.3d at p. 995.) After that, the burden shifts to the local government:
“When a locality rejects a prima facie showing, it must show that there are some potentially
available and technologically feasible alternatives.” (Id. at p. 998.) The court further explained
that the applicant then has an opportunity to “dispute the availability and feasibility of the
alternatives favored by the locality.” (Ibid.) In this case, as noted above, Crown Castle
presented what it considered to be the least intrusive means to fill the coverage gap. The only
thing the City Manager offers as a possible alternative is the following:
Among other things, techniques such as sectorization (which
increase coverage/capacity of existing facilities) do not appear to
have been considered and use of existing wireless facilities would
be more consistent with the general plan and others minimize the
impacts.
(Supplemental Denial at p. 10.) This statement does not qualify as a showing of “potentially
available and technologically feasible alternatives,” as required under Anacortes. Where are the
“existing wireless facilities” the City Manager refers to? Is the City contending that Crown
Castle must abandon the ROW and seek out “sectorization” of macro-sites? Such a requirement
would constitute a clear prohibition of ROW use, in excess of the limited “time, place and
manner” controls over the ROW. It also is so speculative that it cannot come close to satisfying
the City’s burden under Anacortes. The Alternatives Findings offer no specific alternatives or
sites that it considers to be consistent with its General Plan and Design Guidelines. It therefore
fails to rebut Crown Castle’s showing of least intrusive means.

Mayor Marie Chuang
and Members of the
City of Council of the Town of Hillsborough
March 7, 2018
Page 24
6.

CONCLUSION.

We respectfully request that the City Council grant the Appeal, overturn the Denial and
approve the Project. Crown Castle representatives will be on hand to answer any questions about
the Project and this letter.
Very truly yours,

Michael W. Shonafelt
MWS
Enclosures
cc:
Christopher J. Diaz, Esq., City Attorney (outside counsel) (christopher.diaz@bbklaw.com)
Gail Karish, Esq., City Attorney (outside counsel) (gail.karish@bbklaw.com)
Paul Willis, City Engineer (pwillis@hillsborough.net)
Sharon James, Crown Castle (sharon.james@crowncastle.com)
Greg Guerrazzi, G Squared Consulting (gregguerrazzi@vom.com)
Dan Schweizer, Esq., Director, Government Relations, West Region
(daniel.schweizer@crowncastle.com)
Joshua Trauner, Esq., Government Relations Counsel, Crown Castle
(joshua.trauner@crowncastle.com)
Morgan Hunt, Crown Castle, RF Manager (Morgan.Hunt@crowncastle.com)
Ernesto Figueroa, Crown Castle, RF Engineer (Ernesto.Figueroa@crowncastle.com)
Jay Thomas, Cell Site Associates, Inc. (jay-thomas@sbcglobal.net)
7410399.3

EXHIBIT 5

CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

- 12/07/2017

1

2

3

CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

4
5

6

7

CASE NUMBER:

Unknown

CHAIRPERSON:

Mr.

8

9

Christopher

Diaz

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

Reporting

Solutions

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com

TOWN0018642

CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

MR. DIAZ:

Hello morning,

2

to extend

3

being

4

process

and I am here

5

provide

an overview,

6

tonight,

7

we are still

8

that

9

all

my thanks

here today.

talk

this

everybody.

to all

tonight

bit

about

for the town.

So I just

that

11

decision

12

quick

13

probably

14

wanted to talk

15

we've heard.

16

and we just

17

I think,

18

public

19

helpful

20

applications,

21

required

22

decision.

23

are all

24

imperative

25

is really

overview

ten slides
a little

bit

for us to hear

wanted to give you a

that

facts

the public

to the town as it

lots

so that
provides

tonight

that

and that's

we hear

findings

your meeting
Reporting

tonight,
Solutions

about

primarily

we're

any
is as
these
that

are

makes a

bit

from the public

working,

tonight

and the City Manager ultimately
a little

that

I think

can be as we process

I wanted to talk

But I

of emails

we are all

as we look at the legal

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

which is

not too long.

have received

with the accurate

from
and

about misconceptions

want to make sure

here

and that

we can make a wise

so it's

Town staff

comment that

for

convey to you

of what I'm going to cover,

about

to just

to hear your perspective
in so that

all

just

night

input

to take

the process

I will

for

of the

some ground rules

important

of you as residents,

portion

as City Attorney

provide

2

wanted

of you as town residents

in the process.
is a very

Page

I just

This is a critical

a little

10

- 12/07/2017

why we

because
tonight.

here

it's
This

to answer

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com

TOWN0018643

CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

questions,

we are here

2

use that

for the process.

3

little

4

to answer questions

5

the overall

6

critical

7

all

8

council's

9

there

10

that

11

There is a very good reason

12

as I go through

13

rules

14

keep in mind that

this

15

recorded,

be transcribed

16

that

17

other

18

the record.

19

have heard

20

notices

21

did indicate

22

has been giving

23

this

24

and that

25

helpfully

bit

about

of you.

it

also

and that

process

will
respect

and get all

it

that

of that

that

especially

did go out.
some level

approval,

is not the case.
written

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

we
video

is critical
over each
input

on to

I think

we

to the

some of the notices

of approval

an impression

is an automatic

with regard

explain

that

and not talk
public

issue.

some ground

recorded,

and so it

I think

about

of this

So some of the misconceptions
is that,

from

are concerned

and I will

audio

critical

about

bit

is imperative

is being

each other

talk

I know that

Then finally

I think

a

tonight

a little

for that

the process.

and

is to hear

because

of residents

3

we are at a

is not at the forefront

for tonight.

input

and who's here

want to talk

in that

Page

wanted to talk

As I indicated,

But I also

the council

public

for the residents,

has been a lot

we all

I also

in the process

role

that

introductions

process.

stage

to take

- 12/07/2017

and I think

that

to the community that
a done deal

of some sort

I know the notices

were not

but at the end of the day the City

Reporting

Solutions

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com

TOWN0018644

CROWN CASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

Manager retains

complete

2

approve

3

or to completely

4

some point

5

there

6

will

7

decide

8

have a limited

9

akin to what I argue

these

and total

applications,

then have full
this

issue.
role

council

in this

The council
discretion

to

currently

process.

is pulling

at

from the City Manager

and full

The city

to

to that,

for an appeal.

authority

does

This is somewhat

permits

from the town.

10

Often when anybody comes to the town and seeks

permits

11

it

but

12

council

13

there

14

council

15

not been fully

16

knowledge

17

process

18

now for them to be involved

19

some council

members are here

20

to basically

listen,

21

not have a role

22

opinions

on the project

23

preserve

their

24

process.

25

the town is receiving

is done initially
retains

at the City Manager level

complete

is a decision

can come into

it

because

that

of this

legally

it

Currently
issue,

they have

they have some

right

in the process.
tonight

right
I know

and they are here

in the input

but they do

currently

or they

cannot

primarily

because

we want to

to participate
we have heard

Reporting

in the

would inappropriate

to take

to play

if

somebody wants to appeal,

but they are not entrenched

Finally,

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

discretion

the process.

informed

about

and total

made that

4

with conditions

In addition

is a decision

is the opportunity

Page

discretion

to approve

deny them.

if there

- 12/07/2017

state

in the appeal
some assertions

that

some sort

of revenue

from Crown

Solutions

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWN CASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

Castle

if these

applications

2

that

3

to the town and under

4

a mandate to process

5

a code,

6

we process

7

process

8

hear

9

tonight?

Public

10

process.

The town cannot

11

hearing

12

perspective

how these

13

we are here

to listen,

14

questions

15

hear

16

tonight

17

even today,

18

want to submit by email

19

the City Attorney,

20

feel

21

accepting

22

5.30,

23

concerns

you have.

24

critical.

Again,

25

Manager retains

is not the case.

those

state

critical

make a decision

may impact

and we definitely

anything

take

into

you.

So

want to

we can hear

from you

you want to submit,
the record.

Anything

you

to the City Manager or to me as

to speak openly

ears.

So tonight

and freely

submissions

Any input

until

December 14 at
you have,

at this

I want to re-emphasize
complete

and total

Solutions

please

and we are

send us any thoughts

Reporting

without

we are here to answer any

we are all

written

to this

from your

applications

Keep in mind that

we will

to

why are we here

of you and hearing

on the record,

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

does mandate how

So we are in that

is completely

you have tonight

so please

that

So, again,

input

from all

free

and we do have

is kind of why we are here tonight

of you.

from you.

and

law we do have

applications
section

5

were submitted

and federal

applications.

and that

from all

The applications

code,

Page

were to be approved

those

a municipal

- 12/07/2017

point
that

discretion.

any

is
the City
So what

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

- 12/07/2017

1

Jay Thomas, a project

manager and then also

2

James from government

relations.

3

available

4

So the

5

initial

6

defer

7

process

8

is a basic

9

out from here.

for tonight,

introductions
to Tripp

and ground rules

in regards

present

10

opportunity,

just

as every

11

application

to this

town,

12

and then

13

questions.

14

we are in the process.

15

essentially

16

An applicant

17

have an obligation

18

should

19

provisions.

20

submitted

21

consultants

22

completeness,

make sure

23

code and then

from there

24

process.

25

essentially

will

person

take

is what the process

be granted

point,

will

review

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

Reporting

three

but

out like.
they do

to show that

the permit

complies

municipal

is

and
for

with the municipal
input

tonight.

of about

code

application

we see public

Solutions

of where

high level

town staff

an

and

an application,

That is why we are here
at step

input

the application
it

play

applications

is played

once that

and deemed complete,

there

submits

overview

under our existing

At that

that

public

This is fairly

or a burden

will

those

a brief

submits

of the

codes so that

to present

I wanted to give

then

then have their

other

we will

normally

but we will

of how the process

Crown Castle

from there

making the

an overview

to our municipal

understanding

be

you may have.

I am obviously

May who will

it

that

7

Sharon

So they will

to answer any questions
format

Page

a six

in that
So we are

step

process.

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

public

input

1

After

2

then take

that

3

applicant

submits

4

staff

5

will

6

she has the

7

applications,

conditionally

approve

8

deny them.

I wanted to talk

about

9

that

and then also

full

of that

the most about

you the limitations

11

of federal

12

is radio

13

I understand

14

from,

15

preclude

16

the process

17

complying

with the applicable

18

applicant

would be the best

19

issues,

20

requirements

21

they are and it precludes

22

considering

that

23

considering

the applications.

24

is -- one of the huge things

25

is the council

law.

I think

approve

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

effects.

of the concerns

in terms

are coming
law does

as a factor

in

themselves

are

FCC regulations.
person

those

indicate

us essentially
in denying

not more involved
Solutions

to us that
as a town from
or

Keep in mind that
that

The

to speak to those

they are meeting
indications

about

Although

federal
those

as a criteria

Reporting

convey to

we have heard

so long as the applications

but all

these

one issue

at least

from town residents,

as to whether

Again,

them or completely

health

a town from considering

the

and she

the town is under

concerns,

where a lot

analysis

and just

One of the things

frequency

at least

their

to either

10

8

that

to make a decision.

discretion

we have heard

any information

any information

to her in terms
all

Page

our City Manager will

in from the public,

provides
consider

is received

- 12/07/2017

I have heard
in the process.

this
is why
So

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

the process

is -- the municipal

2

the City Manager discretion

3

deny these

4

kind of federal

5

understanding

6

be appealed

to the city

7

application

they also

8

council.

When that

9

have full

discretion

applications.

if

code essentially

at this

that

council.

the city

the point

12

participate

13

that

14

as that

15

the information

16

merits.

17

council

18

the residents

19

that

is laid

20

other

cities

21

them.

22

listening.

23

are listening

very closely.

24

process,

just

keep in mind again

25

remain

impartial,

in that

could
the

to the city
will

then

That is

the process.

11

In order

that

council

is not involved

in time.

to any

If she approves

why the city

in the process

to preserve

their

at

right

appeal

process

we have to ensure

seek no opinions

at this

time until

full

appeal

comes to them and they

and then make a decision

I know it
to be in,

is a difficult
I know it's

to understand

operate

and it

position
a difficult

but that

out in our code,

it

But some of them are here

to

such time

consider

all

on those
for the
position

for

is the process

is very

really

or

with the

can be appealed

to decide

9

gives

to approve

she does go to denial

10

they

point

exists

happens

council

Page

This is very similar

process
that

- 12/07/2017

similar

is a limitation
tonight

to how
on

and they are

I have spoken with some of them and they

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

So finally
that

on the appeal
the council

they must hold opinions,

Reporting

Solutions

must

one council

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

next

slide,

2

when the review

3

it

4

to the applicant.

5

application

6

process.

7

There is a public

8

a radius

9

the public

[Several

please.

reviews

of these

all

inaudible

of the information

At that

point

several

issued

from the project

was also

11

meeting

12

the project

13

feedback,

14

project

15

meeting,

16

like

17

made and it

is clearly

18

information

from the residents

19

inaudible

20

recommendations.

21

get all

22

We'll

23

a decision.

24

the application

25

factors

this

this

in

was given

to

committee
an overview

to provide

of

any further
identifying

So here we are now at the public
of the process,

There have been no decisions
important

in order

that

information

to build

here

our record
Well,

and make
after

has the burden

be approved

Solutions

we

slide.

is going to have to make
to show that

and provides

the City Manager has to take
Reporting

that

[Several

we go on to the next

The applicant
should

we get all

and from the

So what comes next?

see the City right

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

this

one on

to them in a letter

was saying.

that

this

is very much integral

words]

the

And in addition

like

and an opportunity
which is sent

and feedback

in 500 feet

an advisory

where the committee

So

involved.

to those

and a meeting

November 30, there

place.

during

gets

location.

10

concerns.

times

14

that

then makes changes

the public

notice

notice

takes
provided

The applicant

Page

words]

applications

which are heard

Chris

- 12/07/2017

the

into

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

when issuing

- 12/07/2017

1

consideration

2

move to the next

3

considerations

4

Manager has to consider

5

compliant

with the general

6

inaudible

words]

7

trying

to determine

8

affect

essentially

9

Next the City Manager has to consider

slide

are.

the decision.

we can start
So, first

in the general

is necessary

11

coverage

and if it

12

less

13

is whether

14

comply with the specific

design

15

the code,

[Several

16

those

17

whether

18

and safety

19

facility

20

the use of the right

21

words]

22

all

23

safety.

24

the applicant

25

So, for example,

are.

to cause

whether
so.

codes.

the

facility

the FCC regulations

slide

we'll

don't

on the right,
Solutions

see

the

interfere

on

inaudible

specifically

to file

what

the health

that

[Several

are in

words]

compiles

for our conditions,

is authorized

Reporting

that

with all

And if we can go to the next

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

will

inaudible

structures

of ways or

is the

the question

standards

We have to make sure

and the support

and that

this

application

is compliant

facility

the
gap in

Third,

If we go to the next

the

whether

a significant

construction

15(32)

would

in the community.

is necessary,

means of doing

is

Specifically

the application

facility

chapter

application

plan.

the road area

the full

the City

and how [Several

10

intrusive

to see what those

this

plan

15

So if you

and foremost,

whether

whether

Page

slide.

health

with
and

Whether

the application.

whether

they are a

- Woodland Hills
www.deposition.com
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CROWNCASTLE WIRELESS APPLICATION

1

EQCN[ph]or they qualify

2

the rights

3

right

4

services.

5

approvals

6

clearance,

7

of things

8

actually

9

alternative

under

as a telephone

state

law to access

of way for commission

corporation

you know, traffic

has all

So environment

control

the project.

designs
plan.

permit,

the kinds

And then whether

or locations

general

the impacts

11

could be reduced

12

locations.

So if the City Manager takes

all

13

things

consideration

the

14

application

15

had made all

16

should

17

for denial.

18

and that

19

might be some risk

20

for example,

21

fill

22

we can see that

23

built

24

out of the town's

25

the City Manager to do is to refer

by any alternative

complies
these

with all

these

findings,

be approved.

If not,

DTI Court
1-800-826-0277

gap.
there

the code,

a situation
or federal

Reporting

that

she

the potential

where there
correction,

so,

in there

to

Then if we go to the next

is a limited
so that

code.

these

is going to be denied

they need to put a facility

a significant

into

findings,

then there's

would create
of state

that

or

then the application

If the application
denial

at in the

of the facility
design

and finds

to
any

would looked

10

into

Or whether

with

the other

they are going to need in order

build

16

and occupy the

they are going need.

that

Page

of telecommunication

Whether the applicant
that

- 12/07/2017

there

exception
is taken

And what this

Solutions

those

line

procedure
straight

procedure

allows

applications

- Woodland Hills
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1

that

are subject

2

a recommendation.

3

be granted

4

comply with whatever

5

[Several

6

So if a facility

7

town has a 35 foot

height

8

exceptions

35 foot

9

in that

it

to this

exception

If a limited

to that
particular

or federal

words]

to illustrate
at,

limit

tall

but if the limited

11

would only be allowed

12

to the extent

13

close

14

then 45 feet

15

the technical

16

is a back and forth

17

out exactly

18

To use a kind of related

19

determine

20

location

21

taller

tower.

Right,

22

people

cannot

see it

23

words]

then that

is less

24

flexible

trying

to figure

25

of federal

gap at,

height

to extend

[Several

how compliant

that

or state
Reporting

the

70 foot

limit

rule

example,

so in this

So if we can

way.

inaudible

words] but it

is trying
this

It is

to figure
would be.

if they were to
from the proposed

place

still

the impact

It

still

inaudible

is a fairly

out how to solve
while

a

and location

[Several

intrusive.

Solutions

you

of 70 feet,

would negate

preemption

be too

intrusive

facility

but it

but the

applied

do you think

location

works.

are difficult

[Inaudible]

and it

moving the

to another

laws preempts

instead

would be the least

process

to

the gap.

45 feet

settings

necessary

the tower above 35 feet

to close

say,

with

and the building

exception

necessary
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2
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3

get the conversation
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5

preference

for locations

on public

6

locations,

either

[Inaudible].

7

preference

for co-location,

8

together

9

public

is a law on standard

when it

location

in the

property

10

[Several

words]

11

might be able

12

there

13

requires

14

extent

you can.

15

strong

preference

16

words] because

17

inaudible

18

people

in the right

19

height

limit

20

exception

21

locations,

22

there

might even be a larger

23

right

of way in particular

24

words] but also

25

aesthetic,

to attach

is a existing

[Several

social

1,500

for

feet
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you
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1
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C E R T I F I C A T E

2

3

I,

4

is a true

record

5

connected

by blood

6

herein

nor interested

7

matter

in controversy,

8

counsel.

9

Signature

10

Linda Weaver,

Date

certify

that

of said

proceedings,

or marriage
directly

the foregoing

with

that

transcript
I am not

any of the parties

or indirectly

in the

nor am I in the employ of the

Linda Weaver
December 11, 2017

..
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EXHIBIT 6

EXHIBIT 7

EXHIBIT 8

To address issues raised by the public at the community meeting and in various written
submissions, the City Manager took steps to obtain a report from a radio frequency engineer
related to showing the need for facilities with the designs as proposed. The Applicant was also
asked to provide additional information regarding several matters, in particular documents to
support its claim that the CPUC, as lead agency, had issued a CEQA exemption for the
Applicant’s DAS project. This documentation has not been provided, as discussed further below.
The Applicant was also asked if it would agree to a further extension of the federal shot clock to
allow for an orderly review and analysis of the additional information. The Applicant was
unwilling to agree to an extension for all 16 applications, suggesting instead that it may be
willing to agree to an extension for a subset of applications. Because the 16 applications
constituted one DAS project with numerous common issues involved in them, including CEQArelated issues, the Town was unwilling to agree to an extension that would stagger the timing of
the decisions on the applications. Hence, the City Manager has moved forward with this decision
at this time.

B.

Necessary Findings and Burden of Proof

Procedural Pre-Conditions to Any Approval. Section 15.32.080.A provides that the City
Manager may approve or conditionally approve an application only after the application is
deemed complete; fifteen days has elapsed from the postmark date required under Section
15.32.060.B. or C. of chapter 15.32 (if applicable); and any action required under Section
2.12.070 has been taken. As noted above, all 16 of the applications were deemed complete on
June 27th. No action is required under Section 2.12.070 because none of the 16 applications
involves WCFs to be installed on private property. Thus, the procedural pre-conditions set forth
in Section 15.32.080.A have been satisfied for all 16 applications.
Grounds for Disapproval. Section 15.32.080.B provides that the City Manager may
disapprove an application if the applicant has not shown that the application conforms to the
requirements of this chapter; or the applicant has failed to submit any additional information
requested by the City Manager by the due date specified by the City Manager; or the applicant
has not provided to the Town all of the required information required by this chapter to permit
the City Manager to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application taking into
account legal deadlines affecting the Town's consideration of the application.
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